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SECTION ONE
1.

WARD

PAGE
NUMBER(S)

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
To receive any apologies for absence.

2.

5-6

DECLARATIONS OF DISCLOSABLE
PECUNIARY INTEREST
To note any declarations of interest made by Members,
including those restricting Members from voting on the
questions detailed in Section 106 of the Local Government
Finance Act, 1992. See attached note from the Monitoring
Officer.

3.

UNRESTRICTED REPORTS 'CALLED IN'

3 .1

Leisure Estate Investment Plan

All Wards

7 - 196

To consider a call in on the Leisure Estate Investment Plan
decision made by Cabinet on 9 February 2022.
4.

EXCLUSION OF THE PRESS AND PUBLIC (if
needed)
The Call-In documents are presented as unrestricted
documents on the agenda. However, should the committee
need to discuss any matters that were exempt/restricted
then the Committee are recommended to adopt the
following motion:
“That, under the provisions of Section 100A of the Local
Government Act 1972, as amended by the Local
Government (Access to Information) Act 1985, the press
and public be excluded from the remainder of the meeting
for the consideration of the Section Two business on the
grounds that it contains information defined as Exempt in
Part 1 of Schedule 12A to the Local Government Act,
1972.”

Next Meeting of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee
Monday, 7 March 2022 at 6.30 p.m. to be held in Committee Room One - Town Hall,
Mulberry Place, 5 Clove Crescent, London, E14 2BG

Agenda Item 2
DECLARATIONS OF INTERESTS AT MEETINGS– NOTE FROM THE
MONITORING OFFICER
This note is for guidance only. For further details please consult the Code of Conduct for
Members at Part C, Section 31 of the Council’s Constitution

(i) Disclosable Pecuniary Interests (DPI)
You have a DPI in any item of business on the agenda where it relates to the categories listed in
Appendix A to this guidance. Please note that a DPI includes: (i) Your own relevant interests;
(ii)Those of your spouse or civil partner; (iii) A person with whom the Member is living as
husband/wife/civil partners. Other individuals, e.g. Children, siblings and flatmates do not need to
be considered. Failure to disclose or register a DPI (within 28 days) is a criminal offence.
Members with a DPI, (unless granted a dispensation) must not seek to improperly influence the
decision, must declare the nature of the interest and leave the meeting room (including the public
gallery) during the consideration and decision on the item – unless exercising their right to address
the Committee.
DPI Dispensations and Sensitive Interests. In certain circumstances, Members may make a
request to the Monitoring Officer for a dispensation or for an interest to be treated as sensitive.

(ii) Non - DPI Interests that the Council has decided should be registered –
(Non - DPIs)
You will have ‘Non DPI Interest’ in any item on the agenda, where it relates to (i) the offer of gifts
or hospitality, (with an estimated value of at least £25) (ii) Council Appointments or nominations to
bodies (iii) Membership of any body exercising a function of a public nature, a charitable purpose
or aimed at influencing public opinion.
Members must declare the nature of the interest, but may stay in the meeting room and participate
in the consideration of the matter and vote on it unless:
 A reasonable person would think that your interest is so significant that it would be likely to
impair your judgement of the public interest. If so, you must withdraw and take no part
in the consideration or discussion of the matter.

(iii) Declarations of Interests not included in the Register of Members’ Interest.
Occasions may arise where a matter under consideration would, or would be likely to, affect the
wellbeing of you, your family, or close associate(s) more than it would anyone else living in
the local area but which is not required to be included in the Register of Members’ Interests. In
such matters, Members must consider the information set out in paragraph (ii) above regarding
Non DPI - interests and apply the test, set out in this paragraph.
Guidance on Predetermination and Bias
Member’s attention is drawn to the guidance on predetermination and bias, particularly the need to
consider the merits of the case with an open mind, as set out in the Planning and Licensing Codes
of Conduct, (Part C, Section 34 and 35 of the Constitution). For further advice on the possibility of
bias or predetermination, you are advised to seek advice prior to the meeting.
Section 106 of the Local Government Finance Act, 1992 - Declarations which restrict
Members in Council Tax arrears, for at least a two months from voting
In such circumstances the member may not vote on any reports and motions with respect to the
matter.
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Further Advice contact: Janet Fasan Head of Legal Services and Monitoring Officer, Tel: 0207
364 4800.
APPENDIX A: Definition of a Disclosable Pecuniary Interest
(Relevant Authorities (Disclosable Pecuniary Interests) Regulations 2012, Reg 2 and Schedule)
Subject
Employment, office, trade,
profession or vacation

Prescribed description
Any employment, office, trade, profession or vocation
carried on for profit or gain.

Sponsorship

Any payment or provision of any other financial benefit
(other than from the relevant authority) made or provided
within the relevant period in respect of any expenses
incurred by the Member in carrying out duties as a member,
or towards the election expenses of the Member.
This includes any payment or financial benefit from a trade
union within the meaning of the Trade Union and Labour
Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992.

Contracts

Any contract which is made between the relevant person (or
a body in which the relevant person has a beneficial interest)
and the relevant authority—
(a) under which goods or services are to be provided or
works are to be executed; and
(b) which has not been fully discharged.

Land

Any beneficial interest in land which is within the area of the
relevant authority.

Licences

Any licence (alone or jointly with others) to occupy land in
the area of the relevant authority for a month or longer.

Corporate tenancies

Any tenancy where (to the Member’s knowledge)—
(a) the landlord is the relevant authority; and
(b) the tenant is a body in which the relevant person has a
beneficial interest.

Securities

Any beneficial interest in securities of a body where—
(a) that body (to the Member’s knowledge) has a place of
business or land in the area of the relevant authority; and
(b) either—
(i) the total nominal value of the securities exceeds £25,000
or one hundredth of the total issued share capital of that
body; or
(ii) if the share capital of that body is of more than one class,
the total nominal value of the shares of any one class in
which the relevant person has a beneficial interest exceeds
one hundredth of the total issued share capital of that class.
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Agenda Item 3.1
Non-Executive Report of the:
Overview and Scrutiny Committee

3 March 2022
Report of Janet Fasan Divisional Director Legal and
Monitoring Officer

Classification:
Unrestricted

Call-In Leisure Estate Investment Plan
Originating Officer(s)

Joel West, Democratic Services Team Leader
(Committee)

Wards affected

Shadwell

CONSIDERATION OF THE CALL IN
A call in request has been received on the decision of Cabinet, 9 February 2022 on
the Leisure Estate Investment Plan. In accordance with the Council’s call in
procedure rules, the matter is referred to the OSC for its consideration and to decide
whether to refer the matter back to Cabinet for further consideration.
The following procedure is to be followed by the Committee for consideration of the
Call In:
i.

Chair to invite a call-in member to present call-in.

ii.

Chair to invite members of the Committee to ask question.

iii.

Chair to Invite Cabinet Member to respond to the call-in.

iv.

Chair to invite members of the Committee to ask questions.

v.

Followed by a general debate.

It is open to the OSC to either resolve to take no action (which would have the effect
of endorsing the original Cabinet decisions), or to refer the matter back to the
Cabinet for further consideration setting out the nature of its concerns and possibly
recommending an alternative course of action.
RECOMMENDATION
That the Overview and Scrutiny Committee (OSC) considers:
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1.

The contents of the attached report, review the Cabinet’s decision
(provisional, subject to call in) arising; and

2.

Decide whether to accept the decision or to refer the matter back to the
Cabinet with proposals and reasons.

INTRODUCTION
On 9 February 2022 Cabinet considered a report on Leisure Estate Investment Plan.
As a result of discussions on the report it was RESOLVED:
1. To agree that officers further develop a ten-year detailed investment plan, as
part of an overarching 30-year rolling programme for the whole Leisure estate
based on the model set out in this report, to be brought back to Cabinet in
summer 2022.
2. Subject to approving the Council’s 2022-23 Budget Report and Medium Term
Financial Strategy 2022-25, which contains a request for £25.163m of capital
funding for this project over the next three financial years, agree to the
building of a new leisure centre on the St George’s Leisure Centre site at a
total cost of c. £35m.
3. To approve further work to investigate options for investing in the leisure
facilities on the John Orwell Sports Centre site.
4. Subject to approving the Council’s 2022-23 Budget Report and Medium-Term
Financial Strategy 2022-25, which contains a request for £3m of capital
funding for these works, agree to address the existing condition needs of the
rest of the leisure estate in the financial years 2022/23, 2023/24 and 2024/25.
5. Subject to agreement of the need to develop a ten-year detailed investment
plan, authorise the establishment of a programme team with external
consultancy support to oversee the development of the investment plan
through to Cabinet approval in c. July 2022, in line with the resource schedule
in Appendix 1 to the report, with a funding requirement of c. £130,000 for
external support. This is included in the £25.163m referred to in
recommendation 2 above.
6. Subject to approving the Council’s 2022-23 Budget Report and Medium Term
Financial Strategy 2022-25, to allocate funding to build a new leisure centre,
authorise the procurement of an architect and multi-disciplinary design team
to take the design and construction of a new build proposal through to RIBA
Stage 4 and gain planning permission, in line with the resource schedule in
Appendix 1 to the report, with a funding requirement of c. £1.3m for that
phase, as set out in the capital budget report being considered separately at
this Cabinet meeting. This is included in the £25.163m referred to in
recommendation 2 above.
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7. To authorise the Corporate Director Children and Culture to instruct the
execution of any necessary documentation and agreements required to give
effect to recommendation 6 following an appropriate procurement process
8. To note the Equalities Impact Assessment set out in Paragraph 4.1 of the
report.
Decisions 2, 6 and 7 above have been ‘Called-In’ by Councillor Andrew Wood
(signed also by Councillors Peter Gold; Rabina Khan; Harun Miah and Kabir
Ahmed). This is in accordance with the provisions of the Overview and Scrutiny
Procedure Rules of the Council’s Constitution.
In accordance with the OSC Protocols and Guidance adopted by the Committee at
its meeting on 4th June 2013, any Member(s) who present(s) the “Call In” is (are) not
eligible to participate in the general debate.
REASONS FOR THE CALL IN
The call in requisition from the Councillors noted above has provided two reasons for
the call-in. The reasons are replicated below:
Reason 1
The proposed remedy of a desktop review to consider the
refurbishment options does not match what residents believe was
discussed at the Cabinet meeting as regards analysing the two
options of:
a.
Re-opening the pool for a short period of time to allow design
and planning to proceed on its replacement in order to reduce
the length of time that Shadwell & Wapping are without
swimming provision
b. Re-opening the pool for an extended period of time has been
determined to be too expensive but there is no independent
confirmation of that and it is not supported by the published
Condition Survey & Report for the Mechanical & Electrical
Services Installation (whose appendices on cost were redacted)
The RECORD OF THE DECISIONS OF THE CABINET had this section
added to the recommendations
“The Cabinet In respect of Recommendations 2, 6 and 7 the Mayor agreed
for officers to undertake a ‘desktop review’ (simultaneously with
preparation works being undertaken) to consider the value for money of
any representations made by 25 March to refurbish as opposed to rebuild
the St George’s Leisure Centre. A briefing on this work would be
presented to the Mayor who will provide an update to a summer Cabinet
meeting on whether an alternative course of action was now being
considered.”
Also of note is this pre-decision scrutiny question
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“The Wapping resident’s group ‘Friends of St Georges Pool’ want
permission to have access to the building to carry out a detailed
independent feasibility and refurbishment improvement study to establish
whether the proposal to build a new pool is better value for money for the
council. Will the council allow this?”
The Councils response was
“The Council has been clear about the need to proceed to decisions in
relation to St George’s Leisure Centre in a timely way. It would therefore
not be appropriate to grant access to the site for investigations that have
not been commissioned or approved by the Council, to a timescale which
would run beyond the point at which decisions should be made.
The Council asked the London region office of Swim England to review its
proposals for St George’s Leisure Centre to provide an independent view
of the same. Their response to the question whether the site should be
refurbished or redeveloped was as follows: “Our preference would be to
support the redevelopment proposal as it will assist in providing the local
community with a sustainable facility thus reducing operational costs and
carbon emissions.”
It was not clear if Swim England actually visited the site.
Lastly the Condition Survey & Report for the
Mechanical & Electrical Services Installation at St Georges Swimming
Pool and its appendices were not clear that the building could not be
saved.
Reason 2
To make clear the justification to lose 25% of the main pool by
replacing the 33 yard (33.3 meters) long main pool together with its
diving capabilities with a 25-meter pool of similar width and no
diving in any new building
It is noted that the training pool would be bigger, but this is still a loss in
swimming provision at a time when the population is increasing.
There would also be a loss in diving capacity.
At no point has it been made clear why we MUST move from 33 meters
to 25 meters even if it is non-standard (similarly we are not shortening
the York Hall pool)
In an email to Cllr Andrew Wood, Sports England said when asked in
December 2021 “Does Sports England only support 20, 25 or 50 meter
long pools?’ They responded by saying:
“Before we can answer the question, the key starting point is
determining locally what provision is needed for the future? Have Tower
Hamlets developed any strategy and evidence base to support this
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facility? From a strategic facilities and planning point of view, Sport
England are not aware of this project?”
They were not explicit that it had to be 25 or 50 meters
The Mayor said that the National Lottery would not fund a non-standard
pool length, but it is not clear that we are seeking such funding and why
the National Lottery would not support such a pool.
It raises the question are we building a new leisure centre or a
replacement pool with additional leisure facilities?

ALTERNATIVE COURSE OF ACTION PROPOSED
The call in requisition from the Councillors noted above has provided a proposed
alternative course of action for each of the two reasons above. The proposed
alternative courses of action are replicated below:
Alternative course of action – Reason 1
a. To allow independent experts in to review the two refurbishment options,
as have been assembled by the Turks Head team
b. To make clear what the costs of re-opening the baths for a limited period
until demolition is ready to start in 2024/25? The £9.9 number quoted
seems to assume considerable work is required but given that Tiller cost
£0.5 million to re-open it is unclear why there is such a difference
especially if the work only has to last 2 to 3 years.
To do further work to establish the structural integrity of the building
especially the roof section.
Alternative course of action – Reason 2
a) For the Council to publish the guidance it has received that says that it cannot
build a non-standard length pool i.e. 33 meters.
b) That if this specific guidance is unclear, to publish its strategy that justifies a
net loss of main swimming pool capacity and diving at a time when the
population is growing.
c) To include the option of a 33-meter-long pool + diving capacity versus a 25meter-long pool in the next phase of public consultation

RECOMMENDATION
That the Overview and Scrutiny Committee:
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1.

Considers the contents of the attached report and review the decision
(provisional, subject to Call In) arising; and

2.

Decide whether to accept the decision or to refer the matter back to the
Cabinet with proposals and reasons.
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Cabinet

9 February 2022
Report of: James Thomas, Corporate Director of Children
and Culture

Classification:
Part exempt

Leisure Estate Investment Plan
Lead Member
Originating
Officer(s)

Councillor Sabina Akhtar, Cabinet Member for Culture, Arts
and Brexit
Judith St John (Director, Commissioning and Culture, Children’s
Services) judith.stjohn@towerhamlets.gov.uk
Michael Coleman (Interim Leisure Programme Director)
michael.coleman@towerhamlets.gov.uk
All wards
Yes
Financial threshold and Significant impact on wards

Wards affected
Key Decision?
Reason for Key
Decision
Forward Plan
13 October 2021
Notice Published
Exempt
This report and/or its appendices include information that has
information
been exempted from publication as the Monitoring Officer:
 has deemed that the information meets the definition of a
category of exempt information as set out in the Council’s
Access to Information Rules; and
 has deemed that the public interest in maintaining the
exemption outweighs the public interest in disclosing the
information.
The exempt information is contained in


Appendix 1

The exempt information falls into this category

Strategic Plan
Priority /
Outcome

3. Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any
particular person (including the authority handling the
information)
Priority 1: People are aspirational, independent and have equal
access to opportunities
Outcome 3: People access joined-up services whey they need
them and feel healthier and more independent
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Executive Summary
The purpose of this report is to seek the Cabinet’s commitment to both short and
long term investment in our Leisure estate, in order that current and future
generations of our residents can benefit from the provision of high quality and well
maintained facilities to enhance their health and wellbeing. Prioritising the mental
and physical health of all residents is of even greater importance as the country
emerges tentatively from the Covid-19 pandemic. The Council is fully committed to
providing the means for all living and working in Tower Hamlets to have access to
facilities that will allow them to play sport, join together as a community and stay
healthy. This is, therefore, as much a public health as a leisure investment proposal.
This investment is subject to the approval of the Council’s overall capital budget, as
set out in a separate report being considered at the same Cabinet meeting. The
report seeks agreement to the development of a detailed ten-year investment plan
for the Council’s Leisure estate, with a proposed strategic commitment to sustaining
a rolling programme of investment for the subsequent twenty years, to be brought
back to Cabinet in July 2022. This plan will prioritise investment in the existing
estate, based on an assessment of relative need through a detailed options
appraisal.
As the first stage of that investment, this report seeks agreement to replace the
existing St George’s Leisure Centre with a new ‘wet/dry’ leisure centre on the current
site, subject to approval of the capital budget being presented at the same Cabinet
meeting. It is estimated this will cost £35m, while the initial allocation in the Council’s
2022-23 Budget Report and Medium Term Financial Strategy 2022-25 report,
considered separately at this Cabinet meeting, is for £25.163m, given the timescales
for delivering the project. The existing St George’s building is beyond its economic
and design life, in a poor condition and with a limited range of facilities to meet the
needs of residents in this vicinity, and in the wider context of the whole estate.
The report also sets out the resources required to deliver the two workstreams set
out above, in particular the provision of specialist leisure and design expertise to
ensure the value of the Council’s investment is maximised. This funding is also
subject to approval of the Council’s overarching capital budget, as set out in the
separate report referred to above that is being considered at the same meeting. It
seeks a further £3m to meet the immediate condition needs of the other leisure
centres in the estate.

Recommendations:
The Cabinet is recommended to:
1. Agree that officers further develop a ten-year detailed investment plan,
as part of an overarching 30-year rolling programme for the whole
Leisure estate based on the model set out in this report, to be brought
back to Cabinet in summer 2022.
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2. Subject to approving the Council’s 2022-23 Budget Report and Medium
Term Financial Strategy 2022-25, which contains a request for
£25.163m of capital funding for this project over the next three financial
years, agree to the building of a new leisure centre on the St George’s
Leisure Centre site at a total cost of c. £35m.
3. Approve further work to investigate options for investing in the leisure
facilities on the John Orwell Sports Centre site.
4. Subject to approving the Council’s 2022-23 Budget Report and Medium
Term Financial Strategy 2022-25 , which contains a request for £3m of
capital funding for these works, agree to address the existing condition
needs of the rest of the leisure estate in the financial years 2022/23,
2023/24 and 2024/25.
5. Subject to agreement of the need to develop a ten-year detailed
investment plan, authorise the establishment of a programme team with
external consultancy support to oversee the development of the
investment plan through to Cabinet approval in c. July 2022, in line with
the resource schedule in Appendix 1, with a funding requirement of c.
£130,000 for external support. This is included in the £25.163m referred
to in recommendation 2 above.
6. Subject to approving the Council’s 2022-23 Budget Report and Medium
Term Financial Strategy 2022-25, to allocate funding to build a new
leisure centre, authorise the procurement of an architect and multidisciplinary design team to take the design and construction of a new
build proposal through to RIBA Stage 4 and gain planning permission, in
line with the resource schedule in Appendix 1, with a funding
requirement of c. £1.3m for that phase, as set out in the capital budget
report being considered separately at this Cabinet meeting. This is
included in the £25.163m referred to in recommendation 2 above.
7. Authorise the Corporate Director Children and Culture to instruct the
execution of any necessary documentation and agreements required to
give effect to recommendation 6 following an appropriate procurement
process
8. Note the Equalities Impact Assessment set out in Paragraph 4.1.
1

REASONS FOR THE DECISIONS

1.1

The council’s Financial Regulations and Procurement Rules require Cabinet
approval for the appointment of services over £1.00m and works over
£5.000m. The appointment of an architect and multi-disciplinary design
team to develop the design for a new leisure centre to planning submission
stage may cost in excess of £1m and the works contract will significantly
exceed £5.000m. The strategy for investing in the rest of the leisure estate
will in due course also exceed £5.000m. All of this investment is subject to
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approval of the Council’s overarching capital budget, which is the subject of
a separate report.
2

ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS

2.1

If no action was taken, the leisure estate would remain as is, with St
George’s closed and no alternative proposals in place for re-providing its
capacity at John Orwell or any other site. The rest of the estate would not
be improved in the short to medium term, so that only four pools would
ultimately be available when York Hall’s pool reopens. Residents in the
Shadwell and Wapping area would need to continue to travel to Poplar
Baths, Mile End or York Hall to swim in a Council-owned leisure centre.
Although interim measures are in place to enable schools to meet the KS2
curriculum swimming requirement, it would obviously be more convenient to
have local pool access.

2.2

For the whole estate, a range of other options have been investigated,
including:
 A series of site specific options. This explores multiple standalone
options for each of the existing leisure centres but does not form a
holistic strategy for the whole estate. This approach would risk
discouraging interest from third party leisure operators (should the
Council choose that operating model when its current contract with GLL
expires in April 2024) and would risk further deterioration of the estate
and potential closures if a planned investment strategy were not in place.
 Provide only limited capital investment to maintain short term revenue
performance: only investing in centres that can generate a surplus or can
do so with some investment.
 Invest the maximum notional amount possible: improving as many
facilities as possible to the highest standard that could be achieved,
without considering the financial viability of the same in the short or
medium term.
 Invest as little as possible: this would see the closure of sites that do not
generate a surplus and their subsequent disposal, with investment only
where it would improve revenue or allow another site to be disposed of to
generate a receipt.

3

DETAILS OF THE REPORT

3.1

This report seeks Cabinet’s agreement to the development of a new
investment programme for the leisure estate, and to agree the construction of
a new leisure centre on the St George’s site. It does not address how the
leisure centres will be operated in the future, after the current contract with
GLL has expired in April 2024. That will be the subject of a further Cabinet
report in July 2022. Any new operating model will need to allocate explicit and
unequivocal responsibility for the maintenance of the Council’s leisure assets,
and payment for such works, captured in the contract and measured against a
sufficiently robust set of performance indicators with proactive contract
management. For the period between now and 30 April 2024, the Council will
ensure that GLL maintains the Council’s leisure centres in line with the
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existing agreement, again both in terms of a specification and payment by the
party designated in that contract as responsible for said works. It is, therefore,
expected that GLL will ensure that the planned preventive maintenance of all
assets will be delivered, and any items within the £3.0m for the next three
years, approval for which is being sought via the Council’s 2022-23 Budget
Report and Medium Term Financial Strategy 2022-25 report being considered
at the same Cabinet meeting, to meet the condition needs of the estate that
are duly allocated to GLL under the current contract will not be funded by the
Council. The precise value of any reallocation of fiscal responsibility for
condition works will be dealt with on a site-by-site basis and reported back
through the Council’s existing capital governance processes.
3.2

The Leisure estate consists of 7 centres (please see Appendix 2 for details).
These are managed by GLL, trading as Better, through a contract that will
expire on 30 April 2024.

3.3

The condition of the estate is variable, as are the levels of usage per site, their
mix of facilities, and their revenue performance. The financial performance of
the leisure centres pre-pandemic was in deficit, a situation exacerbated by
lockdown and, on reopening, disruption to the usual patterns of demand. The
financial performance of the estate in the period April 2019 to January 2020 is
attached as Appendix 1. Although the leisure centres remained open in
February and up to 23 March 2020, visits were already declining due to
concerns during the emergence of Covid-19, so that data has not been
included.

3.4

As the financial data shows, only Mile End, York Hall and John Orwell Leisure
Centres produce a revenue surplus. Although the Council’s prime focus is not
to provide a profitable leisure service, this deficit is symptomatic of key issues
with the existing estate that will, if not addressed, lead to further declines in
usage and income:
 The estate has been self-sustaining in the past. If it does not break even
going forwards the Council would be expected to subsidise or reduce
costs and/or increase prices. None of these measures would ‘add value’ to
the service, but rather further decrease its attractiveness to current and
potential users.
 A surplus would provide greater flexibility to subsidise provision for
targeted groups to enable health and wellbeing benefits to be maximised
for residents who may be unable to meet the full costs of using the
Council’s leisure facilities.
 There is a backlog of condition issues, with an estimated total cost of
£11.3m needing to be funded over the next decade. Without this
investment the estate would deteriorate, with the risk of further unplanned
closures. The initial £3m of capital funding to meet condition needs that is
being sought via the capital budget report covers investment for a 3 year
period, based on the priorities identified in the condition surveys.
 More than half the leisure centres are over 40 years old (York Hall, St
George’s, Tiller, Poplar Baths and part of John Orwell), although this is not
necessarily an impediment to their continued use but comes with
constraints and specific age-related condition needs.
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The mix of facilities is variable, with only Mile End offering a relatively wide
and substantive range of activities under one roof.
The concentration of leisure provision is greater in the west, although the
demographic pressure is in the east and on the Isle of Dogs in particular.
The current contract with GLL expires in April 2024. Any future operating
model would be compromised if a revenue deficit was ongoing, caused in
part by the quality and condition of existing facilities not being, or planned
to be, addressed. If the Council was directly managing the estate, it would
need to subsidise the operation in this instance. If a third-party operator
was being sought the Council may struggle to attract sufficient bid interest
and/or be pressed to accept less favourable contractual terms to secure a
provider.

3.5

To secure the long-term viability of the leisure estate, officers have
investigated options for investing to improve facilities in the short to medium
term (over the next 10 years), supported in the longer term by a costed
programme of PPM and lifecycle works to ensure the facilities would, once
improved, continue to function to a high standard and offer the quality
residents expect and deserve. Of these, one has been further developed to
provide estimated costs for investing to improve facilities in the next 10 years
and then maintaining these assets for a further 20 years beyond that. It is, of
course, understood that the Council cannot set a definitive investment
programme for any period beyond the current budget cycle, so this schedule
is indicative pending further and regular review going forwards, on a
suggested biennial basis.

3.6

The table below sets out the indicative investment model to illustrate the
potential scale of the investment need for substantive improvements, and
subsequent PPM and lifecycle over the next decade and the subsequent 20
years. It must be emphasised that this is, at this stage, purely indicative and
Cabinet’s approval is sought for developing this investment model further, to
be brought back in June or July 2022 in a refined format.
Site
St George’s
John Orwell
Mile End PLC
and Stadium
Poplar Baths
Tiller
Whitechapel
York Hall

Indicative Proposal
New build leisure centre the existing St
George’s site
Options for investing in current site to
be investigated
Improvements to the existing facilities,
including external areas
Maintained (in PFI until 2047 – costs
are for period 2047-52)
Potential new leisure centre on a new
site
Potential mixed-use proposal on
existing site
Improvements to the existing facilities
within the current building
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Estimated Investment
2022-32
2032-52
£35m

£7m

£5m

£5m

£15m

£7m

£1m

£1.5m

£35m

£7m

£26m

£5m

£24m

£5m

These works would need to be prioritised within the 10-year period, based on
a number of criteria, including (but not exclusively):
 The condition of the existing asset
 The availability of Leisure facilities in the immediate geographical
vicinity
 The availability of capital funding on a year-by-year basis within the 3
year capital budget setting process
 The immediate deliverability of a proposal relative to others. For
example, if a new site is required it may not be immediately available
although a known development may commence that subsequently
allows a proposal to be progressed.
3.7

The above costs do not include any offset that could be accrued from
developing any sites in part, or whole, for alternative uses, e.g. housing.

3.8

One leisure centre, St George’s, remains fully closed at present (York Hall’s
pool is closed but is due to reopen in April 2022, and Tiller recently reopened
after works to its pool), due to its significant backlog condition needs,
compounded by its age, design and construction type. The Mayor identified
the restoration of this lost capacity, to ensure the borough has five pools open
to the public, as a priority and charged officers with investigating options to
achieve the same, whether by refurbishing the existing building or providing
new facilities. The Swimming Scrutiny Response report is also being
presented at Cabinet on 9 February 2022 provides further information on the
immediate status of swimming provision within the borough.

3.9

The cost of remedial works to allow the existing St George’s building to
reopen has been estimated as £9.9m, with an additional £3.5m required to
keep it operational for a minimum of 5 years, and a total of £23.4m to provide
up to 20 years additional life, subject to further investigation. Given the very
poor value for money this offers and the significant residual risk that such
investment may not deliver the additional life sought given the design,
advanced age and poor condition of the building, options have also been
explored for its replacement.

3.10

FaulknerBrowns architects were commissioned to complete a feasibility study
to explore how to provide swimming capacity on either the St George’s or
John Orwell sites, whilst seeking to maximise the provision of other ‘dry’
leisure activities, such as increasing fitness gym capacity and the number of
studios available. The final report, attached as Appendix 3 includes a total of
14 options, 11 on the John Orwell site, 3 on St George’s, that offer a greater
quantum of facilities compared to that provided by the two existing sites in the
south-west combined.

3.11

Although the study includes multiple options, these can be summarised as
three variants for a new build option, with a fourth of a refurbishment of the
existing St George’s Leisure Centre that was not the subject of design work
by FaulknerBrowns. Having reviewed the building surveys and visited the site,
they advised that a refurbishment option would not achieve the brief given.
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The cost and specification for the construction of each option is summarised
below:
Option
Refurbish St George’s for
up to 20 years’ additional
use
New build on St George’s
site (including estimated
demolition costs)

New Build on John Orwell
site

Add pool to existing John
Orwell

Estimated
Specification
Cost £m
23.4 1 x 6 lane 33m pool
2 diving boards
1 x teaching pool
33 x fitness gym stations
1 x studio
29.1 1 x 6 lane 25m pool
1 x teaching pool
150 x fitness gym stations
2 x studios
4 court sports hall
Café space (200m2)
34.1 1 x 6 lane 25m pool
1 x teaching pool
150 x fitness gym stations
3 x studios
4 court sports hall
Café space (300m2)
Full size 2G pitch (new)
2 x tennis/netball court
1 x multi-sport court
28.9 1 x 6 lane 25m pool
1 x teaching pool
55 x fitness gym stations*
4 court sports hall*
1 x studio*
Full size 2G pitch*
Tennis/netball court*

* Denotes existing facilities
3.12

One change common to all new build options for swimming provision in this
area of the borough would be the proposed replacement of the existing 33m
pool at St George’s with a new 6 lane 25m pool. The existing pool’s length is
now a relative anomaly, as standard pool lengths are 25m and 50m, in line
with Sport England guidance and the risk that additional funding may not be
forthcoming from that body if an alternative specification was used. While it is
understood that some users of St George’s are keen for the existing length to
be maintained, it is understood that a new 33m pool would be the first built to
this non-standard specification in a generation. The current standard of 25 or
50 metres is suitable for other pool-based activities such as water polo, water
aerobics, etc. York Hall will continue to offer a 33m pool. Further work will be
undertaken to explore whether diving facilities would be technically possible
and required in a new pool, based on pre-pandemic usage and the availability
of alternative facilities, such as the Aquatic Centre on the Queen Elizabeth
Olympic Park.
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3.13

As could be expected, the most expensive option, a new leisure centre on the
John Orwell site, delivers the greatest quantum of provision. This is, however,
a factor of the site’s greater overall size, as most of the additional facilities are
external pitches or ball courts, with only one additional studio and a larger
café within the building itself compared to the St George’s new build option.
Most options for this site retain a hockey pitch (one option was included solely
to illustrate what alternative external facilities could be included if it was
moved), although a number rotated it ninety degrees to provide a more
efficient use of the entire site space. Given the demand for the use of the
Council’s hockey pitches in the borough, a pitch will remain on this site for the
foreseeable future.

3.14

The option to add a pool to the existing John Orwell leisure centre would
provide the swimming capacity lost at St George’s but would not increase
fitness gym provision in the £28.9m option. The sports hall would also be
retained, although it is not Sport England compliant, and the internal
circulation and layout would be relatively inefficient compared to a new
building. For the cost this would present a compromise that delivered a new
pool but no marked improvement in other facilities. There is another option for
adding a pool that also includes a refurbishment of the gym space, but at
£34.6m would retain the obsolete hall, with 4 studio spaces the only marked
improvement. These compromises, at a similar cost to a totally new facility,
offer relatively poorer value for money than an entirely new build leisure
centre on either the St George’s or John Orwell sites.

3.15

The St George’s refurbishment option is the lowest cost but delivers the
poorest range of facilities – no sports hall and barely 20% of the number of
fitness stations the new build options can accommodate. Given that there is
considerable residual risk that a building of this vintage and condition could
not be guaranteed to remain open for an additional 20 years, or at least not
provide the quality of facility our residents would expect, this option is not
recommended as it offers poor value for money. The building is at the end of
its economic life. More years could possibly be eked out of it, but at the cost of
offering a reduced quality and quantity of provision compared to a new build
option on either this site or John Orwell, which will have a longer life and offer
more activities in a modern, fit for purpose building.

3.16

A new facility on St George’s would deliver a step change in provision in this
area of the borough, with a new pool, sports hall, and significantly increased
gym provision in a modern, fit for purpose building. Even with the demolition
and remediation costs for the St George’s site (included in the total cost
estimate), rebuilding here would cost less than a new build on John Orwell’s
site and provide a significant improvement over the combined provision of
both existing facilities. The future of the John Orwell site would need to be
reviewed but it would, of course, be retained during construction of a new
facility, allowing time to review how it can be used going forwards. Rebuilding
on St George’s would not further disrupt current provision, given the existing
centre is regrettably closed. A new build on John Orwell’s site would inevitably
affect at least some of its activities during construction. The existing St
George’s facility would not reopen in the meantime.
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3.17

The revenue performance of each of the above options has been modelled
and confirms that the new build versions would each generate an operating
surplus, as opposed to the deficit that the existing St George’s Leisure Centre
was generating before the pandemic. Although generating an operating
surplus is not a definitive requirement for any new leisure centre, it is clearly
preferable as it ensures its fiscal viability for the longer term and would
demonstrate that the facilities mix and building quality were popular and
sustainable.

3.18

The option of a new build leisure centre on the St George’s site is
recommended as it will restore leisure facilities in the Shadwell area, in
particular swimming provision, is well connected to public transport, and
would provide additional capacity for the overall leisure estate in the form of
an additional sports hall, more fitness gym stations and studios. Building a
new fit for purpose facility on this site will continue the legacy of leisure
provision in Shadwell on this site and allow the connection of this facility and
the neighbouring park to be explored to provide a more holistic and integrated
connection between the two.

3.19

John Orwell Sports Centre will continue to fulfil an essential need for sporting
provision in the south-west of the borough, as the main ‘dry-side’ leisure
facility in this area until a new facility on St George’s is open. Its external pitch
and tennis/netball court are particularly important, not only because of hockey
use (although this is recognised as a key sport for this site) but for the football
and rugby also played on the main artificial pitch. Officers recommend,
therefore, that a further investigation be conducted on how best to use this
site to deliver leisure activities going forward, including the area of Council
land to the west of the site, off Vaughan Way, that is currently overgrown.

3.20

The timetable for delivering a new leisure centre is set out at high level below,
subject to further analysis before it can be confirmed:
Milestone
Feasibility Study completed
Cabinet selects option to be taken forward
Procure architect and multi-disciplinary design team
Detailed design to RIBA 3/Planning Submission
Planning permission granted
Contractor appointed
Construction complete & handover
New Leisure Centre opens
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Target Delivery
Date
October 2021
February 2022
April 2022
January 2023
April 2023
April 2024
January 2026
April 2026

4

EQUALITIES IMPLICATIONS

4.1

An Equality Impact Assessment has been undertaken as part of the Cabinet
Report approval process and is attached as Appendix 4.

4.2

The Council’s approval process prevents any proposal which amounts to
discrimination from being implemented and any project that is likely to lead to
differential impact is varied to mitigate the differential impact.

5

OTHER STATUTORY IMPLICATIONS

5.1

This section of the report is used to highlight further specific statutory
implications that are either not covered in the main body of the report or are
required to be highlighted to ensure decision makers give them proper
consideration. Examples of other implications may be:








5.2

Best Value Implications,
Consultations,
Environmental (including air quality),
Risk Management,
Crime Reduction,
Safeguarding,
Data Protection / Privacy Impact Assessment.

Consultations
The Council has undertaken a consultation on the proposals set out in this
report, running from 15 November 2021 to 12 January 2022 inclusive. A total
of 331 responses was received – 316 online or by completing a paper version
of the consultation questions, and the remaining 15 provided comments by
email including 8 audio files (not full answers to all questions). A report on the
consultation outcome is attached as Appendix 4, setting out more details on
who participated, as well as a full analysis of the responses received.

5.3

Key points arising from the consultation are set out below (percentage and
numbers are for answers to the specific questions on the consultation):
 84% of respondents (267 people) agreed with most of the Council’s
vision for the future of its leisure facilities
 More than half disagreed that the current facilities meet their needs.
 94% (297 responses) agreed that the Council should plan for
significant investment in our leisure centres.
 83% (261 responses) agreed that a network of leisure centres should
be available within 20 minutes by public transport from where they live.
 On the specific questions regarding provision of leisure facilities in the
south-west of the borough, 36% of respondents (114 people) to this
question wanted St George’s to be refurbished, 26% (83 people)
wanted a new facility on that site, 11% (35 people) wanted a new pool
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to be added on the John Orwell site, and 6% (19 people) a new facility
on that site. 11% (34 people) wanted investment elsewhere in the
Borough, while 10% (31 people) did not choose any of these options.
58% (183 people) disagreed with closing centres that are not used
enough, or in a bad condition or losing money, while 28% (87 people)
agreed.
90% (285 people) agreed that Community groups, sports clubs and
volunteers should be supported to use open spaces, playing fields,
community centres, schools, and colleges to bring leisure opportunities
to people of all backgrounds, especially the most disadvantaged and/or
least active.
Respondents were able to provide comments within the consultation on
specific issues. These are set out in detail in the consultation report.
The following are highlighted as particularly pertinent to the
recommendations of this report, when considered alongside the
multiple choice responses set out above:
o 19 respondents expressed their affection for the ambience and
architecture of St George’s, and the impact its closure was having
on family swimming time. The retention of the longer length of the
current pool at St George’s was also referred to by a number of
respondents.
o Some respondents were critical of the Council and GLL’s
management of St George’s, blaming that for the condition of the
building rather than its age or other factors. Other responses
favoured replacing the existing facility to improve accessibility and
quality. In general, Shadwell was preferred as a location rather than
Wapping for investment.
o There were many responses in favour of single person cubicles in
changing rooms, and gender segregated changing in general.
o 24 respondents emphasised the importance of retaining swimming
provision in Shadwell rather than moving provision to the John
Orwell site.
o 134 respondents commented further on the Council strategy, with
some critical of how St George’s has been maintained. Other
respondents in this group called for the Council to commence
planning for the future of its other leisure centres. The importance
of engagement with sports clubs ahead of any redevelopment was
also expressed.
o 52 respondents spoke of the importance of swimming provision,
whether encouraging the Council to take urgent action to improve
the offer, and thus reduce the perceived pressure on other pools,
consider a lido on Shadwell Basin, or crucially to ensure that
children learn to swim.
o 140 respondents provided feedback on the existing operation of the
leisure estate and their views of GLL’s performance in particular.
These comments will be considered by the Council’s Sports and
Physical Activity team as part of their management of the
contractual relationship with GLL. These comments can be read in
the full report attached as Appendix 4.
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o A number of respondents set out concerns for the loss of hockey
pitches on the John Orwell site should it be decided to provide new
facilities there.
5.4

Where the consultation has highlighted specific issues that relate to the
design and range of activities, these will form part of the engagement with
residents, sports clubs and leisure centre users on the development of
proposals for new and/or refurbished facilities in the leisure estate.

5.5

The consultation response does, therefore, support investment in the leisure
estate and the Council’s vision for the same. Although the largest number of
responses were for the refurbishment of St George’s this may to some extent
reflect the higher number of consultation returns from those who identified it
as their preferred leisure centre (30% of those who answered the
consultation, versus 7.9% of total visits pre-pandemic to St George’s). As set
out above, the Council’s position remains, based on the technical evidence
available, that replacing this facility on its current site offers the best
opportunity to improve the scale, quality and range of provision in the southwest of the borough.

5.6

Crime Reduction
Under Section 17 of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998, the Council is under a
legal duty when exercising its various functions to have due regard to the
likely effect of the exercise of those functions on, and the need to do all that it
reasonably can to prevent crime and disorder in its area, including anti-social
behaviour adversely affecting the local environment and the quality of life of
residents, the misuse of drugs, alcohol and other substances and reoffending. This will be taken into account in the design development for the
new leisure centre.

6

COMMENTS OF THE CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER

6.1

The councils existing capital provision for leisure centre improvement works
totals £1.70m, included as part of the existing approved capital programme
2021-22 to 2023-24, funded from S106 monies.

6.2

This report seeks agreement, subject to funding approval, to the building of a
new leisure centre on the St George’s Leisure Centre, in line with the
commitment for up to £25.163m for the next three years of the total of c. £35m
funding to meet the cost of providing a new facility, the allocation of £3m of
funding to address the existing condition needs of the rest of the leisure estate
for the capital budget setting period 2022-23 to 2024-25 and to fund the cost
of the procurement of an architect and multi-disciplinary design team for
design and construction purposes, estimated at £1.3m.

6.3

The funding for this proposal is considered separate from this report at the
same Cabinet meeting as part of approval for the council’s overall capital
budget for 2022-23 to 2024-25. The affordability of the proposal will be
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dependent on the overarching funding implications of the capital budget 202223 to 2024-25.
6.5

Subject to agreement of the need to develop a ten-year detailed investment
plan being authorised, the report also seeks approval for the establishment of
a programme team with external consultancy support (£130k) to oversee the
development of the investment to develop the investment plan. Where costs
are deemed to be revenue in nature, this will need to be contained within
existing council approved revenue budgets.

7

COMMENTS OF LEGAL SERVICES

7.1

The Council has the legal power to undertake the activities referred to in this
report.

7.2

The future of the leisure offering has been out to public consultation in
accordance with the law. Consultation is only valid if the decision is still at a
formative stage

7.3

Where the Council is purchasing goods works and services as referred to in
this report, such purchases will comply with the relevant procurement law with
awards going to the most economically advantageous tenderer based on a
blend of quality and price. This will also assist the demonstration of statutory
Best Value.

7.4

Any contract will be subject to obtaining the subsequent approvals as referred
to in this report.

Linked Reports, Appendices and Background Documents
Linked Report
 The Council’s 2022-23 Budget Report and Medium Term Financial Strategy
2022-25 (being presented at Cabinet on 09/02/2022)
 Swimming Scrutiny Challenge Session (being presented at Cabinet on
09/02/2022)
Appendices
 Appendix 1a – Resourcing Costs [Exempt]
 Appendix 1b – Fiscal Performance of the Contract FY 2019-20 [Exempt]
 Appendix 2 – Leisure Centre Details
 Appendix 3 – Feasibility Study
 Appendix 4 – Consultation Report & Equalities Impact Assessment
Background Documents – Local Authorities (Executive Arrangements)
(Access to Information) (England) Regulations 2012
 NONE
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Officer contact details for documents:
Michael Coleman, Interim Leisure Programme Director,
michael.coleman@towerhamlets.gov.uk
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2.1 Map of the location of the existing Leisure Centre estate
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2.2. John Orwell Leisure Centre
Overview
The John Orwell Leisure Centre was built on the quay of the Wapping Dock, incorporating
an original Victorian-era pumping station building into the 1980s-built main accommodation.
Part of the outer wall is Grade II listed. The main entrance on Tench Street is inconspicuous
as a result, as it has not been possible to create a larger, more accessible, entrance on the
street side of the centre.
The Leisure Centre has two car parks – to the north within the main site, to the south outside
the boundary wall.

Facilities
•
•
•
•
•

4 court sports hall
55 station fitness gym
Studio
2G Astroturf, primarily used by Wapping Hockey Club’s lower league teams
Tennis/netball court

Site Specific Issues
1. Given that a large section of the site was previously within the dock, there is likely to
be ground contamination and a need for deep piled foundations. The former dock
may have been well capped off, reducing the former risk, but detailed geotechnical
surveys will be needed to confirm this.
2. As set out above, the outer wall on the eastern side of the site is Grade II Listed,
while the Victorian building that now houses the fitness gym is locally listed. None of
the proposed options would require works to either as a result, although this reduces
the flexibility of what can be achieved within the site.
3. The land on the western side of the site, currently overgrown scrubland, is Councilowned under a different title. A full title search is being conducted, but it is
understood there is a covenant on the land which restricts its use to car parking. If
this is confirmed, it would be necessary to remove the covenant to deliver options
that involve Site 1 within the FaulknerBrowns Feasibility Study (please see Appendix
11) and some of those within Site 2, where the hockey pitch is reorientated.
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3

Photographs
Site map

Scrubland

Hockey Pitch

Sports Hall

Gym

View of the main entrance on Tench St, looking south
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4

The Fitness Gym

The Sports Hall
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View of the Hockey Pitch looking south-west

The Main Car Park
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6

The South Car Park

Scrubland to the west of the main site
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7

2.3 Mile End Leisure Centre and Stadium
Overview
The Leisure Centre, located at 190 Burdett Rd, opened in 2006 as a full specification
leisure centre, alongside the existing stadium accommodation. A series of improvements
were made since 2014, including reconfiguring the main reception, adding a member’s
lounge, installing a soft play facility, extending the gym, creating a new spin studio, and
refurbishing the changing rooms.
The main Stadium building houses changing rooms for the external pitches, with a
grandstand overlooking the running track. There have been some minor improvements to
the building and external pitches, notably the refurbishment of the Astroturf pitch in 2015.

Facilities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4 court sports hall
25m x 8 lane swimming pool
Teaching pool
84 station fitness gym
30 programmable station fitness gym
Spin studio
Studio
Spa facility (sauna, steam room and jacuzzi)
Soft play area
Creche (currently out of use)
8 lane athletics running track
Combined grass football pitch and field athletics (javelin, hammer, etc.) within running
track
External pitches: 4 x 5-a-side; 3 x 7-a-side, 1 x multi-use sports pitch (suitable for
hockey)

Site Specific Issues
1. The land the Leisure Centre and Stadium sit on is overseen by the King George’s
Field Charity Board. There are restrictions on what this land can be used for,
although none of the current proposals for its use would impinge upon these.
2. Sport England provided grants for works on the external areas of the site, so any
changes to pitches would require their permission.
3. The running track that forms part of the Stadium site is unique in the Borough. As
such, any proposals that might affect it or its use would be opposed by Sport
England.
4. The grassed area inside the running track is used both for football (it is a full size
pitch) and field athletics, in conjunction with the throwing cage in the north-east
corner. This has modest use, but its loss would again be challenged by Sport
England. The football pitch could be more easily replaced on another grassed site.
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Photographs
Site Map

Stadium

Running track

Pool

Sports Hall

The 25m Pool
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The Sports Hall

The Fitness Gym
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2.4 Poplar Baths
Overview
Poplar Baths reopened in 2016 in the original 1930s Grade II listed building, with an
extension built on the east side to house the new swimming pool. This scheme was
delivered as part of a PFI project, the concession period for which expires in 2047. GLL was
originally subcontracted to the PFI SPV, but since 2019 has been contracted to the Council
outside the main leisure management contract.
Swimming numbers at St George’s declined after Poplar Baths opened.

Facilities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

25m x 6 lane pool
Teaching pool
4 court sports hall (in what was originally the swimming pool hall)
74 station fitness suite
Studio
3G 5-a-side pitch on roof
Space on the east side of the reception area for additional use, currently empty

Site Specific Issues
1. The main site specific issue is the PFI contract that the facility sits within. Although it
is not proposed that this site be closed or radically altered, the PFI would make both
options expensive and/or difficult to deliver.
2. The original building is Grade II Listed.
3. There is limited scope to make any significant adjustments to the internal layout
irrespective of both of the above issues – the site is very tight, and current usage is
relatively efficient given what there is to play with.
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Photographs
Site Map

Original building

Extension

5-a-side rooftop pitch

The Main Hall
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The 5-a-side pitch on the roof

The Pool
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The Fitness Gym
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2.5 St George’s
Overview
St George’s originally opened in 1969, on a site immediately next to the Highway, and
adjacent to Hawksmoor’s Grade I Listed St George’s-in-the-East. It is currently shut due to a
backlog of major condition needs that must be addressed before it can reopen. Some
investment has been made in the past decade, most notably c. £1m in 2011. The internal
layout and construction of the building restricts the ability to remodel the interior to introduce
new activities. The condition of the reinforced concrete is particularly concerning, as can be
seen from the photographs below – the steel rebars have corroded away after years of
exposure to humidity and a lack of adequate maintenance, although one would not use the
original construction methodology and materials if building a new facility today precisely
because it is so difficult to maintain such a structure.

Facilities
•
•
•
•

33.3 yard x 6 lane pool
Teaching pool
33 station fitness gym
Studio

Site Specific Issues
1. The poor condition of the building is the main issue, as it will be both expensive, timeconsuming and difficult to extend its life.
2. The plantroom is too small to accommodate modern equipment, should it be decided
to try to reopen the pool. It is thought extremely likely that new plant would be
needed, so a separate plantroom would need to be built on the car park to house
this.
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Photographs
Site Map

Leisure Centre building

Main entrance, off the car park
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View looking NE across the Highway at the front façade

Current condition of the main pool
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Evidence of corrosion to reinforced concrete
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Fitness Gym
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Plant room
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Plant room
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Plant room
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2.6 Tiller Leisure Centre
Overview
Tiller opened in the 1960s primarily for swimming, as per St George’s. The pool is currently
being refurbished and is expected to reopen in January 2022. The building is in better
condition than St George’s but would be equally difficult and expensive to remodel
extensively. What space is available has been reconfigured as effectively as possible. Once
the new pool is reopened, the Centre could remain as is for the foreseeable future, but will
continue to make a revenue deficit given the lack of sufficient dry-side facilities to subsidise
the costs of running the pool.

Facilities
• 25m x 4 lane pool
• 44 station fitness gym
• Small spin studio
• Studio
• Soft play and function room
• 2 beauty therapy rooms

Site Specific Issues
• The Council has explored whether the Leisure Centre could be included in One
Housing’s redevelopment of its adjacent housing stock. This now looks very unlikely
for multiple reasons.
• The existing Tiller site is extremely tight. Rebuilding in situ would take c. 4 years,
during which time the Isle of Dogs would have no Council-run leisure provision.
• The centre has the best energy efficiency rating of any of the Council’s Leisure
Centres, by virtue of its connection to the Barkantine Energy Centre, not its
construction, insulation, etc.
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Photographs
Site Map

Leisure Centre

The Pool – during refurbishment works c. Sept 2021
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Fitness Gym
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Whitechapel Leisure Centre
Overview
Whitechapel Leisure Centre opened in 1999, following the refurbishment of existing buildings
to incorporate the leisure centre. A very tight site, it sits over the convergence of multiple TfL
rail tunnels, now including Crossrail, the construction of which disrupted the operation of the
leisure centre. An escape route from the network of tunnels below opens into the Leisure
Centre car park.
The centre has a female only gym, one of only two in the estate. Several local schools use it
as part of delivering their PE curriculum.

Facilities
•
•
•
•
•

4 court sports hall
80 station unisex fitness gym
23 station women’s only fitness gym
3G 5-a-side pitch
Male/female saunas

Site Specific Issues
1. Although there are several tunnels in the vicinity of the site, an initial view from a
Structural Engineer gives comfort that this is not insurmountable should the Council
wish to develop the site.
2. It is assumed that the women only gym would need to be re-provided if the site was
redeveloped. Given its scale, this should be possible.
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Photographs
Site Map

Gym

Sports Hall

5-a-side pitch
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Front entrance
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Main Fitness Gym

Sports Hall
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2.8 York Hall Leisure Centre
Overview
York Hall was first opened in 1929 and has been Grade II listed since 2013 to reflect its
historic and architectural significance. York Hall has long hosted televised boxing, which is a
key income stream and without which it would make a significant loss. The pool is currently
closed for repairs which are due to be completed in April 2022.
The building underwent a £4.475m refurbishment between 2004-2007 to improve the main
hall, swimming pool, fitness areas, changing facilities, laundry, reception, spa and health
suite.

Facilities
• 33.3 yard x 6 lane pool
• Teaching pool
• 72 station fitness gym
• Spa (6 heat therapy and 5 treatment rooms)
• Event space – 1200 person capacity for boxing and other events

Site Specific Issues
• As stated above, York Hall is Grade II Listed. This significantly limits alternative uses,
given its function has not altered markedly since it was first opened. Any works
undertaken should be cleared with the Conservation Officer before commencement,
as materials need to be either original, or as authentic as possible.
• Major events, in particular boxing, contribute significantly to York Hall breaking even.
In purely financial terms, such events are more important than the facility’s day-today use as a Leisure Centre.
• The Council owns the adjoining Mayfield House, so in theory could redevelop the
site. This would, however, be a potentially protracted process, given some residents
are understood to have pursued right to buy for their flats.
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Photographs
Site Map

Mayfield House

Events Hall

Pool

Main pool hall – taken in September 2021, showing works underway
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Teaching Pool

Events Hall
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The London Borough of Tower Hamlets Council commissioned this feasibility study
to develop design options for the refurbishment / replacement of the St. George’s
and John Orwell Leisure Centre facilities in the south-west of Tower Hamlets. These
options have been assessed at high level in order to advise the Council of the options
available.
The existing St. George’s Leisure Centre has been closed since the outset of the Covid
pandemic in March 2020, whilst the John Orwell Leisure Centre has subsequently
reopened. Several inspections of the St. George’s Leisure Centre have been carried
out by Chamberlain Consulting LLP who have made an assessment of the existing
building and measures required to allow the building to become operational again.
These reports highlight areas of concern that require further investigation.
This feasibility study outlines a number of design options which seek to either
refurbish or demolish the current leisure centre buildings to provide a new, updated
sports facility, with wet and dry functions co-located on one site.
The Council’s key strategic objectives were to:
—
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Provide updated leisure and health facilities that meet the Council’s 		
objectives for health and wellbeing

—

Identify and cater the increasing demand for leisure offers locally

—

Potentially consolidate facilities onto one site to help improve access and
community participation in sport / activity

—

Contribute to the vitality of the Borough

—

Ensure financial sustainability

Based on the above strategic objectives, the consultant team were asked to develop
design options and to test the capacity of both sites to address the following:
—
—
—
—
—

Co-located leisure facilities
Latent demand for leisure facilities
Massing study of options
Initial high level costing based on the massing studies
Opportunities for residential development as part of the proposals to 		
provide much needed housing in the Borough

The London Borough of Tower Hamlets Council are also keen to encourage
sustainable forms of travel such as public transport, walking and cycling as far as
possible, and to discourage car use.
The team were asked to assess and appraise the options in terms of cost, ability to
increase demand, income generation and co-location and co-use of facilities as well
as programme implications and risks to the delivery of the project. This feasibility
study focuses on refurbishment and new build options for a co-located leisure centre
on one site to assist the Council with how best to proceed with redeveloping the
existing leisure centre sites.
Indicative floor plans were produced for each option to see how the uses could be
accommodated on the sites and to allow for high level cost estimates to be produced.
Several principle strategic options were identified for the approach to the John
Orwell and St. George’s site as follows:

ST GEORGE’S
Two options have been explored for the St George’s site based upon the following
parameters:
Option 1
Existing building demolished
New build Leisure Centre with co-located wet and dry facilities.
Existing non-listed building demolished / locally listed building repurposed
Option 2
Existing building demolished
New build residential development
Leisure Centre function moved to John Orwell site and co-located with dry sport
provision.
Given the design of and construction methodology used for the current St George’s
Leisure Centre, substantive changes to its internal layout were considered
impractical. This report does not, therefore, include an option for the refurbishment
of that building. The Council has costings from surveys for the refurbishment of
the existing building, which estimated that the cost of works to allow the building
to reopen were c. £9.9m, to give it up to 5 years additional life would cost a further
£3.5m, and to extend its life by up to 20 years would cost an extra £10m. As no design
work was required to inform these options, as they were for the refurbishment of the
existing building, this option is not set out in this report.
ST GEORGE’S SITE OPTIONS

AREA (m2)

MID POINT NET CONSTRUCTION RATE

Site 1 Option 1

5,130m2

£23,322,365

St. George's Site Options

JOHN ORWELL
Three principal building sites within the John Orwell land ownership boundary were
identified with several design options developed for each site based on the following
parameters:
Site 1 Option 1 + 2
The Site 1 design options are outlined on pages 46-49. Site 1 is located to the west
of the hockey pitch and east of the existing residential properties on Codling Close
and Torrington Place. The land formerly housed warehouses which served the
Wapping Basin. These have subsequently been demolished with the land remaining
undeveloped, consisting now of dense low level vegetation. Two options have been
developed to meet the following brief:
New build Leisure Centre with co-located wet and dry facilities.
Existing non-listed building demolished / locally listed building repurposed
Hockey Pitch Retained
Possible residential development options on site identified.
Site 1 Option 2 provides the highest quantum of accommodation of these two options
and has a slightly more advantageous relationship with the adjacent residential
properties in terms of scale and massing.

Site 2 Option 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 5b / 6
Several design options have been developed Site 2 and are outlined on pages 50-77.
Site 2 is located to the south of the hockey pitch, north of Wapping Pierhead, and
adjacent to the existing John Orwell Sports Centre building. The site sits on the mouth
of the former Wapping Basin. Of the three sites explored, Site 2 has the potential to
create the most generous space around a new leisure centre building and has the least
impact in terms of proximity to other buildings / park space. Seven options have been
developed to meet the following brief:
New build Leisure Centre with co-located wet and dry facilities.
Existing non-listed building demolished / locally listed building repurposed
Hockey Pitch Retained / Rotated / Relocated Options
Possible residential development options on site identified at high level
Site 1 Option 5/5b has the least adverse impact, with the most comfortable fit within
the context, optimal proximity to adjacent sensitive receptors, and provides the
largest quantum of facilities. However, it relies on the rotation of the hockey pitch.
Site 3 Option 1 + 2
Site 3 is located on the existing John Orwell Sports Centre building site, to the east of
the hockey pitch. The two options explored are presented on pages 78-81 and include
varying levels of refurbishment to achieve the brief:
Co-locate wet and dry facilities with elements of refurbishment.
Locally listed building repurposing options
Hockey Pitch Retained
Possible residential development options on site identified
All Site 3 options have a level of compromise as the refurbishment of the existing
sports hall will not be provide compliance with modern Sport England Guidance.
Due to the restricted size of the site and limited options for building configurations,
circulation routes are inefficient and it is not possible to achieve the full brief in terms
of building area quantum or sizes of key spaces, including changing facilities.
JOHN ORWELL SITE OPTIONS

AREA (m2)

MID POINT NET CONSTRUCTION RATE

Site 1 Option 1

5,496m2

£24,514,908

Site 1 Option 2

5,822m2

£25,970,815

Site 2 Option 1 + 2

5,130m2

£23,213,436

Site 2 Option 3

5,624m2

£25,417,636

Site 2 Option 4

5,624m2

£26,737,636

Site 2 Option 5

5,744m2

£27,052,896

Site 2 Option 5b
Rooftop Pitches

5,924m2
1,400m2

£28,514,002

Site 2 Option 6

5,744m2

£29,142,896

Site 3 Option 1

4,024 m

2

£23,284,373

Site 3 Option 2

5,026m2

£28,989,510

John Orwell Site Options
4
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

PREFERRED DESIGN OPTION
John Orwell Site 1 Option 2 and Site 2 Option 5/5b provide the most new facilities
with the least detrimental impact upon the wider site. However, the proximity of Site
1 Option 2 to the surrounding residential neighbourhood is a concern and would likely
pose significant challenges from a planning approvals standpoint. The proximity to
the boundary also limits views from within the leisure centre towards the west and
does not make the most of the site’s potential. Site 2 Option 5/5b does not impact
the southern boundary wall or existing public car park to Scandrett Street unlike
most Site 2 options. It does, however, require the reprovision and reorientation of the
existing hockey pitch.
Site 3 Option 1 is the most advantageous of the Site 3 options, however, the building
layout is highly compromised in terms of facilities that comply with modern Sport
England standards, changing provision quantum, and general efficiency of circulation
through the building.
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The increased quantum of facilities results in Site 1 Option 2 and Site 2 Option 5/5b as
having the highest net construction cost of the options explored on this sites, at £26M
and £27/28.5M respectively. Site 3 Option 1 provides less building area but has high
net construction costs due to the nature of the building as part refurbishment / part
new build, with higher construction rates per m2.
St. George’s Site Option 1 is not recommended as it would provide less facilities
overall. The synergy of not having all facilities co-located alongside the external
hockey pitch is also less advantageous. The development of St. George’s as
residential would have strong potential to generate income through land sale or rent
as a means to help cross-fund a new leisure centre on the John Orwell site.
In consideration of the above, the options assessed within the business case modelling
are recommended in the following order:
1. Site 2 Option 5/5b
2. Site 1 Option 2
3. Site 3 Option 1
Please note that the costs included in this report are based on a desktop analysis using
market data to calculate high level cost estimates to provide an indicative cost. These
do not include fees or take account of site specific costs. They do, however, provide a
relative assessment of the cost of each option, relative to others included in this
report.
DELIVERY
Once the options are refined, a more detailed analysis of different methods of
delivering the proposals in this report is required, including options for delivering any
residential component.

St. George's and John Orwell Leisure Centre Feasibility Study
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ST GEORGE’S

JOHN ORWELL

Location Plan showing St. George's and John Orwell sites

N

1.0 INTRODUCTION

ST GEORGE’S

The John Orwell and St. George’s Leisure Centre feasibility project was commissioned
by The London Borough of Tower Hamlets Council, and comprises an assessment of
development options of the two existing sites, as per the site boundaries outlined in
red on the adjacent site plan diagrams, to provide new co-located leisure facilities on
one site.
The feasibility report also explores high level opportunities for residential
development across both sites to assist in meeting increased housing needs within
the Borough. This would provide an opportunity to cross-fund the leisure centre
development.
This feasibility report focuses on the new Leisure Centre building and is intended to
assist the Council with decisions on how to proceed with redeveloping the existing
John Orwell and St. George’s Leisure Centre sites.
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The existing St George’s Leisure Centre is in a very poor state of repair and has
been unable to reopen to the public following its closure as a result of the Covid-19
lockdowns. A recent condition survey undertaken by the Council has identified a cost
of c. £13.5M to repair and refurbish the facility to enable it to reopen for up to five
years, or c. £23.5M to stay open for up to 20 years, subject to further investigation of
the structural condition of the building. The borough, however, already has an under
supply of water space provision and high levels of forecast population growth, so the
permanent loss of a pool in the area would exacerbate existing and future shortfalls.
There are a number of factors to take into account; the extremely high reinstatement
costs of St. George’s, including the age of the facility, the proximity of John Orwell
Sports Centre and the potential affordability and sustainability considerations from a
potential rationalisation of provision.
The ambition behind the new Leisure Centre is to improve facilities provision and
community access to health and wellbeing facilities, whilst the opportunity for new
residential accommodation would contribute towards the increased need for homes
within Tower Hamlets, and potentially contribute towards the cost of new leisure
centre facilities. The project forms a significant regeneration opportunity with an
important role to play in the transformation of Wapping and diversification of its
economy.

JOHN ORWELL

The purpose of this report is to investigate different options for a new / repurposed
Leisure Centre with co-located facilities to replace the existing split Leisure Centre
facilities across the existing two sites.
As part of this report, the project team have analysed the existing site and client
objectives, and based upon the options that have been developed, associated massing
studies and initial cost estimates were carried out in order to test their viability.

Location Plan showing St. George's and John Orwell sites

N
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John Orwell Location Plan

N

St George's Location Plan

N

2.0 SITE ANALYSIS

SITE CONTEXT
The London Borough of Tower Hamlets
Wapping is a district within in The London Borough of Tower Hamlets and is located
approximately 3.5 miles east of central London, south of Hackney, and west of North
Woolwich. It is bounded to the south by the River Thames. The London Borough of
Tower Hamlets has a population of approximately 324,745.
The Sites
The two sites that form the basis of this study are shown adjacent images.
John Orwell Site
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The John Orwell site is located on the former Wapping Basin, on the corner of
Scandrett Street and Tench Street, and is the current home of the John Orwell Sports
Centre, which is a dry sports facility. The site includes a full size external hockey
pitch with covered spectator viewing, alongside an external tennis court. This is a
multi-use pitch that also accommodates 5 / 9 /11 a side football, as well as rugby use.
The Sports Centre is comprised of two main building components, a locally listed
single story former warehouse building which currently accommodates a fitness
suite, and a 1980 building which comprises a sports hall and associated changing
accommodation. The site includes a car park with 21 spaces. Additional public car
parking is located to the south boundary of the site on Scandrett Street.

ST GEORGE’S

The site is bounded to the west and north by existing low scale residential terraces.
Further residential buildings are located to the south side of Scandrett Street, and are
of a generally higher scale, including the Grade II listed Wapping Pier Head buildings.
Wapping Gardens is an attractive public park located to the east, that forms a leafy
pedestrian route to the existing John Orwell Leisure Centre entrance. The Grade
II listed St Johns Church is located to the south east corner of the site, diagonally
opposite the sweeping curve of the existing site boundary wall. The public realm is
generally of good quality and the quality of the surrounding buildings have a positive
impact on the site.

JOHN ORWELL

St. George’s Site
The existing St. George’s Leisure Centre site is located to the north of the A1203
Highway adjacent to the junction with Wapping Lane. The site is bounded to the
west by the Grade I listed St George’s Church, one of only six Hawksmoor churches
in London. The site is bounded to the north by the attractive St George’s Church
Gardens, which are home to several Grade II listed memorials and monuments. A fourstorey apartment building is located to the east of the site on Solander Gardens, and
the 3-4 Storey King Henry Terrace is located opposite to the south side of the A1203
Highway.
The existing building is comprised of two components; a two storey block to the
east which houses administration, changing facilities, and the training pool; and a
four storey block which accommodates the 33.3m swimming pool. A single storey
ancillary block is located to the western boundary. The spectator viewing decks
which surround the 33.3m pool perimeter are no longer deemed structurally safe to
use, and there are several other areas at risk of structural failure. An 18 space car
park wraps around the east and north elevations of the existing leisure centre, also
forming a service access route for the building’s plant rooms and refuse stores.
The land is for both sites is owned by The London Borough of Tower Hamlets Council.
London Borough of Tower Hamlets Boundary + The Existing John Orwell and St. George's Leisure Centre Sites

N
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JOHN ORWELL
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ST GEORGE’S

Aerial view showing St. George's and John Orwell sites
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2.0 SITE ANALYSIS

TRANSPORT LINKS
Both sites are well served by many different types of transport links. The London
Borough of Tower Hamlets Council are keen to encourage sustainable forms of travel
such as public transport, walking and cycling as far as possible, and to discourage car
use.

ST GEORGE’S

Pedestrian Links
John Orwell has a relatively quiet and pedestrian friendly path network as a result of
its residential / domestic neighbourhood setting, which has leafy tree lined streets
and parks surrounding the site.
By contrast, the St George’s site has a more urban and busy feel due to the presence
of the A1203 Highway that bounds the site. Notwithstanding this, there are good
pedestrian physical links to the site from the wider Wapping area and surrounding
transport infrastructure, including Shadwell Overground and DLR Train Stations to
the north east.
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Bike links
There are several cycle routes that currently serve both the John Orwell and
St. George’s sites. In the recent past Tower Hamlets has been at the forefront in
promoting cycling as a mainstream transport mode. The busy off-road Cable Street
cycle route was the prototype of the successful Cycle Superhighways that followed
and the school cycle training and participation programmes pioneered by the borough
have become the template for TfL across London.
The ‘Tower Hamlets - A Cycling Borough’ (2015) strategy sets out how The London
Borough of Tower Hamlets plans to enhance cycling infrastructure over the coming
years to reduce the reliance on vehicles to create a healthier approach to transport
culture. This also ties into the health and wellbeing agenda of providing new sports
and leisure facilities.
Public Transport - Bus
Both the John Orwell and St George’s sites are served by the 100 bus route which runs
from St Paul’s Tube Station to Shadwell Overground and DLR Train Stations. The D3
bus routes also serves both sites and runs from Bonner Road to Leamouth.
Public Transport - Train
The John Orwell site is located 0.3 miles to the west of Wapping London Overground
Station, which has good connections to wider London, including Clapham Junction.

JOHN ORWELL

The St. George’s site is located 0.2 miles to the south of Shadwell London Overground
and DLR stations which provide good connectivity to the London Underground and
Crossrail networks.
Vehicular links
Both sites are well served by adjacent road infrastructure and currently have on site
Key:
Pedestrian Links

Bus Station

Cyclists Links

Train Station

Bus Links

Car Park

Train Links
Vehicular Links
Site Context - Transport Links
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ST GEORGE’S
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John Orwell Site Aerial Photograph

JOHN ORWELL

Existing Building Heights
12

1-2 Storey
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3-4 Storey

5-8 Storey

>8 Storey
N

St. George's Site Aerial Photograph

2.0 SITE ANALYSIS

ST GEORGE’S

Building Heights
Existing building heights for both sites are shown on the opposite page.
John Orwell is principally surrounded by low rise residential developments to the
north, west and south, with Wapping Gardens located to the east. Most of the taller
buildings are located on the riverside to the south or further west beyond Wapping
Gardens.
The St. George’s site is similarly bounded by low-medium rise buildings in each
orientation, with the tallest buildings being the Solander Gardens apartments to the
west, and Wapping Lane commercial and residential building on the south side of the
A1203.
Residential

Office
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Services

The Local Authority SPD does not specifically addresses height parameters for either
the John Orwell or St. George’s site.
For the purposes of this study, we have assumed that the maximum number of
building Storeys as three (ground + two upper levels). This model would provide the
most appropriate massing and scale for each location, in consideration of the heritage
and listed buildings adjacent to each site.
Building Uses

Education

Religious

Hospitality

Retail

JOHN ORWELL

Building uses surrounding both sites are shown on the adjacent analysis diagram.
The majority of buildings in proximity to the John Orwell site are residential, alongside
some landmark religious buildings, including St. John’s Church and St. Patrick’s
Catholic Church.
St. George’s context is of a similar residential nature, however, it has a more urban
setting being located adjacent to the A1203 Highway. The Grade I listed St. George’s
Church is one of only six Hawksmoor Churches within London and is a strong local
landmark. A Montessori school and retail unit is located on the south side of the
A1203 with residential properties above, adjacent to Kings Charles Terrace which is
also a residential building.

Sports and Leisure

Government

Cultural

Community

Nightclub

Site Context - Ground Floor Land Uses

N
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2.0 SITE ANALYSIS
ST. GEORGE’S

HISTORICAL CONTEXT
HERITAGE
The first documentary reference to the Shadwell area dates back to 1223 (a
corruption of ‘St Chads Well’). Between the 16th & 18th centuries, a rise in the
population of the many riverside communities, of which Shadwell is one, reflected
a growth in the shipping and ship building industries located along the banks of the
Thames, east of the City. Tiny settlements grew into distinctive villages supporting
the maritime trade, and by the time Shadwell became a separate parish in 1669, the
local population had grown to about 8000.
During the 17th century, churches and chapels-of-ease were being constructed in
response to London’s eastward spread, and in the 18th century a commission was
established to implement the construction of fifty new Anglican churches in areas
of population growth. The New Churches Act was passed by Parliament in 1711 and
enabled money to be raised for the construction of the churches from coal tax. Of the
50 churches planned, only 12 were built to designs by architects associated with the
Office of Works, including St George-in-the-East (Wapping) and St Anne (Limehouse).
These also represent two of the three Borough churches designed by architect
Nicholas Hawksmoor, a pupil of Sir Christopher Wren.
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St George in the East Conservation Area
The St George in the East Conservation Area was designated in July 1969 and
extended south across the Highway in October 2008. It protects the setting of
Hawksmoor’s St George-in-the-East, one of the 18th century churches constructed
under the New Churches Act to service the burgeoning communities of the East End.
Located in the heart of the Conservation Area, the church is surrounded by historic
properties of note, including the late 18th century Rectory and Town Hall (1860).
Memorials located in the church grounds include the Raine family memorial (founders
of Raine’s Foundation School, 1719), and a First World War memorial, both Grade-II
listed.
The Conservation Area is also located in an Area of Archaeological Importance or
Potential. Evidence of Roman roadside settlement has been established in two areas
of the Borough, one in the vicinity of Old Ford Road in Bow, and the other along The
Highway in Shadwell, where a road followed the river bluff from a location just north
of the Tower to the Roman outport of Ratcliffe. Policies associated with Archaeology
and Ancient Monuments apply to development proposed in the Conservation Area and
its surrounds.

Cable Street Mural
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Listed And Locally Listed Buildings In The Vicinity Of The Site
Considered the most original of Hawksmoor’s East End churches, St George-inthe East, constructed between 1714-26, was dedicated in 1729 to serve Wapping
Stepney and the area to its north. The tower was added between 1720-3, plasterwork
between 1723-4 and the pews and carving in 1729. At the time of its construction,
the surrounding area was still largely rural, with open fields to the north of the
churchyard (itself occupying an area known as the Gun Field), otherwise enclosed by
buildings lining the principal roads. The 18th century churchyard was lined with rows
of trees along the north, south and eastern boundaries, and in 1862, when further
land had been added; a new layout included a Rector’s Walk and Lime Avenue.
The Cannon Street Road and Cable Street buildings are Grade II listed and are of value
for their group setting and their role in the historic presentation of the church. Their
retention and appropriate presentation is therefore important to the preservation of
the areas historic significance.
The Cable Street Mural on the gable of St. George’s Town Hall commemorates the
Battle of Cable Street in 1936 and frames the northern entrance into St. George’s
Gardens. The Battle of Cable Street took place as a result of opposition to a march by
the British Union of Fascists. Anti-fascist protesters, including local Jewish, socialist,
anarchist, Irish and communist groups, clashed with the Metropolitan Police, who
attempted to remove the barricades erected to stop the march.
ENVIRONMENT
Features
The are a number of mature trees adjacent to the site boundary which run alongside
the western and northern edges of the site the perimeter of St George’s Gardens
which help define pedestrian entrances and routes through the park.
Flood Risk
The site is located within Flood Zone 1 and has a low probability of flooding.
Site Topography
There are no significant level changes across the site based upon the information
available. However, a more accurate Topographical Survey will need to be carried out
in order to confirm these assumptions and whether disabled access routes around the
site, such as from disabled parking to points of access are appropriate for each of the
design options in this report.

St. George's Church

St. George's Gardens
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2.0 SITE ANALYSIS

ST GEORGE’S EXISTING BUILDING

South Elevation

Entrance / Reception

The existing St. George’s Leisure Centre site is located to the north of the A1203
Highway adjacent to the junction with Wapping Lane. The site is bounded to the
west by the Grade I listed St George’s Church, one of only six Hawksmoor churches
in London. The site is bounded to the north by the attractive St George’s Church
Gardens, which are home to several Grade II listed memorials and monuments. A fourstorey apartment building is located to the east of the site on Solander Gardens, and
the 3-4 Storey King Henry Terrace is located opposite to the south side of the A1203
Highway.
The site includes no external pitch provision. The existing building is comprised of two
components; a two storey block to the east which houses administration, changing
facilities, and the training pool; and a four storey block which accommodates the
33.3m swimming pool. A further single storey ancillary block is located to the
west. The spectator viewing decks which surround the pool perimeter are no longer
deemed structurally safe to use. An 18 space at grade car park wraps around the east
and north elevations of the existing leisure centre.
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The existing Leisure Centre has been closed since the outset of the Covid pandemic in
March 2020. Several inspections have been carried out by Chamberlain Consulting
LLP who have made an assessment of the existing building and measures required
to enable it to become operational again. These reports highlight significant issues
preventing the reopening of the facility. A cost of c. £13.5M has been identified to
rectify these issues and upgrade the building to a standard that will be safe to reopen
to the public, but only for a short term period of five years. The cost of extending its
life for up to 20 years is estimated to be an additional £10m

Car Park / Service Yard

Changing Room

The 33.3m swimming pool is an unrecognised size under Sport England or ASA
standards. This makes it difficult to use by athletes as a lane training pool. The pool
has no movable floor or pool cover to assist in the control of heat loss when the pool is
not in use. The pool was not drained when the centre closed in 2020, and the filtration
systems were turned off. As a result, the pool water has become stagnant and highly
contaminated. It is unknown whether this can now be processed by the pool filtration
plant and will likely lead to filtration plant failure. The existing building services are
beyond economical repair. The pool ventilation system is longer fit for purpose, the
main electrical panels are obsolete, incoming electrical mains requires replacement.
Repairs would not meet current carbon targets.
Due to the age of the building, the thermal fabric of the envelope is also highly
inefficient and leads to significant heat loss with subsequent life cycle / operational
cost implications. Any refurbishment option would need to consider building envelope
upgrades as a fundamental measure to improve building performance.
The changing accommodation within the existing building is dated and of a poor
standard not fitting with a modern leisure centre. Damage to vanity areas, tiling,
and ceiling tiles are prevalent through the changing areas. The interior finishes
and fixtures and fittings are generally of a similar poor condition and are in need of
refurbishment to bring them up to modern standards.
Externally, the architecture does little to engage with the public realm and has
limited transparency of activity. The ground floor level of the building facade is
predominantly solid with limited areas of glazing. This limits the potential of the
building to encourage participation in sport and outreach to individuals who do not
currently use the centre.

33.3m Pool (Image Pre Building Closure)

Training Pool

St. George's and John Orwell Leisure Centre Feasibility Study
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OPPORTUNITIES
1 Opportunity to stack leisure
accommodation over 3-4 floors in
order to minimise footprint and to
create more external space.
2 Improve the impact of the arrival point
into the site and create an activated
gateway into the building.
3 Create a new plaza space which will
provides a new piece of public realm
that engages with the St. George’s
Gardens and the new leisure centre.

5
4

4 Create new pedestrian link to the
north of the site onto Cable Street.

5

5 Opportunities to an active facade that
engages with the park and creates
park views.

1
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6 Create strong visual connections with
St. George’s Church and create a piece
of civic architecture that responds to
its heritage context.

7
7
3

7 Create activation onto the A1203
Highway and new plaza to encourage
participation in sport.

6

St. George's Site Opportunities

2

Shadwell Train
Station
CONSTRAINTS
1 Existing Building Site
Not possible to maintain existing building
on site and build a new facility due to
limited site area.

5
Cable
Street

2 Grade I listed St. George’s Church
Will have a significant influence over
the scale and massing of any proposed
development.

5

3 St. George’s Gardens
Park which includes a series of Grade II
listed monuments and mature trees that
bound the St. George’s Leisure Centre site.

7
7
5

4 Proximity to A1203

St. George’s
Gardens
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Busy road adjacent to the south boundary
that will impact ability to naturally
ventilate any new development. Acoustic
issues will need to be considered.

St. George’s
Leisure Centre

3
1

5 Listed Buildings
The site is surrounded by a series of Grade
II listed buildings which are sensitive
receptors and will influence scale and
massing of proposals.

St. George’s
Church
4
2

5

6 Parking
Among of on site parking to be reduced
to blue badge spaces. Quantum to be
reviewed against required building
footprint.

A1203
Highway

St. George's Site Constraints

7 Proximity to Existing Residential

The site is located adjacent to other
non-listed residential buildings that will
influence scale and massing. Overlooking
between the leisure centre and
surrounding residential buildings will need
to be carefully considered.
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Site Analysis Isometric
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2.0 SITE ANALYSIS
JOHN ORWELL

St. John's Church

HISTORICAL CONTEXT

ENVIRONMENT

HERITAGE
The London Docklands area lies predominantly within the flood plain of the lower
Thames and its tributaries. Prior to the massive engineering projects of the 19th
century, the area largely comprised riverside marshland and rough grazing land.
Wapping Lane was once called Old Gravel Lane and was a causeway that crossed
what was Wapping Marsh. Historically, the Thames banks to the east of London
provided ideal conditions for riverside wharves. By the 16th century, both sides of the
river were lined with wharf buildings, serving the business needs of the merchants.
Towards the end of the 18th century, pressure to re-organise the port grew when the
existing wharves were unable to support its demand.

Features
The are a number of mature trees adjacent to the site which run alongside Tench
Street and define the edge of Wapping Gardens to the east, and Scandrett Street
to the south, which bounds the former mouth of the Wapping Basin and current
residential buildings. These trees and open spaces are important features which
contribute to the leafy welcoming character and appearance South and East edges of
the Wapping Pierhead Conservation Area which they lie within.

The Dock waterways and their connections with the river Thames provide the most
significant unifying theme for the Docklands today. The river walls, dock entrances,
jetties, piles and timber whalings survive as evidence of the unique history of
London’s dockland industry, leaving the Borough with a distinctive architectural
waterside legacy to protect.
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Wapping Pierhead Conservation Area
The Wapping Pierhead Conservation Area was designated as a Conservation Area
in July 1969. The area has rich architectural and historic interest and it includes
the former entrance to the London Docks. Together with St. Katharine’s Dock, the
West India and Millwall Docks on the Isle of Dogs and East India Docks, the Royal
Docks (Albert, Victoria and George V Docks) and the Surrey Docks, this forms part of
London’s historic docklands.

The Turks Head

The Conservation Area was originally designated around the historic pierhead, which
is now in-filled to form private gardens. Georgian terraces were originally developed
on either side of the dock entrance, but now look in to the community gardens. The
Conservation Area was later extended in 1975 to include the 19th century warehouse
buildings to the east, which inform the predominant character of the redeveloped
Docklands area. Stretching between Wapping Pierhead to the west, through to the
Wapping Underground Station, the Conservation Area includes a number of 18th
century buildings, many of which are now statutorily listed. The Conservation Area
was most recently extended north in 2008 and encapsulate part of the John Orwell
site, including the historic warehouse building.

Flood Risk
There are three main areas at risk of tidal flooding in Tower Hamlets, the Isle of Dogs
(extending into Poplar) Wapping and Blackwall (all located in Flood Zones 2 and 3).
There are two main areas at risk of fluvial flooding in the north-eastern corner of the
borough. While the actual fluvial and tidal flood risk is considered to be low when
flood defences are taken into account, there is still a residual risk of flooding through
breaching or overtopping of defences. Non-river related flooding, such as sewer
surcharge and surface water flooding exists throughout the borough during heavy
rainfall events. This is known to be an issue within Critical Drainage Areas.
The site is located within Flood Zone 3 but is an area that benefits from flood
defences. Land and property in this flood zone would have a high probability of
flooding without the local flood defences. These protect the area against a river flood
with a 1% chance of happening each year, or a flood from the sea with a 0.5% chance of
happening each year.
The floodplain areas associated with the River Thames do not have a Flood Zone 3b
or functional floodplain associated with them, as they are classed as defended and
would not flood during a 1 in 20 year event. Therefore, the functional floodplain has
been defined as the area situated on the river side of the raised defence line.
Site Topography
There are no significant level changes across the site based upon the information
available. However, a more accurate Topographical Survey will need to be carried out
in order to confirm these assumptions and whether disabled access routes around the
site, such as from disabled parking to points of access are appropriate for each of the
design options in this report.

Listed And Locally Listed Buildings In The Vicinity Of The Site
There are a number of statutory listed buildings within the Wapping Pierhead
Conservation Area, including the locally listed former warehouse that currently
accommodates the John Orwell Leisure Centre Fitness Suite. Immediately to the
south east of the site lies the Grade II Listed Kingston Public Library, Museum and Art
Gallery and the Grade II Listed St Johns Church.
Most of the early housing in the docklands dating back to the 18th and 19th centuries
has been listed. One of the finest surviving residential developments falls within the
Conservation Area. The two terraces either side of the former entrance to the London
Dock at Wapping Pierhead were designed by Daniel Alexander in 1811. They combine
the traditional domestic Georgian style with the more austere warehouse aesthetic.

Wapping Pierhead

Scandrett Street, formerly known as Church Street, separates St. John of Wapping
Church from its burial grounds and contains some of the oldest surviving buildings in
the area. The tower of St John’s Church, the adjacent 1760 school buildings and St
Patrick’s Church to the rear, built in 1879 from the ‘penny a week contributions’ of its
largely Irish congregation, are now listed buildings.
St. George's and John Orwell Leisure Centre Feasibility Study
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2.0 SITE ANALYSIS
JOHN ORWELL

JOHN ORWELL EXISTING BUILDING
The John Orwell site is located on the former Wapping Basin, on the corner of
Scandrett Street and Tench Street and is the current home of the John Orwell Sports
Centre, which is a dry sports facility. The building is discreetly located behind a
historic masonry wall which defines the south and east boundaries of the site. As
a result the building has little presence onto its surrounding context and limited
engagement with the public realm.
Hockey Pitch

Fitness Suite

The site includes a full size external hockey pitch with covered spectator seating,
alongside an external tennis court. This pitch is multi-use and also accommodates 5 /
9 /11 a side football, as well as rugby use. The Sports Centre is comprised of two main
building components, a locally listed single-storey former warehouse building which
currently accommodates a fitness suite, and a 1980 building which comprises a sports
hall and associated changing accommodation. The site includes a car park with 21
spaces. Additional public car parking is located to the south boundary of the site on
Scandrett Street.
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The existing 1980s block includes a 4 court Sports Hall with natural top light.
However, this hall does not comply with current Sport England design standards,
having a smaller footprint and clear head height dimensions than modern standards.

Vaughan Way

Sports Hall

The lower height of the soffit alongside localised reductions in height as a result
of the perimeter bulkhead limits the number of sports that can be effectively
accommodated in the hall under modern standards / requirements. Physical
projections into the space in the form of structural column locations and MEP
installations, as well as wall recesses to door entry locations, further limits the
number of sports, such as five-a-side, that can be accommodated safely. The sports
hall has a solid floor construction with parquet timber finish. Under modern standards
the floor would be a sprung timber floor which provides optimal sport performance
and enhanced comfort for users, reducing the likelihood of repetitive impact injuries
on joints over time.
The changing accommodation within the existing building is of a mixed standard,
with some areas having been subject to refurbishment in 2016, which included the
installation of glass shower cubicles, new bench seating an updated wall and floor
tiling. Other changing and toilet accommodation areas are less attractive and appear
dated.
The historic single-storey warehouse to the south of the site accommodates the 55
station fitness suite, and also includes a studio space to the north of the space where
the building interfaces with the 1980s block. A mezzanine has been introduced
which provides some additional functional training space. The building is of solid
masonry construction with a lightweight roof supported on a lightweight metal
truss system that also incorporates single glazed rooflights. The nature of the
building construction results in a thermally inefficient envelope that has potential for
improvement as part of any refurbishment / repurposing works.
Externally, the Hockey pitches are of a good standard having been refurbished in
2014. The pitch has an Astroturf finish and is also used for 5 / 9 /11 a side football, as
well as rugby hire. The external pitch also benefits from covered spectator seating.

Scandrett Street

Changing Room

St. George's and John Orwell Leisure Centre Feasibility Study
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1910 - Historic Map Showing the former Wapping Basin

1910 + 1940 Overlay
N
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2.0 SITE ANALYSIS
JOHN ORWELL

WAPPING BASIN
The John Orwell site is located on the former Wapping Basin, on the corner of
Scandrett Street and Tench Street and is the current home of the John Orwell Sports
Centre, which is a dry sports facility.
A series of large warehouses historically encircled the basin. Only one of these
remains and is located to the south east corner of the site, having been refurbished to
accommodate a fitness suite.
The multi-purpose external pitch has been located above the footprint of the historic
basin as illustrated on the adjacent diagram.

SITE 3

The feasibility study for the John Orwell site has principally focused on retaining
the pitch in this location and explored the available site options for a new leisure
centre facility on site. These comprise of new build options to Sites 1 and 2 and
refurbishment / new build hybrid options for Site 3. All options seek to retain the
historic warehouse to be either repurposed or refurbished.

SITE 1
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A site investigation is to be commissioned to understand the ground conditions in
each location, particularly as all three site options bound the former basin footprint.
Further surveys will also need to be carried out to confirm ground conditions,
including any possible soil contamination, etc, which may be likely considering the
former use of the site.

SITE 2

Proposed Site Options with Historic Underlay + Hockey Pitch Outline
N

St. George's and John Orwell Leisure Centre Feasibility Study
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HOCKEY PITCH

65m
105m
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John Orwell Hockey Pitch Location Plan
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2.0 SITE ANALYSIS
JOHN ORWELL

EXTERNAL PITCH
The external multi-use pitch on the John Orwell site forms a major constraint in
terms of the amount of available land to develop the new leisure centre. The pitch is
currently used for a range of sports including Hockey, 5 / 9 /11 a side football, as well
as rugby use.
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101.44mm

The design team explored whether there was any scope to reduce the footprint of the
pitch whilst maintaining the baseline performance requirements in order to assist with
maximising the amount of leisure centre facilities. However, this was not viable as the
pitch is already the minimum size required.

Hockey Pitch Baseline Dimension Requirements
St. George's and John Orwell Leisure Centre Feasibility Study
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OPPORTUNITIES
1 New leisure centre which will provide
leisure and health facilities that meet
the Council’s objectives for health
and wellbeing, as set out in the Tower
Hamlets Vision, and opportunities to
provide new homes which will help to
meet the borough’s housing target.
1

2 Improve the impact of the arrival point
into the site and create an activated
gateway into the building.

4

3 Activate the public realm facing onto
Vaughan Way and Scandrett Street

3

4 Create outward looking views onto the
Hockey pitch from within the leisure
centre to create engagement between
internal and external sport activities.

2
4
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4

5 Refurbish / Repurpose the existing
former warehouse building to provide
enhanced / diversified facilities.

1

1
6

6 Potential to create pedestrian route
across the site to further engage /
encourage participation
5

7 Opportunity to create river side views
from within the leisure centre
7

John Orwell Site Opportunities

2

CONSTRAINTS
1 Former Wapping Basin Ground Conditions
Site Investigation required to ascertain any
further constraints on site option studies.
Will inform foundations solution e.g. Piling

3

7

2 Locally listed Warehouse + Listed Wall
7

Warehouse to be retained if possible
Boundary wall must be retained

3

3 Proximity to surrounding residential
Will impact upon ability / desire to
construct new build elements adjacent and
will impact upon height and massing

Hockey Pitch

7

4 Proximity to St John’s Church

1
6
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5 Children’s Play Area
To be retained

John Orwell
Leisure Centre

6 Parking

Tennis Court

Required parking numbers to be defined.
No increased provision requirement
foreseen.

6

7 Proposed Building Heights
Sensitivity of surrounding context. No
current guidance within SPD on maximum
building heights within the site.

Wapping
Pierhead
2

7

St John’s
Church

John Orwell Site Constraints

Influence of scale and massing of
proposals

4

Wapping
Gardens

3.0 CLIENT’S BRIEF

EXISTING JOHN ORWELL LEISURE CENTRE
The existing John Orwell Leisure Centre building is comprised of an existing
repurposed docklands warehouse which was constructed in the 1890s and a 1980s
sports hall with ancillary accommodation.
An analysis was carried out on the existing building to identify the current provision
and scale of spaces. The existing facilities are as follows:
—
—
—
—
—
—

55+ Station Fitness Suite
Mezzanine Level Functional Training Area
Multipurpose Studio
4 Court Sports Hall
Reception and entrance Foyer (inc.. Sales area)
Staff areas and offices

Existing Fitness Gym

Existing Functional Training

Existing Sports Hall

Existing Reception

Existing Studio

Existing Changing Room
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Options to refurbish and demolish the 1980s element of the existing building have
been explored as part of this feasibility study. In all options, the original 1890s
warehouse is retained and either repurposed or refurbished. All options are based
upon providing a single facility with co-located wet and dry facilities on one site to
meet the Council’s new requirements which are outlined over the following pages,
and to provide a state of the art new leisure centre which aligns with current Sport
England guidance (with the exception of options which retain the 1980s Sports Hall
element) which will be able to attract more users in the local area to participate in
sport.
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3.0 CLIENT’S BRIEF

EXISTING ST. GEORGE’S LEISURE CENTRE
The existing St. George’s Leisure Centre building was constructed in the 1960s and
was in need of modernisation even before the most recent surveys highlighted further
issues. The building has been closed since early 2020 due to the Covid19 pandemic
and has not been reopened.

Existing Fitness Area

Existing 33.3m Swimming Pool (Image Pre Building Closure)

An analysis was carried out on the existing building to identify the current provision
and scale of spaces. The existing facilities are as follows:
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

33.3m 6 lane pool
Training Pool
Wet and dry changing
33 station fitness suite
Reception and entrance Foyer (inc.. Sales area)
Crèche
Soft Play
Staff areas and offices
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A series of surveys have already been undertaken to assess the viability of
refurbishing the existing building. These have concluded that an investment of c.
£13.5M would be required to bring the building back to a state where it would be safe
to reopen, but only for a period of five years, before the building would need to be
demolished and replaced. It is estimated that it would cost a further £10m to extend
its life for up to 20 years, although this is subject to further investigation.
An option to demolish and replace the leisure centre with an expanded, co-located
wet and dry facility has been explored as part of this feasibility study. A second
option looks at the feasibility of demolishing the existing building, relocating the
leisure centre to a combined facility on the John Orwell site, and redeveloping the St
George’s site for residential use.

Existing Changing (Showers)

Existing Changing Room

Existing Reception

Existing Training Pool
St. George's and John Orwell Leisure Centre Feasibility Study
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Precedent - Hebburn Central Leisure Centre, Hebburn.
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3.0 CLIENT’S BRIEF

SUMMARY OF BRIEF
The Council requested several options to be developed based upon the following
St. George’s Site
—
—
Precedent - Britannia Leisure Centre, Hackney, Sports Hall

Precedent - Britannia Leisure Centre, Hackney, Reception

Refurbishment
Demolition and New Build

John Orwell Site
—
—

Refurbishment and Extension
Demolish and New Build

All options need to provide modernised facilities with co-location of wet and dry
accommodation on one site. Options which explore the potential for residential
elements of development on both sites have also been explored.
Leisure Strategy 2017-2027
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This feasibility study has been considered in conjunction with the Indoor Facilities
Strategy for the London Borough of Tower Hamlets 2017-2027 document (2017)
and has been developed in collaboration with a stakeholder team from the London
Borough of Tower Hamlets Council. The current provision across both the John Orwell
and St. George’s sites are built around unconventional and economically inefficient
layouts. However, provision developed as part of the feasibility study is focused on a
single co-located community health and wellbeing hub, which would deliver:

Precedent - Hebburn Central 25m Pool

Precedent - Britannia Leisure Centre, Hackney, 25m Pool

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

25m 6 lane swimming pool with movable floor
Large training pool (with a moveable floor) 16m x 13m
Fitness suite (100 - 150 stations with functional area depending on design option)
Dedicated spin studio – minimum 20 bikes
Group fitness studios (number of studios varies between options)
Four badminton court sized sports hall
Wet, dry and dedicated fitness changing rooms
Cafeteria
Range of office space and meeting rooms

The following pages outlines the current brief, which the options in Section 4.0 of this
report have been based on. There is some deviation in the achieved accommodation
between the developed design options as a result of available site or as a result of
refurbishment/new-build physical conditions. A full accommodation schedule has
been provided for each feasibility option to allow comparison.

(Adjacent Images show similar new facilities designed by FaulknerBrowns Architects)
Precedent - Britannia Leisure Centre, Hackney, Fitness Suite

Precedent - Britannia Leisure Centre, Hackney, Dry Changing Room
St. George's and John Orwell Leisure Centre Feasibility Study
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Precedent - Britannia Leisure Centre, Hackney. Image Showing Building Entrance.
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3.0 CLIENT’S BRIEF
First Aid

Main
Pool

Teaching
Pool

Wet
Change

Target Areas
Wet Sport Areas
— 25m 6 lane swimming pool (with a moveable floor)		
540m2
— 16 x 13m teaching pool (with a moveable floor)			
360m2
— Pool Store							60m2
— Wet changing area						300m2
— First aid room						15m2

Pool
Store

Studio

Studio

Gym

Spin
Studio

Sports
Hall Store
4 Court
Sports Hall

Dry
Change

Dry Sport Areas
— 100-150 station fitness suite					
530-880m2
— 1-3 multipurpose fitness studios 				
3 x 120m2
— 20 station (minimum) spin studio						
120m2
— 4 badminton court sports hall					
690m2
— Dry sports storage						70m2
— Dry changing area						300m2
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Catering Areas
— Café, kitchen and servery					220m2
Studio

Studio

Reception / Admin Areas
— Reception and entrance foyer (inc. Sales area)			
150m2
— Staff areas and offices 150m2					150m2
Community / Play Areas
— Community Room						50m2
Kitchen
Servery
Cafe
Seating

Entrance
Foyer

Community
Space

Store

The following section analyses several options for the proposed new leisure centre
across both site. The leisure centre in each option has been based on the areas listed
above unless site constraints have prevented this. A full accommodation schedule has
been provided for each feasibility option to allow comparison.

Staff Areas
/ Offices

WCs
St.

Diagrammatic Brief - Accommodation Sizes to be tested
St. George's and John Orwell Leisure Centre Feasibility Study
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4.0 OPTIONS APPRAISAL
ST GEORGE’S CARBON REVIEW

ST GEORGE’S CARBON REVIEW

LIFE CYCLE CARBON IMPACT

There is no existing methodology to assess the carbon impact of the refurbishment
vs new-build of leisure centres based upon energy use and embodied carbon over
the building’s lifecycle, and there are many parameters unknown at this stage which
influence how successful the refurbishment of the existing St. George’s building could
be in terms of carbon reduction over the lifetime of the building.

Based upon these high level metrics, we can illustrate over life of the building that the
new-build option would have a lower combined energy and embodied energy impact
compared to refurbishing the existing building over a notional 60 year period, and
based upon a fully electric energy use on a largely de-carbonised grid by 2050.

However, based upon our experience and a series of assumptions / available metrics
we are able to build a high level picture of the likely impact of both approaches.
Operational Energy Use
The CIBSE Energy Use in Sports and Recreation Buildings Energy Consumption
Guide provides simple energy use benchmarks based upon different sport centre
typologies, including dry, wet and combined leisure centres. These benchmarks are
used in Display Energy Certificates (DEC) and are evidenced in the DEC ratings that
have already been produced for the St. George’s and John Orwell Leisure Centres shown on the opposite page.
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These show that St. George’s Leisure Centre, as combined wet and dry facility,
achieves a total annual energy use of 572 kWh/m2/year. This sits between the
CIBSE 760 kWh/m2/year ‘Typical’ and 360 kWh/m2/year ‘Good’ ratings. We believe
that to move towards 360 kWh/m2/year would require wholesale replacement of
existing building services systems to optimise energy efficiency, and a significant
refurbishment / replacement of the existing fabric to minimise heat loss / gain
through the building envelope and therefore heating / cooling requirements. This is
challenging and could still not guarantee achieving 360 kWh/m2/year.
In comparison, we are designing new leisure centres to a target of 200 kWh/m2/year
energy use, which is a significant reduction over 360 kWh/m2/year across the life
cycle of the building.
Embodied Energy
The RIBA has developed voluntary performance targets for embodied carbon.
This defines an assumed new build kgCO2e/m2 rate for new build buildings as
1400kgCo2e/m2.
Recent high level work on the Woolwich Leisure Centre project in the London Borough
of Greenwich has identified that the building frame constitutes approximately
500kgCo2e/m2 out of this 1400kgCo2e/m2 figure. The remaining 900kgCo2e/m2
comprises the building envelope.
For an existing building to achieve the 360 kWh/m2/year energy use target, we would
assume that the existing building would need to be stripped back to the structural
frame, and building envelope replaced, in order to achieve the thermal fabric
requirements that would support a 360 kWh/m2/year energy use target. This would
still in theory, save 500kgCo2e/m2 by retaining the existing structure.
However, we know that the St. George’s building structure is in need of various levels
of replacement / reinforcement / remedial works, so we have assumed a reduced new
build figure of 250kgCo2e/m2 to address these issues, combined with 900KgCO2e/
m2 to replace the building fabric.
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This high level analysis has determined that the refurbished and new-build options
would achieve the following combined energy and embodied carbon per m2 ratings:
Refurbishment Option - 2,330Kg CO2e/m2
New Build Option - 2,060Kg CO2e/m2
As outlined above, these figures are indicative only and based around a series of
assumptions and on the limited data and metrics available at this time. A further
detailed study would need to be commissioned to interrogate this in detail.

EXISTING

WHOLE LIFE CARBON ANALYSIS

Display Energy Certificates
Score

Operational rating

A

0-25

B

26-50
51-75

C

76-100

High Level Analysis of Refurbishment / New Build Approach

This building

Typical

60 YEAR

72 | C

D

100

E

101-125

F

126-150
150+

LIFE

WET + DRY
LEISURE

G

kWh/m2/yr

Electricity

Other fuels

Total

103

469

572

178

559

737

0%

0%

0%

Typical

(kWh/m2/year)
Typical energy use

kWh/m2/yr

Britannia

CIBSE
Good

Design

NEW BUILD
Wet and Dry

(kWh/m2/year)
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Energy from

200

kWh/m2/yr

CIBSE

This building’s energy use

Annual energy use

360

Energy Use

ST. GEORGE’S
Energy use

750

Operational

renewables

200kWh/m2/yr
660KgCO2e/m2

Target operational energy use
Approx carbon emissions
Assuming all electric building and grid largely decarbonised by 2050

Score

Operational rating

0-25

A

26-50

B

51-75

C

76-100

101-125

This building

Typical

69 | C

D
E

126-150

100

F

150+

Embodied

JOHN ORWELL (DRY ONLY)

Assumed figure based upon analysis of Woolwich Leisure Centre

Total kgCo2e/m2 defined by RIBA Climate Challenge 2: Non-Domestic

Combined

Operational + Embodied = 660 + 1400 = 2,060

REFURB

Assumes best case building fabric can be upgraded to achieve 360 kWh/m2*yr

Operational

Target operational energy use
Approx carbon emissions

Wet and Dry

G

Frame: 		
500KgCO2e/m2
Remaining:
900KgCO2e/m2
Total			1400kgCo2e/m2

kgCO2e/m2

360kWh/m2/yr
1180KgCO2e/m2

Assuming all electric building and grid largely decarbonised by 2050
This building’s energy use
Energy use
Annual energy use

Electricity

Other fuels

Total

112

167

279

127

343

470

0%

0%

0%

Embodied

Frame: 		
250KgCO2e/m2
Remaining:
900KgCO2e/m2
Total			1150KgCO2e/m2

Combined

Operational + Embodied = 1180 + 1150 = 2,330

(kWh/m2/year)
Typical energy use
(kWh/m2/year)
Energy from
renewables

Assumes building stripped back to frame.
However, remedial works to repair frame are required, so a
reduced frame kgCo2e/m2 compared to new build assumed.

kgCO2e/m2
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Ground Floor Plan

First Floor Plan
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6 TRAINING POOL

11
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FITNESS SUITE
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4.0 OPTIONS APPRAISAL
ST GEORGE’S LEISURE OPTION

DRY CHANGE

3874 St Georges Leisure Centre
Proposed Facility Mix- Option 1
Level
Basement
Water Filtration Plant Room

VI E W S
Ground Floor

VI E W S

8

Page 103

10

400

ST GEORGE’S OPTION 1
This option is based upon full demolition of the existing building and a new build
replacement.
A vertically stacked approach enables a reduced footprint and the ability to create an
entrance plaza and new threshold into St. George’s Gardens, as well as a pedestrian
connection north to Cable Street.

Ground Floor
Café
Servery
Kitchen
Reception
Admin
Staff Room
IT
Foyer
W/Cs (inc changing places facility)
Bin Store
Plant Room (Substation)
Store Room
Wet Change (inc group change)
Pool Store
6 lane pool 13m x 25m + pool surround
Teaching pool 13m x 16m + pool surround
Soft Play
Creche

12

10

Area m2

200
30
25
85
25
20
20
85
90
35
25
10
300
60
540
360
100
80

The entrance and cafe have been positioned to the west to face onto the new public
plaza but also faces onto the A1203 Highway and public realm to create transparency
into the building. The training pool faces into the cafe to provide spectator
opportunities, but also faces north into St. George’s Gardens to create a pleasant
outlook
swimmers.
The 25m pool sits adjacent to the training pool and also faces
3874 Johnfor
Orwell
Leisure Centre
High Level
Feasibility
Cost Wet
Analysis
north
into
the park.
change is located to the south parallel to the A1203 and acts
as a buffer to the road.
Site 3 - Design Option O1

Construction Budgets

A four court sports hall is located above the
and training
at first
floor
level.
Lowercafe
£4100sqm
Mid pointpool
£4400sqm
Higher
(4700sqm
Building
Areapool is a double height volume
4024and views
£16,496,760
£17,703,840
£18,910,920
The
25m
from first floor
into the pool
are
Demolition and site prep
£300,000
£400,000
provided
from the internal circulation routes. Dry£200,000
changing is positioned
to the south,
External Works
£482,832
£623,658
£752,413
alongside the multi-purpose
opportunities
for animation
to the
Total Building studios, which create
£17,179,592
£18,627,498
£20,063,333
south.
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
£1,717,959
£1,862,750
£2,006,333
Allowance for phased construction 15%
Total Construction Budget

£2,576,939
£21,474,490

GIA Footprint
Circulation at 10%
Air Handling Plant at 10%
Total GIA
Second Floor Plan

£603,072
£21,408,032
£2,140,803
£3,211,205
£26,760,040

Total Building
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
Allowance for phased construction 15%
Total Construction Budget

Studio 1
Studio 2
Studio Stores
General Store
Dry Change
W/Cs
4 Court sports hall 34.5m x 20m
Sports hall stores
Fitness suite

Accommodation Schedule

70
70
35
20
130
50
690
70
650
4275
428
428
5130

£3,009,500
£25,079,167

Site 3 - Design Option O2
The
compact but vertically stacked nature of the leisure centre footprint also creates
Construction Budgets
the opportunity to develop a small quantum
of residential
build. This is indicatively
Lower £4100sqm
Mid point £4400sqm Higher 4700sqm
shown
to the west side of the leisure 5026
centre, creating
further definition
new
Building Area
£20,604,960
£22,112,640 to the£23,620,320
Demolition
and sitespace.
prep
£200,000
£300,000
£400,000
public
plaza
External Works

Upper Floors

£2,794,125
£23,284,373

The 150 station fitness suite is located above the 25m pool volume with views to the
north
across
George’s
3874 John
OrwellSt.
Leisure
Centre Gardens, providing a further level of active facade, with
great
views
for users.
High Level
Feasibility
Cost Analysis

£778,968
£23,191,608
£2,319,161
£3,478,741
£28,989,510

£939,787
£24,960,107
£2,496,011
£3,744,016
£31,200,134

3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis
Site 2 - Design Option O5b

Building Area
Rooftop Pitches Uplift
External Works
External Pitches
Total Building
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
Total Construction Budget

Construction Budgets
Lower £3700sqm
Mid point £3900sqm Higher 4100sqm
5924
£21,918,800
£23,103,600
£24,288,400
£500,000
£600,000
£700,000
£710,880
£918,220
£1,107,788
£1,100,000
£1,300,000
£1,500,000
£24,229,680
£25,921,820
£27,596,188
£2,422,968
£2,592,182
£2,759,619
£26,652,648
£28,514,002
£30,355,807

3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis
St Georges - Option 1

Building Area
Demolition and site prep
External Works
Total Building
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
Total Construction Budget

Construction Budgets
Lower £3700sqm
Mid point £3900sqm Higher 4100sqm
5130
£18,981,000
£20,007,000
£21,033,000
£300,000
£400,000
£500,000
£615,600
£795,150
£959,310
£19,896,600
£21,202,150
£22,492,310
£1,989,660
£2,120,215
£2,249,231
£21,886,260
£23,322,365
£24,741,541

High Level Net Construction Cost Schedule

St. George's and John Orwell Leisure Centre Feasibility Study
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ST GEORGE’S LEISURE OPTION
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Indicative Massing of New Build Leisure Centre from St. George's Gardens
42

The London Borough of Tower Hamlets Council

25m POOL

ST. GEORGE’S
GARDENS

TRAINING POOL

PUBLIC SQUARE

POTENTIAL
RESIDENTIAL
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NEW LEISURE
CENTRE

Indicative Massing of New Build Leisure Centre from A1203 Highway

1 CAR PARK
2 PLANT ROOM
3 BICYCLE STORE
4 CORE
5 PRIVATE GARDEN
6 COMMUNAL GARDEN
VIEW
ACCESS
POSSIBLE ACCESS ROUTE
INTERNAL VERTICAL
CIRCULATION (TOWNHOUSE)
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Upper levels

2
6

6

5

5

3
1

4

4

5

Level 0 Floor Plan

Level 0

4

5

Option 1 (67 Apartments)
Level

+X

Number of Building Storeys

GIA Area (m2)

Net Area (m2)

Level 00

1,255

900

Level 01

1,255

1,030

Level 02

1,255

1,030

Level 03

1255

1,030

Level 04

1,085

870

Level 05

690

550

6,795

5,410

Total

+5
+3

High Level Net Construction Budget

+4

+3

Element

Area (m2)

£/m2

Cost

Building

6,795

£2,975

£20,215,125

Demolition

-

-

£300,000

External Works

-

-

£1,053,225

Total

-

-

£21,568,350

+4
+5
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Option 2 (78 Apartments)
Level

+5

An option to demolish the existing leisure centre and redevelop the site as residential
as been explored, based upon the assumption of facilities moving to the John Orwell
site. The development of residential on the site could be used to help cross fund the
capital cost of the new leisure centre.
The plans opposite illustrate one possible approach, based around a courtyard
arrangement, creating two clusters of homes centred around communal gardens
which also have an access route into St. George’s Gardens. The arrangement is based
upon creating homes which all have dual aspect views, and providing private gardens
to all ground floor units.
A car park has been maintained to the east of the site alongside service access for
refuse delivery and plant room access.
The arrangement affords the ability to have front doors to each unit at ground floor
level as well as the inclusion of townhouse and duplex units.

GIA Area (m2)

Net Area (m2)

Level 00

1,255

900

Level 01

1,255

1,030

Level 02

1,255

1,030

Level 03

1,255

1,030

Level 04

1,255

1,030

Level 05

1,255

1,030

Total

7,350

6,050

The adjacent massing diagrams explore two option of scale for the residential building
which will result in two different levels of quantum. Option 1 incorporates a sequence
of steps in height from 3 storeys to the west and five storeys to the east, providing a
more transition in scale down towards St. George’s church, providing 67 units. Option
2 looks at maintaining a five storey development to tie in with the datum height of the
adjacent Solander Gardens apartment building, and provides 78 units.
Area and high level construction budget schedules have been prepared for each
option and are summarised as follows:
Residential Option 1 (67 Units)
Area					5,410m2
Net Construction Cost			
£21,568,350
Residential Option 2 (78 Units)
Area					6,050m2
Net Construction Cost			
£23,219,475

High Level Net Construction Budget

+5

+5

ST GEORGE’S RESIDENTIAL OPTION

The diagrams opposite illustrate the design principles of the arrangement, and
identifies dual / tri-aspect units, access points, circulation zones, private and
communal gardens, and plant / refuse areas.

Option 01

+5

4.0 OPTIONS APPRAISAL
ST GEORGE’S RESIDENTIAL OPTION

Element

Area (m2)

£/m2

Cost

Building

7,350

£2,975

£21,866,250

Demolition

-

-

£300,000

External Works

-

-

£1,053,225

Total

-

-

£23,219,475

+5
+5

Option 02

St. George's and John Orwell Leisure Centre Feasibility Study
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John
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8 1
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1

9 DRY CHANGING
10

STUDIO
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Level

4.0 OPTIONS APPRAISAL
JOHN ORWELL SITE 1 OPTION 1
Area m2

Basement
Water Filtration Plant Room
Ground Floor

400
SITE 1 OPTION 1

Ground Floor

7

Café
Servery
Kitchen
Reception
Admin
Staff Room
IT
Foyer
W/Cs (inc changing places facility)
Bin Store
Plant Room (Substation)
Store Room
Wet Change (inc group change)
Pool Store
6 lane pool 13m x 25m + pool surround
Teaching pool 13m x 16m + pool surround
Soft Play
Creche
Outdoor pitch changing
Outdoor pitch spectator seating

7

9
11

9
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150
30
40
70
20
30
10
150
90
35
25
10
300
60
540
360
120
100
68
42

Upper Floors
Studio 1
Studio 2
Studio 3
Studio Stores
General Store
Dry Change
W/Cs
4 Court sports hall 34.5m x 20m
Sports hall stores
Fitness suite
GIA Footprint

65
60
60
35
20
230
50
690
70
650
4580

The building is orientated as a linear block running north-south and parallel to the
western edge of the hockey pitch.
The entrance and cafe spaces are positioned to the south of the building and provide a
focal point on arrival from Vaughan Way. The 4 court sports hall is located above and
creates a sheltered threshold into the new leisure centre.
Upon arrival into the building, users will have views directly into the training pool from
the cafe, which provides parents with the ability to spectate as their children learn to
swim, whilst enjoying a cup of coffee.
The 25m pool is located to the north of the training pool. There is potential for the
pools to be divided by a glazed wall (which the option to visually screen using blinds
when privacy is required). The pools both have outward aspect to a new landscaped
area to the west. Changing facilities are located to the east and run parallel with the
pools.
Dry sport facilities are located at first floor level. The sports hall is stacked above the
cafe and training pool, whilst the 25m pool has a double height volume and can be
viewed from the first floor circulation gallery.
A series of changing rooms and multi-purpose studios are configured as a linear block
to the east, stacked above the ground floor wet changing facilities.
The 150 station fitness gym is located at second floor level, with dedicated changing
rooms located adjacent.
The key challenge with Site 1 is the proximity to the adjacent residential buildings. The
stacked nature of the design option is necessary in order to accommodate the brief
with the tight site area. As a result the building massing become large and will likely be
a challenge from a planning approval standpoint due to its proximity. The layout of the
building also results in leisure centre functions overlooking the residential homes and
vice versa which may cause privacy, as well as light spill concerns.
The ground floor plan opposite also illustrates the opportunity to use part of the site for
a small quantum of residential development, or for other development opportunities.
It is proposed that the historic warehouse building that currently accommodates
the John Orwell Leisure Centre fitness suite is repurposed with a complimentary
community function to sit alongside the leisure centre.

3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis
Site 1 - Design Option O1

Circulation at 10%
Air Handling Plant at 10%
Total GIA
Second Floor Plan

Accommodation Schedule

458
458
5496

Building Area
External Works
Total Building
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
Total Construction Budget

Construction Budgets
Lower £3700sqm
Mid point £3900sqm Higher (4100sqm
5496
£20,335,200
£21,434,400
£22,533,600
£659,520
£851,880
£1,027,752
£20,994,720
£22,286,280
£23,561,352
£2,099,472
£2,228,628
£2,356,135
£23,094,192
£24,514,908
£25,917,487

High Level Net Construction Cost Schedule
3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis

St. George's and John Orwell Leisure Centre Feasibility Study

Site 1 - Design Option O2

Lower £3700sqm

Construction Budgets
Mid point £3900sqm Higher (4100sqm
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4.0 OPTIONS APPRAISAL
JOHN ORWELL SITE 1 OPTION 2
Area m2

Basement
Water Filtration Plant Room
Ground Floor

7

10

11

9
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10

400

Ground Floor

SITE 1 OPTION 2

Café
Servery
Kitchen
Reception
Admin
Staff Room
IT
Foyer
W/Cs (inc changing places facility)
Bin Store
Plant Room (Substation)
Store Room
Wet Change (inc group change)
Pool Store
6 lane pool 13m x 25m + pool surround
Teaching pool 13m x 16m + pool surround
Soft Play
Creche
Outdoor pitch changing
Outdoor pitch spectator seating

80
30
20
40
10
20
10
100
90
35
25
10
290
60
540
360
120
100
81
42

Studio 1
Studio 2
Studio 3
Spin Studio
Studio Stores
General Store
Dry Change
W/Cs
4 Court sports hall 34.5m x 20m
Sports hall stores
Fitness suite

200
100
150
124
35
20
300
50
690
70
650

This open bears many similarities to Site 1 Option 1. In an attempt to alleviate the
proximity to the adjacent residential properties the sports hall has been rotated by 90
degrees, which has allowed the building footprint to elongate and move south, which
also allows additional facilities to be incorporated. However, this only has a marginal
benefit in terms of massing proximity to the adjacent residential
This configuration allows the creation of a partial triple height space to the entrance
/ cafe which provides a more impressive arrival experience. This layout positions two
of the multipurpose studios to overlook the cafe, which provides an additional layer of
animation to both the cafe and the Vaughan Way approach.
Overall, this option provides an increased number of multipurpose studios which
provides the leisure centre with additional flexibility.

Upper Floors

GIA Footprint

4852

3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis
Site 1 - Design Option O1

Building Area
External Works
Total Building
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
Total Construction Budget

Construction Budgets
Lower £3700sqm
Mid point £3900sqm Higher (4100sqm
5568
£20,601,600
£21,715,200
£22,828,800
£668,160
£863,040
£1,041,216
£21,269,760
£22,578,240
£23,870,016
£2,126,976
£2,257,824
£2,387,002
£23,396,736
£24,836,064
£26,257,018

3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis
Site 1 - Design Option O2

Circulation at 10%
Air Handling Plant at 10%
Total GIA
Second Floor Plan

Accommodation Schedule

485
485
5822

Building Area
External Works
Total Building
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
Total Construction Budget

Construction Budgets
Lower £3700sqm
Mid point £3900sqm Higher (4100sqm
5822
£21,542,880
£22,707,360
£23,871,840
£698,688
£902,472
£1,088,789
£22,241,568
£23,609,832
£24,960,629
£2,224,157
£2,360,983
£2,496,063
£24,465,725
£25,970,815
£27,456,692

High Level Net Construction Cost Schedule
3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis

St. George's and John Orwell Leisure Centre Feasibility Study

Site 2 - Design Option O1 and 02

Lower £3700sqm

Construction Budgets
Mid point £3900sqm Higher (4100sqm
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JOHN ORWELL SITE 2 OPTION 1

DRY CHANGE

3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
Proposed Facility Mix- Site 2 Option 1 & 2
Level

Area m2

Basement
Water Filtration Plant Room
Ground Floor

400

Ground Floor
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Café
Servery
Kitchen
Reception
Admin
Staff Room
IT
Foyer
W/Cs (inc changing places facility)
Bin Store
Plant Room (Substation)
Store Room
Wet Change (inc group change)
Pool Store
6 lane pool 13m x 25m + pool surround
Teaching pool 13m x 16m + pool surround
Soft Play
Creche

200
30
25
85
25
20
20
85
90
35
25
10
300
60
540
360
100
80

Upper Floors

10

10

12

8

Studio 1
Studio 2
Studio Stores
General Store
Dry Change
W/Cs
4 Court sports hall 34.5m x 20m
Sports hall stores
Fitness suite
GIA Footprint

VIE WS

Circulation at 10%
Air Handling Plant at 10%
Total GIA

Second Floor Plan

Accommodation Schedule

70
70
35
20
130
50
690
70
650
4275
428
428
5130

SITE 2 OPTION 1
The building is configured as more of a consolidated square-rectangular footprint
when compared to the Site 1 options, and orientated east-west and parallel to the
southern edge of the hockey pitch.
The entrance and cafe spaces are positioned to the west of the building and, similarly
to the Site 1 options, provide a focal point on arrival from Vaughan Way. On entering
the building, users will have views directly into the training pool from the cafe, which
provides parents with the ability to spectate as their children learn to swim.
The 25m pool is located adjacent to the training pool. There is potential for the
pools to be divided by a glazed wall. The pools both have outward aspect onto a new
landscaped area to the south and west, which helps to animate this important public
approach to the building. Changing facilities are located to the north and run parallel
with the pools.
Dry sport facilities are located at first floor level. The sports hall is stacked above the
cafe and training pool, whilst the 25m pool has a double height volume and can be
viewed from the first floor circulation gallery.
A series of changing rooms and multi-purpose studios are configured as a linear block
to the north, stacked above the ground floor wet changing facilities.
The 150 station fitness gym is located at second floor level, with dedicated changing
rooms located adjacent.
3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis
The
size of the building programme and resultant footprint would require a section of
the
existing
southern boundary wall to be removed as well as the existing public car
Site 1 - Design Option O1
park to the south of the site.
Construction Budgets
Lower £3700sqm

Mid point £3900sqm

Higher (4100sqm

Building Area
5568
£20,601,600
£21,715,200
£22,828,800
The
key challenge with many of the Site
2 options
is the proximity
to the adjacent
External Works
£668,160
£863,040
£1,041,216
southern boundary wall
to the Wapping Pierhead
site, particularly
to the south£23,870,016
west
Total Building
£21,269,760
£22,578,240
corner.
This
option
also
hockey pitches£2,257,824
at ground floor£2,387,002
level,
Contingency
/ Design
Reserve
10% has limited aspect to the£2,126,976
Totalcafe,
Construction
Budget
£24,836,064
£26,257,018
aside from the
which
could be considered £23,396,736
a lost opportunity.
However, animation
and outlook is provided to the upper levels.

3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis

The ground floor plan opposite also illustrates the opportunity to use part of the site for
1 - Design
Option O2 of residential development, or for other development opportunities.
aSite
small
quantum
Lower £3700sqm

Construction Budgets
Mid point £3900sqm Higher (4100sqm

ItBuilding
is proposed
that the historic warehouse
building
that currently
accommodates
Area
5822
£21,542,880
£22,707,360
£23,871,840
the
John
Orwell Leisure Centre fitness suite is repurposed
complimentary
External
Works
£698,688 with a £902,472
£1,088,789
Building
£22,241,568
£23,609,832
£24,960,629
community functionTotal
to sit
alongside the leisure centre.
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
Total Construction Budget

£2,224,157
£24,465,725

£2,360,983
£25,970,815

£2,496,063
£27,456,692

3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis
Site 2 - Design Option O1 and 02

Building Area
Demolition and site prep
External Works
Total Building
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
Total Construction Budget

Construction Budgets
Lower £3700sqm
Mid point £3900sqm Higher (4100sqm
5130
£18,981,888
£20,007,936
£21,033,984
£200,000
£300,000
£400,000
£615,629
£795,187
£959,355
£19,797,517
£21,103,123
£22,393,339
£1,979,752
£2,110,312
£2,239,334
£21,777,268
£23,213,436
£24,632,673

High Level Net Construction Cost Schedule
3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis

St. George's and John Orwell Leisure Centre Feasibility Study

Site 2 - Design Option O3

Lower £3700sqm

Construction Budgets
Mid point £3900sqm Higher (4100sqm
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3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
Proposed Facility Mix- Site 2 Option 1 & 2
Level

Area m2

Basement
Water Filtration Plant Room
Ground Floor
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200
30
25
85
25
20
20
85
90
35
25
10
300
60
540
360
100
80

VIE WS

10

Studio 1
Studio 2
Studio Stores
General Store
Dry Change
W/Cs
4 Court sports hall 34.5m x 20m
Sports hall stores
Fitness suite
GIA Footprint
Circulation at 10%
Air Handling Plant at 10%
Total GIA

Second Floor Plan

3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis
Site 1 - Design Option O1

Total Building
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
Total Construction Budget

70
70
35
20
130
50
690
70
650

8
10

As with the preceding Site 2 Option 1, there are proximity concerns between the southwest corner of the building and the Wapping Pierhead development existing wall.

Building Area
External Works

Upper Floors

12

The building arrangement is similar to Site 2 Option 1, however, the accommodation
is mirrored in plan to provide open aspect between the swimming pools and hockey
pitch at ground floor level.
Conversely at first and second floor levels, the multi-purpose studios and fitness suite
have a southerly aspect, with views back towards the riverside.

Ground Floor
Café
Servery
Kitchen
Reception
Admin
Staff Room
IT
Foyer
W/Cs (inc changing places facility)
Bin Store
Plant Room (Substation)
Store Room
Wet Change (inc group change)
Pool Store
6 lane pool 13m x 25m + pool surround
Teaching pool 13m x 16m + pool surround
Soft Play
Creche

VIE WS

400

SITE 2 OPTION 2

Accommodation Schedule

4275
428
428
5130

Construction Budgets
Lower £3700sqm
Mid point £3900sqm Higher (4100sqm
5568
£20,601,600
£21,715,200
£22,828,800
£668,160
£863,040
£1,041,216
£21,269,760
£22,578,240
£23,870,016
£2,126,976
£2,257,824
£2,387,002
£23,396,736
£24,836,064
£26,257,018

3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis
Site 1 - Design Option O2

Building Area
External Works
Total Building
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
Total Construction Budget

Construction Budgets
Lower £3700sqm
Mid point £3900sqm Higher (4100sqm
5822
£21,542,880
£22,707,360
£23,871,840
£698,688
£902,472
£1,088,789
£22,241,568
£23,609,832
£24,960,629
£2,224,157
£2,360,983
£2,496,063
£24,465,725
£25,970,815
£27,456,692

3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis
Site 2 - Design Option O1 and 02

Building Area
Demolition and site prep
External Works
Total Building
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
Total Construction Budget

Construction Budgets
Lower £3700sqm
Mid point £3900sqm Higher (4100sqm
5130
£18,981,888
£20,007,936
£21,033,984
£200,000
£300,000
£400,000
£615,629
£795,187
£959,355
£19,797,517
£21,103,123
£22,393,339
£1,979,752
£2,110,312
£2,239,334
£21,777,268
£23,213,436
£24,632,673

High Level Net Construction Cost Schedule
3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis

St. George's and John Orwell Leisure Centre Feasibility Study

Site 2 - Design Option O3

Lower £3700sqm

Construction Budgets
Mid point £3900sqm Higher (4100sqm
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3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
Proposed Facility Mix- Site 2 Option 3 and 4
Level

Area m2

Basement
Water Filtration Plant Room
Ground Floor

Ground Floor
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Café
Servery
Kitchen
Reception
Admin
Staff Room
IT
Foyer
W/Cs (inc changing places facility)
Bin Store
Plant Room (Substation)
Store Room
Wet Change (inc group change)
Pool Store
6 lane pool 13m x 25m + pool surround
Teaching pool 13m x 16m + pool surround
Soft Play
Creche

VIE WS

12

10

10

8

In an attempt to alleviate the proximity to the southern boundary wall, the first floor
sports hall has been rotated. This allows the building footprint width to narrow and
for the building to elongate. The principles of the building arrangement otherwise
remain similar to Site 2 Option 2.
Despite this approach, only a marginal increase in proximity has been achieved.
However, a larger building area is created with an increased number of facilities.

3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis
Site 1 - Design Option O1

Building Area
External Works
Total Building
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
Total Construction Budget

Site 1 - Design Option O2

Total Building
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
Total Construction Budget

Studio 1
Studio 2
Spin Studio
Studio Stores
General Store
Dry Change
W/Cs
4 Court sports hall 34.5m x 20m
Sports hall stores
Fitness suite

Circulation at 10%
Air Handling Plant at 10%
Total GIA
Accommodation Schedule

105
112
105
35
20
300
50
690
70
650
4687
469
469
5624

Construction Budgets
Lower £3700sqm
Mid point £3900sqm Higher (4100sqm
5568
£20,601,600
£21,715,200
£22,828,800
£668,160
£863,040
£1,041,216
£21,269,760
£22,578,240
£23,870,016
£2,126,976
£2,257,824
£2,387,002
£23,396,736
£24,836,064
£26,257,018

3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis

Building Area
External Works

GIA Footprint

Second Floor Plan

300
30
45
65
20
20
10
135
90
35
25
10
185
60
540
360
120
100

Upper Floors

VIE WS

11

400

SITE 2 OPTION 3

Construction Budgets
Lower £3700sqm
Mid point £3900sqm Higher (4100sqm
5822
£21,542,880
£22,707,360
£23,871,840
£698,688
£902,472
£1,088,789
£22,241,568
£23,609,832
£24,960,629
£2,224,157
£2,360,983
£2,496,063
£24,465,725
£25,970,815
£27,456,692

3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis
Site 2 - Design Option O1 and 02

Building Area
Demolition and site prep
External Works
Total Building
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
Total Construction Budget

Construction Budgets
Lower £3700sqm
Mid point £3900sqm Higher (4100sqm
5130
£18,981,888
£20,007,936
£21,033,984
£200,000
£300,000
£400,000
£615,629
£795,187
£959,355
£19,797,517
£21,103,123
£22,393,339
£1,979,752
£2,110,312
£2,239,334
£21,777,268
£23,213,436
£24,632,673

3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis
Site 2 - Design Option O3

Building Area
Demolition and site prep
External Works
Total Building
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
Total Construction Budget

Construction Budgets
Lower £3700sqm
Mid point £3900sqm Higher (4100sqm
5624
£20,810,280
£21,935,160
£23,060,040
£200,000
£300,000
£400,000
£674,928
£871,782
£1,051,763
£21,685,208
£23,106,942
£24,511,803
£2,168,521
£2,310,694
£2,451,180
£23,853,729
£25,417,636
£26,962,983

High Level Net Construction Cost Schedule

St. George's and John Orwell Leisure Centre Feasibility Study
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VIEWS

SITE 2 OPTION 3

VIEWS

The sectional elevation opposite illustrates the strong visual relationship the pools
and fitness suite would have with the hockey pitch to the north, creating a dynamic
relationship between in indoor and outdoor activities.

VIEWS

The adjacent exploded axonometric drawing, illustrates how the building is organised
and accommodation stacked across all levels creating vantage points to all site
orientations.
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3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
Proposed Facility Mix- Site 2 Option 3 and 4
Level

Area m2

Basement
Water Filtration Plant Room
Ground Floor
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9

12

400

Ground Floor
Café
Servery
Kitchen
Reception
Admin
Staff Room
IT
Foyer
W/Cs (inc changing places facility)
Bin Store
Plant Room (Substation)
Store Room
Wet Change (inc group change)
Pool Store
6 lane pool 13m x 25m + pool surround
Teaching pool 13m x 16m + pool surround
Soft Play
Creche

300
30
45
65
20
20
10
135
90
35
25
10
185
60
540
360
120
100

Studio 1
Studio 2
Spin Studio
Studio Stores
General Store
Dry Change
W/Cs
4 Court sports hall 34.5m x 20m
Sports hall stores
Fitness suite

105
112
105
35
20
300
50
690
70
650

SITE 2 OPTION 4
This design option is a variation on the preceding Site 2 Option 3 approach, but rotates
the building by 90 degrees to a north-south orientation, in order to alleviate the
proximity to the Wapping Pierhead boundary wall. However, this approach would
require the replacement of the existing hockey pitch, which would be reprovided and
rotated to an east-west orientation.
This arrangement would also allow for the provision of additional external courts
such as an additional tennis court (illustrated opposite), or a series of informal
basketball practice courts.
The layout provides an improved relationship between the cafe and east / west
approaches to the leisure centre, and has a southerly aspect onto Scandrett Street
which would provide animation onto this important public thoroughfare. However,
this approach would still require part of the existing site boundary wall to be
demolished and would impact upon the existing parking provision.
The external lighting associated with the rotated hockey pitch would require further
review to ensure no adverse impacts on the adjacent residential buildings.

10

Upper Floors

10

11

3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre

GIA Footprint
Circulation at 10%
Air Handling Plant at 10%
Total GIA
Second Floor Plan

Accommodation Schedule

4687
469
469
5624

Site 2 - Design Option O4

Building Area
Demolition and site prep
External Works
External Pitches
Total Building
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
Total Construction Budget

Construction Budgets
Lower £3700sqm
Mid point £3900sqm Higher (4100sqm
5624
£20,810,280
£21,935,160
£23,060,040
£200,000
£300,000
£400,000
£674,928
£871,782
£1,051,763
£1,000,000
£1,200,000
£1,400,000
£22,685,208
£24,306,942
£25,911,803
£2,268,521
£2,430,694
£2,591,180
£24,953,729
£26,737,636
£28,502,983

High Level Net Construction Cost Schedule
3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis

St. George's and John Orwell Leisure Centre Feasibility Study

Site 2 - Design Option O5

Lower £3700sqm

Construction Budgets
Mid point £3900sqm Higher (4100sqm
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3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
Proposed Facility Mix- Site 2 Option 5
Level

Area m2

Basement
Water Filtration Plant Room
Ground Floor
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VIE WS

12

Ground Floor
Café
Servery
Kitchen
Reception
Admin
Staff Room
IT
Foyer
W/Cs (inc changing places facility)
Bin Store
Plant Room (Substation)
Store Room
Wet Change (inc group change)
Pool Store
6 lane pool 13m x 25m + pool surround
Teaching pool 13m x 16m + pool surround
Soft Play
Creche
Outdoor pitch spectator seating

VIE WS

400

300
30
45
65
20
20
10
135
90
35
25
10
185
60
540
360
120
100
100

VIE WS

10

10

8

Studio 1
Studio 2
Spin Studio
Studio Stores
General Store
Dry Change
W/Cs
4 Court sports hall 34.5m x 20m
Sports hall stores
Fitness suite 150 stations
GIA Footprint
Circulation at 10%
Air Handling Plant at 10%
Total GIA

Second Floor Plan

This option is a variation of Site 2 Option 3. However, as with Site 2 Option 4, the
hockey pitch is reorientated. The east-west orientation of the building footprint
enables the entire building to be located to the north of the existing southern
boundary wall, which retains this interesting heritage item but also leaves the
southern car park unaffected.
The organisation of this site approach is efficient and also enables the provision of
additional external practice courts for informal play.
The entrance and cafe spaces are positioned to the west of the building and provide
a focal point on arrival from Vaughan Way with outlook onto the hockey pitch to the
north. Upon arrival into the building users will have views directly into the training pool
from the cafe, which provides parents with the ability to spectate as their children learn
to swim.
The 25m pool is located to the east of the training pool. There is potential for the pools
to be divided by a glazed wall (which the option to pull down the blinds when privacy
is required). The pools both have outward aspect onto the hockey pitch. Changing
facilities are located to the south and run parallel with the pools.
Dry sport facilities are located at first floor level. The sports hall is stacked above the
cafe and training pool, whilst the 25m pool has a double height volume and can be
viewed from the first floor circulation gallery.
A series of changing rooms and multi-purpose studios are configured as a linear block
to the south, stacked above the ground floor wet changing facilities.
The 150 station fitness gym is located at second floor level, with dedicated changing
rooms located adjacent.
The external lighting associated with the rotated hockey pitch would require further
review to ensure no adverse impacts on the adjacent residential buildings.

Upper Floors
11

SITE 1 OPTION 5

Accommodation Schedule

105
112
105
35
20
300
50
690
70
650
4787
479
479
5744

3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
Site 2 - Design Option O4

Building Area
Demolition and site prep
External Works
External Pitches
Total Building
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
Total Construction Budget

Construction Budgets
Lower £3700sqm
Mid point £3900sqm Higher (4100sqm
5624
£20,810,280
£21,935,160
£23,060,040
£200,000
£300,000
£400,000
£674,928
£871,782
£1,051,763
£1,000,000
£1,200,000
£1,400,000
£22,685,208
£24,306,942
£25,911,803
£2,268,521
£2,430,694
£2,591,180
£24,953,729
£26,737,636
£28,502,983

3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis
Site 2 - Design Option O5

Building Area
External Works
External Pitches
Total Building
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
Total Construction Budget

Construction Budgets
Lower £3700sqm
Mid point £3900sqm Higher (4100sqm
5744
£21,254,280
£22,403,160
£23,552,040
£689,328
£890,382
£1,074,203
£1,100,000
£1,300,000
£1,500,000
£23,043,608
£24,593,542
£26,126,243
£2,304,361
£2,459,354
£2,612,624
£25,347,969
£27,052,896
£28,738,867

High Level Net Construction Cost Schedule
3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis

St. George's and John Orwell Leisure Centre Feasibility Study

Site 2 - Design Option O6

Building Area

63

Construction Budgets
Lower £3700sqm
Mid point £3900sqm Higher (4100sqm
5744
£21,254,280
£22,403,160
£23,552,040
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WAREHOUSE
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SITE 2 OPTION 5
The perspective image opposite illustrates the an indicative massing of the leisure
centre and the strong visual relationship between the internal and external activity
spaces. The pools and fitness suite overlook the hockey pitch to the north and creates
the sense of a dynamic sports campus.

VIEWS
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The adjacent exploded axonometric drawing, illustrates how the building is organised
and accommodation stacked across all levels.
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View from Hockey Pitch Looking South
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3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
Proposed Facility Mix- Site 2 Option 5b
Level
Basement

Area m2

Water Filtration Plant Room
Ground Floor

Ground Floor
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Café
Servery
Kitchen
Reception
Admin
Staff Room
IT
Foyer
W/Cs (inc changing places facility)
Bin Store
Plant Room (Substation)
Store Room
Wet Change (inc group change)
Pool Store
6 lane pool 13m x 25m + pool surround
Teaching pool 13m x 16m + pool surround
Soft Play
Creche
Outdoor pitch spectator seating

13
13

400

300
30
45
65
20
20
10
135
90
35
25
10
185
60
540
360
120
100
100

10

10

Studio 1
Studio 2
Spin Studio
Studio Stores
General Store
Dry Change
W/Cs
4 Court sports hall 34.5m x 20m
Sports hall stores
Fitness suite 150 stations
Rooftop Pitches Changing Rooms

8

This variation on the preceding Site 2 Option 5B looks at incorporating rooftop pitches
onto the leisure centre roof. This would provide the opportunity for a further level
of diverse sports offer and income generation for the new leisure centre, as well as
providing impressive views towards the riverside and city. It would increase the height
of the building by another storey, however, this site configuration would provide the
most sensitive approach to achieve this within the wider context.

3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis
Site 3 - Design Option O1

Building Area
Demolition and site prep
External Works

Upper Floors

8

SITE 2 OPTION 5B

GIA Footprint

105
112
105
35
20
300
50
690
70
650
150
4937

Total Building
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
Allowance for phased construction 15%
Total Construction Budget

Construction Budgets
Lower £4100sqm
Mid point £4400sqm Higher (4700sqm
4024
£16,496,760
£17,703,840
£18,910,920
£200,000
£300,000
£400,000
£482,832
£623,658
£752,413
£17,179,592
£18,627,498
£20,063,333
£1,717,959
£1,862,750
£2,006,333
£2,576,939
£2,794,125
£3,009,500
£21,474,490
£23,284,373
£25,079,167

3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis
Site 3 - Design Option O2

Building Area
Demolition and site prep
External Works
Total Building
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
Allowance for phased construction 15%
Total Construction Budget

Construction Budgets
Lower £4100sqm
Mid point £4400sqm Higher (4700sqm
5026
£20,604,960
£22,112,640
£23,620,320
£200,000
£300,000
£400,000
£603,072
£778,968
£939,787
£21,408,032
£23,191,608
£24,960,107
£2,140,803
£2,319,161
£2,496,011
£3,211,205
£3,478,741
£3,744,016
£26,760,040
£28,989,510
£31,200,134

3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
Site 2 - Design Option O5b

Circulation at 10%
Air Handling Plant at 10%

Rooftop Pitches
Third Floor Plan

Total GIA
Level 03 (Not included in GIA)
Pitches

Accommodation Schedule

494
494
5924

Building Area
Rooftop Pitches Uplift
External Works
External Pitches

1400

Total Building
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
Total Construction Budget

Construction Budgets
Lower £3700sqm
Mid point £3900sqm Higher (4100sqm
5924
£21,918,800
£23,103,600
£24,288,400
£500,000
£600,000
£700,000
£710,880
£918,220
£1,107,788
£1,100,000
£1,300,000
£1,500,000
£24,229,680
£25,921,820
£27,596,188
£2,422,968
£2,592,182
£2,759,619
£26,652,648
£28,514,002
£30,355,807

High Level Net Construction Cost Schedule
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First Floor Plan
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4.0 OPTIONS APPRAISAL
JOHN ORWELL SITE 2 OPTION 6

DRY CHANGE

3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
Proposed Facility Mix- Site 2 Option 6
Level

Area m2

Basement
Water Filtration Plant Room
Ground Floor

Ground Floor

Page 139

Café
Servery
Kitchen
Reception
Admin
Staff Room
IT
Foyer
W/Cs (inc changing places facility)
Bin Store
Plant Room (Substation)
Store Room
Wet Change (inc group change)
Pool Store
6 lane pool 13m x 25m + pool surround
Teaching pool 13m x 16m + pool surround
Soft Play
Creche
Outdoor pitch spectator seating

VIE WS

12

400

300
30
45
65
20
20
10
135
90
35
25
10
185
60
540
360
120
100
100

11

VIE WS

10

8

Studio 1
Studio 2
Spin Studio
Studio Stores
General Store
Dry Change
W/Cs
4 Court sports hall 34.5m x 20m
Sports hall stores
Fitness suite 150 stations
GIA Footprint
Circulation at 10%
Air Handling Plant at 10%
Total GIA

Second Floor Plan

This variation on the preceding Site 2 Option 5 explores the relocation of the hockey
pitch to a new site in order to test the range of other external pitches in order to
diversity the on site offer. The building plan arrangement remains the same as Site 2
Option 5.

3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
Site 2 - Design Option O4

Building Area
Demolition and site prep
External Works
External Pitches
Total Building
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
Total Construction Budget

Upper Floors

10

SITE 2 OPTION 6

Accommodation Schedule

105
112
105
35
20
300
50
690
70
650
4787
479
479
5744

Construction Budgets
Lower £3700sqm
Mid point £3900sqm Higher (4100sqm
5624
£20,810,280
£21,935,160
£23,060,040
£200,000
£300,000
£400,000
£674,928
£871,782
£1,051,763
£1,000,000
£1,200,000
£1,400,000
£22,685,208
£24,306,942
£25,911,803
£2,268,521
£2,430,694
£2,591,180
£24,953,729
£26,737,636
£28,502,983

3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis
Site 2 - Design Option O5

Building Area
External Works
External Pitches
Total Building
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
Total Construction Budget

Construction Budgets
Lower £3700sqm
Mid point £3900sqm Higher (4100sqm
5744
£21,254,280
£22,403,160
£23,552,040
£689,328
£890,382
£1,074,203
£1,100,000
£1,300,000
£1,500,000
£23,043,608
£24,593,542
£26,126,243
£2,304,361
£2,459,354
£2,612,624
£25,347,969
£27,052,896
£28,738,867

3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis
Site 2 - Design Option O6

Building Area
External Works
External Pitches
Total Building
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
Total Construction Budget

Construction Budgets
Lower £3700sqm
Mid point £3900sqm Higher (4100sqm
5744
£21,254,280
£22,403,160
£23,552,040
£689,328
£890,382
£1,074,203
£3,000,000
£3,200,000
£3,500,000
£24,943,608
£26,493,542
£28,126,243
£2,494,361
£2,649,354
£2,812,624
£27,437,969
£29,142,896
£30,938,867

High Level Net Construction Cost Schedule
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Page 140
NEW LEISURE
CENTRE

Perspective View from Vaughan Way

4.0 OPTIONS APPRAISAL
JOHN ORWELL SITE 2 OPTION 6

SITE 2 OPTION 6
VIEWS

The perspective image opposite provides an illustration of the approach to the
building via Vaughan Way, and shows the scale and massing of the proposals within
its context from eye level. It is important that the building has a sense of activity when
pedestrians navigate past the building to entice new users into the leisure centre to
participate in sport and activity. Positioning cafe and double/triple height entrance
atrium spaces on this important approach will help to facilitate this.

8

10
12

10

The adjacent exploded axonometric drawing, illustrates how the building is organised
and accommodation stacked across all levels, and the resultant views and vantage
points from within the building.

11

VIEWS
VIEWS
EXISTING BUILDING
(REPURPOSED)
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10
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Ground Floor Plan

First Floor Plan
N

9

12
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11
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4.0 OPTIONS APPRAISAL
JOHN ORWELL SITE 3 OPTION 1

COMMUNITY ROOM

3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
Proposed Facility Mix- Site 3 Option 1
Level

Area m2

SITE 3 OPTION 1

Basement
Water Filtration Plant Room
Ground Floor

Site 3 Option 1 is based upon the refurbishment of the existing John Orwell sports hall
with a new build extension to provide a 25m 6 lane swimming pool, training pool, and
fitness suite accommodation. The existing former warehouse building is re-purposed
for another function, which could also be community related, such as soft play or a
crèche.

400

Ground Floor
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Reception
Admin
Staff Room
IT
Foyer
W/Cs (inc changing places facility)
Bin Store
Plant Room (Substation)
Wet Change (inc group change)
Pool Store
6 lane pool 13m x 25m + pool surround
Teaching pool 13m x 16m + pool surround
Outdoor pitch changing
Outdoor pitch spectator seating

65
10
20
10
100
90
35
25
138
10
540
360
100
40

Studio 1
Dry Change
W/Cs
4 Court sports hall Existing
Fitness suite

65
95
20
700
530

The constraint of the hockey pitch to the west creates a significant challenge to
accommodate the full brief. The entrance and cafe spaces are positioned to the north
east corner of the site. At ground floor, this leads users towards the wet changing
areas and then onwards to either the training pool to the south or 25m pool to the
north which both have good external aspect onto the hockey pitch to the west. Some
externally accessed ‘dirty’ change serving the hockey pitch is provided to the south
alongside replacement spectator seating.
The compact nature of the available footprint results in the provision of a reduced
fitness suite and multi-purpose studio offer at first floor level with associated dry
changing.
Overall, this option provides the smallest additional building area of all design options,
with a compromised quantum of changing accommodation. The refurbished sports hall
would not be compliant with modern Sport England standards and this will compromise
the flexibility of the hall to accommodate the widest range of activities.

Upper Floors

GIA Footprint

3353

3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis
Site 3 - Design Option O1

Circulation at 10%
Air Handling Plant at 10%
Total GIA
Accommodation Schedule

335
335
4024

Building Area
Demolition and site prep
External Works
Total Building
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
Allowance for phased construction 15%
Total Construction Budget

Construction Budgets
Lower £4100sqm
Mid point £4400sqm Higher (4700sqm
4024
£16,496,760
£17,703,840
£18,910,920
£200,000
£300,000
£400,000
£482,832
£623,658
£752,413
£17,179,592
£18,627,498
£20,063,333
£1,717,959
£1,862,750
£2,006,333
£2,576,939
£2,794,125
£3,009,500
£21,474,490
£23,284,373
£25,079,167

High Level Net Construction Cost Schedule
3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis
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Site 3 - Design Option O2
Lower £4100sqm

Construction Budgets
Mid point £4400sqm Higher (4700sqm
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4.0 OPTIONS APPRAISAL
JOHN ORWELL SITE 3 OPTION 2

COMMUNITY ROOM

3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
Proposed Facility Mix- Site 3 Option 2
Level

Area m2

SITE 3 OPTION 2

Basement
Water Filtration Plant Room
Ground Floor

This option is an enhanced version of the previous arrangement. The layout retains the
existing fitness suite in its current location, which in turn allows for the introduction of
four multi-purpose studios which helps to strengthen the offer of the leisure centre.

400

Ground Floor
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Reception
Admin
Staff Room
IT
Foyer
W/Cs (inc changing places facility)
Bin Store
Plant Room (Substation)
Wet Change (inc group change)
Pool Store
6 lane pool 13m x 25m + pool surround
Teaching pool 13m x 16m + pool surround
Outdoor pitch changing
Outdoor pitch spectator seating
Second Foyer
Refurbished Fitness

However, the circulation route from entrance to the fitness suite is compromised and
requires users to go up to first floor level to then return to ground floor level in order
to access the fitness suite. This creates a convoluted journey that would also require
the building to double up on lift and accommodation stair provisions.

65
10
20
10
100
90
35
25
138
10
540
360
100
40
50
880

Whilst providing an overall increase in facilities compared to Site 3 Option 1, this option
still provides a compromised quantum of changing accommodation and does not solve
the issues associated with refurbishing the sports hall.

3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis

Upper Floors
Studio 1
Studio 2
Studio 3
Spin Studio
Studio Stores
General Store
Dry Change
W/Cs
4 Court sports hall Existing

75
100
110
100
35
20
125
50
700

Site 3 - Design Option O1

Building Area
Demolition and site prep
External Works
Total Building
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
Allowance for phased construction 15%
Total Construction Budget

Construction Budgets
Lower £4100sqm
Mid point £4400sqm Higher (4700sqm
4024
£16,496,760
£17,703,840
£18,910,920
£200,000
£300,000
£400,000
£482,832
£623,658
£752,413
£17,179,592
£18,627,498
£20,063,333
£1,717,959
£1,862,750
£2,006,333
£2,576,939
£2,794,125
£3,009,500
£21,474,490
£23,284,373
£25,079,167

3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis
Site 3 - Design Option O2

GIA Footprint
Circulation at 10%
Air Handling Plant at 10%
Total GIA
Accommodation Schedule

4188
419
419
5026

Building Area
Demolition and site prep
External Works
Total Building
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
Allowance for phased construction 15%
Total Construction Budget

Construction Budgets
Lower £4100sqm
Mid point £4400sqm Higher (4700sqm
5026
£20,604,960
£22,112,640
£23,620,320
£200,000
£300,000
£400,000
£603,072
£778,968
£939,787
£21,408,032
£23,191,608
£24,960,107
£2,140,803
£2,319,161
£2,496,011
£3,211,205
£3,478,741
£3,744,016
£26,760,040
£28,989,510
£31,200,134

High Level Net Construction Cost Schedule
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Page 146
Precedent Images - Soft Play and Crèche

4.0 OPTIONS APPRAISAL
JOHN ORWELL
LISTED BUILDING RETENTION

EXISTING HISTORIC BUILDING
All of the design options for the John Orwell site seek to retain the historic former
docklands warehouse building.
Where this is not directly linked to new building proposals (with the exception of Site
3 Option 2) there is potential to repurpose this building to accommodate another
function.
This could be a community or leisure focused function that compliments the new
leisure centre such as a crèche or softplay. Some examples, opposite illustrate some
precedent images of functions that could be accommodated with the repurposed
building.
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High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis

Total Construction
Budget
High Level Feasibility
Cost Analysis

3874
Orwell
Centre
Site
1 -John
Design
OptionLeisure
O1

SITE 01

High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis

Site 1 - Design
Building
Area Option O1
External Works

Total Building
Building
Area
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
External Works Total Construction Budget
Total Building
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
Total Construction Budget

High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis

3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis

Construction Budgets
Lower £3700sqm
Mid point £3900sqm Higher (4100sqm
5568
£20,601,600
£21,715,200
£22,828,800
Budgets
£668,160 Construction£863,040
£1,041,216
Lower £3700sqm
Mid
point
£3900sqm
Higher
(4100sqm
£21,269,760
£22,578,240
£23,870,016
5496
£20,335,200
£21,434,400
£22,533,600
£2,126,976
£2,257,824
£2,387,002
£659,520
£851,880
£1,027,752
£23,396,736
£24,836,064
£26,257,018
£20,994,720
£22,286,280
£23,561,352
£2,099,472
£2,228,628
£2,356,135
£23,094,192
£24,514,908
£25,917,487

External Works
Total Building
Building Area
Contingency
/
Design
Reserve
10%
External Works
Total Construction
Budget
Total Building
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
3874 John Orwell
Leisure
CentreBudget
Total
Construction

Construction Budgets
Lower £3700sqm
Mid point £3900sqm Higher (4100sqm
5822
£21,542,880
£22,707,360
£23,871,840
Construction Budgets
£698,688
£902,472
£1,088,789
Lower £3700sqm
Mid point £3900sqm Higher (4100sqm
£22,241,568
£23,609,832
£24,960,629
5822
£21,542,880
£22,707,360
£23,871,840
£2,224,157
£2,360,983
£2,496,063
£698,688
£902,472
£1,088,789
£24,465,725
£25,970,815
£27,456,692
£22,241,568
£23,609,832
£24,960,629
£2,224,157
£24,465,725

£2,360,983
£25,970,815

£2,496,063
£27,456,692
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High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis
3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
High2 Level
Feasibility
Analysis
Site
- Design
Option O1Cost
and 02
Site 2 - Design Option O1 and 02

Building Area
Demolition and site prep
Building Area
External
Works
Demolition and site prep
Total Building
External
Works
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
Total Building
Total Construction
Budget
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
Total Construction Budget
3874 John Orwell
Leisure Centre

Construction Budgets
Lower £3700sqm
Mid point £3900sqm Higher (4100sqm
Budgets
5130
£18,981,888 Construction
£20,007,936
£21,033,984
Lower £3700sqm
Mid
point
£3900sqm
Higher
(4100sqm
£200,000
£300,000
£400,000
5130
£18,981,888
£20,007,936
£21,033,984
£615,629
£795,187
£959,355
£200,000
£300,000
£400,000
£19,797,517
£21,103,123
£22,393,339
£615,629
£795,187
£959,355
£1,979,752
£2,110,312
£2,239,334
£19,797,517
£21,103,123
£22,393,339
£21,777,268
£23,213,436
£24,632,673
£1,979,752
£2,110,312
£2,239,334
£21,777,268
£23,213,436
£24,632,673

High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis
3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis

Site 2 - Design Option O3

Site 2 - Design Option O3

Building Area
Demolition and site prep
Building Area
External Works
Demolition and site prep
Total Building
External Works
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
Total Building
Total
Construction
Contingency / Design Reserve 10% Budget
Total Construction Budget

£25,970,815

£27,456,692

3874
Orwell
Site
2 -John
Design
OptionLeisure
O1 and Centre
02

High Level
Feasibility Cost Analysis
SITE
02
Site
2 - Design
Building
Area Option O1 and 02
Demolition and site prep
External Works
Building Area
Total Building
Demolition
and
site
prep
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
External Works Total Construction Budget
Total Building
Contingency
/
Design
Reserve
10%
3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
Total Construction
Budget
High Level Feasibility
Cost Analysis

Construction Budgets
Lower £3700sqm
Mid point £3900sqm Higher (4100sqm
5130
£18,981,888
£20,007,936
£21,033,984
Construction
Budgets
£200,000
£300,000
£400,000
Lower £3700sqm
£615,629 Mid point £3900sqm
£795,187 Higher (4100sqm
£959,355
5130
£18,981,888
£20,007,936
£21,033,984
£19,797,517
£21,103,123
£22,393,339
£200,000
£300,000
£400,000
£1,979,752
£2,110,312
£2,239,334
£615,629
£795,187
£959,355
£21,777,268
£23,213,436
£24,632,673
£19,797,517
£21,103,123
£22,393,339
£1,979,752
£2,110,312
£2,239,334
£21,777,268
£23,213,436
£24,632,673

3874
Orwell
Centre
Site
2 -John
Design
OptionLeisure
O3

Site 1 - Design Option O2

Site 1 - Design Option O2
Building Area

£24,465,725

Construction Budgets
Lower £3700sqm
Mid point £3900sqm Higher (4100sqm
Construction Budgets
5624
£20,810,280
£21,935,160
£23,060,040
Lower £3700sqm
Mid point £3900sqm Higher (4100sqm
£200,000
£300,000
£400,000
5624
£20,810,280
£21,935,160
£23,060,040
£674,928
£871,782
£1,051,763
£200,000
£300,000
£400,000
£21,685,208
£23,106,942
£24,511,803
£674,928
£871,782
£1,051,763
£2,168,521
£2,310,694
£2,451,180
£21,685,208
£23,106,942
£24,511,803
£23,853,729
£25,417,636
£26,962,983
£2,168,521
£2,310,694
£2,451,180
£23,853,729

£25,417,636

£26,962,983

High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis

Site
2 - Design
Option O3
Building
AreaOrwell
3874
John
Leisure Centre
Demolition
site prepCost Analysis
High Leveland
Feasibility
External Works
Building Area
Total Building
Site 3 - Design Option O1
Demolition
site prep
3874 Johnand
Orwell
Leisure
Contingency
/ Design
ReserveCentre
10%
External
WorksOption
Site
2 - Design
O4
Total Construction Budget
Total Building
Building
AreaOrwell Leisure Centre
3874 John
Contingency
/ Design Reserve 10%
Demolition
andOption
site prep
Site
2 - Design
TotalO4
Construction Budget
Building Area
External Works
Demolition and site prep
Total Building
External Works
Contingency
/ Design Reserve 10%
Building
ExternalArea
Pitches
Allowance
for
construction 15%
Demolition andphased
site prep
Total Building
Total
Construction Budget
External
Works
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
External Pitches Total Construction Budget
3874 John Orwell Leisure Total
Centre
Building
High
Level
Feasibility
Cost
Analysis
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
Total Construction Budget
High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis
Site 3 - Design Option O2

3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis

Site 2 - Design Option O5

Building Area
Demolition
andOption
site prep
Site
2 - Design
O5
Building Area
External Works
External Works
Total Building
External Pitches
Contingency
10%
Building
Area/ Design ReserveTotal
Building
Allowance
for
phased
construction
15%
External
Works
Contingency
/ Design Reserve 10%
Total
Construction
External Pitches Total Construction Budget
Budget
Total Building
3874 John Orwell
Contingency
/ DesignLeisure
ReserveCentre
10%
3874
John
Orwell
Leisure
Centre
Site 2 - Design Option
TotalO5b
Construction Budget

High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis
3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre

Site
2 - Design
Option O6
Building
AreaFeasibility
High Level
Cost Analysis
Rooftop Pitches Uplift
External Works
Site 2 - Design Option O6
Building
ExternalArea
Pitches
External Works
Total Building
External
Pitches
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
Building Area
Total Building
Total Construction
Budget
External Works
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
External Pitches
Total Construction Budget
Total Building
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
Total Construction Budget

5624

5624

4024

5624

5624

Lower £3700sqm
£20,810,280
£200,000
Lower £3700sqm
£674,928
£20,810,280
£21,685,208
£200,000
£2,168,521
£674,928
£23,853,729
Lower £4100sqm
£21,685,208
£16,496,760
£2,168,521
Lower £3700sqm
£200,000
£23,853,729
£20,810,280
£482,832
£200,000
£17,179,592
Lower £3700sqm
£674,928
£1,717,959
£20,810,280
£1,000,000
£2,576,939
£200,000
£22,685,208
£21,474,490
£674,928
£2,268,521
£1,000,000
£24,953,729
£22,685,208
£2,268,521
£24,953,729

Lower £4100sqm
£20,604,960
Lower £3700sqm
£200,000
5744
£21,254,280
£603,072
£689,328
£21,408,032
Lower £3700sqm
£1,100,000
£2,140,803
5744
£21,254,280
£23,043,608
£3,211,205
£689,328
£2,304,361
£26,760,040
£1,100,000
£25,347,969
£23,043,608
£2,304,361
£25,347,969

5026

Lower £3700sqm
£21,918,800
£500,000
Lower £3700sqm
£710,880
5744
£21,254,280
£1,100,000
£689,328
£24,229,680
Lower £3700sqm
£3,000,000
£2,422,968
5744
£21,254,280
£24,943,608
£26,652,648
£689,328
£2,494,361
£3,000,000
£27,437,969
£24,943,608
£2,494,361
£27,437,969

5924

Construction Budgets
Mid point £3900sqm
£21,935,160
Construction£300,000
Budgets
Mid point £3900sqm
£871,782
£21,935,160
£23,106,942
£300,000
£2,310,694
Construction
Budgets
£871,782
Mid point£25,417,636
£4400sqm
£23,106,942
Construction
Budgets
£17,703,840
£2,310,694
Mid point £3900sqm
£300,000
£25,417,636
£21,935,160
£623,658
Construction£300,000
Budgets
Mid point£18,627,498
£3900sqm
£871,782
£1,862,750
£21,935,160
£1,200,000
£2,794,125
£300,000
£24,306,942
£23,284,373
£871,782
£2,430,694
£1,200,000
£26,737,636
£24,306,942
£2,430,694
£26,737,636
Construction Budgets
Mid point £4400sqm
Construction Budgets
£22,112,640
Mid point £3900sqm
£300,000
£22,403,160
£778,968
Construction£890,382
Budgets
£23,191,608
Mid point £3900sqm
£1,300,000
£2,319,161
£22,403,160
£24,593,542
£3,478,741
£890,382
£2,459,354
£28,989,510
£1,300,000
£27,052,896
£24,593,542
£2,459,354
£27,052,896
Construction Budgets
Mid point £3900sqm
£23,103,600
Construction£600,000
Budgets
Mid point £3900sqm
£918,220
£22,403,160
£1,300,000
Construction£890,382
Budgets
£25,921,820
Mid point £3900sqm
£3,200,000
£2,592,182
£22,403,160
£26,493,542
£28,514,002
£890,382
£2,649,354
£3,200,000
£29,142,896
£26,493,542
£2,649,354
£29,142,896

Higher (4100sqm
£23,060,040
£400,000
Higher (4100sqm
£1,051,763
£23,060,040
£24,511,803
£400,000
£2,451,180
£1,051,763
£26,962,983
Higher (4700sqm
£24,511,803
£18,910,920
£2,451,180
Higher (4100sqm
£400,000
£26,962,983
£23,060,040
£752,413
£400,000
£20,063,333
Higher (4100sqm
£1,051,763
£2,006,333
£23,060,040
£1,400,000
£3,009,500
£400,000
£25,911,803
£25,079,167
£1,051,763
£2,591,180
£1,400,000
£28,502,983
£25,911,803
£2,591,180
£28,502,983

Higher (4700sqm
£23,620,320
Higher (4100sqm
£400,000
£23,552,040
£939,787
£1,074,203
£24,960,107
Higher (4100sqm
£1,500,000
£2,496,011
£23,552,040
£26,126,243
£3,744,016
£1,074,203
£2,612,624
£31,200,134
£1,500,000
£28,738,867
£26,126,243
£2,612,624
£28,738,867
Higher (4100sqm
£24,288,400
£700,000
Higher (4100sqm
£1,107,788
£23,552,040
£1,500,000
£1,074,203
£27,596,188
Higher (4100sqm
£3,500,000
£2,759,619
£23,552,040
£28,126,243
£30,355,807
£1,074,203
£2,812,624
£3,500,000
£30,938,867
£28,126,243
£2,812,624
£30,938,867

Total Construction Budget

£25,347,969

£27,052,896

£28,738,867

3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis

SITE 02

Site 2 - Design Option O6

Building Area
External Works
External Pitches

5744

Total Building
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
Total Construction Budget

Lower £3700sqm
£21,254,280
£689,328
£3,000,000
£24,943,608
£2,494,361
£27,437,969

Construction Budgets
Mid point £3900sqm Higher (4100sqm
£22,403,160
£23,552,040
£890,382
£1,074,203
£3,200,000
£3,500,000
£26,493,542
£28,126,243
£2,649,354
£2,812,624
£29,142,896
£30,938,867

4.0 OPTIONS APPRAISAL
JOHN ORWELL
COMPARATIVE COST + AREA ANALYSIS

5.1 SUMMARY OF OPTIONS
The adjacent tables summarise the GIA areas and high level net construction budgets
for each design option. The high level net construction budgets are based upon a
range of typical m2 rates based upon the GIA figure, and include a lower, mid point,
and higher rate to provide a cost range. These have been benchmarked against other
similar leisure centres recently developed in London. A summary of the GIA areas and
net construction cost, using the mid cost rate, is provided below:
Site 1 Option 1
Leisure centre Area			
5,496m2
Cost (mid point)				£24,514,908

3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre

3874
John Feasibility
Orwell Leisure
High Level
CostCentre
Analysis
High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis

SITE 03

Site 1 Option 2
Leisure centre Area			
5,822m2
Cost (mid point)				£25,970,815

Site 3 - Design Option O1

Site 3 - Design Option O1
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Building Area
Demolition and site prep
Building
ExternalArea
Works

Demolition and site prep
Total Building
Contingency
/ Design Reserve 10%
External
Works
Allowance for phased construction
15%
Total Building
Total Construction Budget
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
Allowance for phased construction 15%
3874 John Orwell Leisure Centre
Total Construction
Budget
High Level Feasibility
Cost Analysis

Construction Budgets
Lower £4100sqm
Mid point £4400sqm Higher (4700sqm
Construction Budgets
4024
£16,496,760
£17,703,840
£18,910,920
Lower £4100sqm
Mid point £4400sqm Higher (4700sqm
£200,000
£300,000
£400,000
4024
£16,496,760
£17,703,840
£18,910,920
£482,832
£623,658
£752,413
£200,000
£300,000
£400,000
£17,179,592
£18,627,498
£20,063,333
£1,717,959
£1,862,750
£2,006,333
£482,832
£623,658
£752,413
£2,576,939
£2,794,125
£3,009,500
£17,179,592
£18,627,498
£20,063,333
£21,474,490
£23,284,373
£25,079,167

£1,717,959
£2,576,939
£21,474,490

£1,862,750
£2,794,125
£23,284,373

£2,006,333
£3,009,500
£25,079,167

3874
Orwell
Centre
Site
3 -John
Design
OptionLeisure
O2
High Level Feasibility Cost Analysis
Building Area
Site 3 - Design Option O2
Demolition and site prep
External Works
Total Building
Contingency
Building
Area/ Design Reserve 10%
Allowance
construction 15%
Demolition for
andphased
site prep
Total Construction Budget
External Works
Total Building
Contingency / Design Reserve 10%
Allowance for phased construction 15%
Total Construction Budget

Construction Budgets
Lower £4100sqm
Mid point £4400sqm Higher (4700sqm
5026
£20,604,960
£22,112,640
£23,620,320
£200,000
£300,000
£400,000
Budgets
£603,072 Construction£778,968
£939,787
Lower £4100sqm
£4400sqm Higher (4700sqm
£21,408,032 Mid point£23,191,608
£24,960,107
£2,140,803
£2,319,161
£2,496,011
5026
£20,604,960
£22,112,640
£23,620,320
£3,211,205
£3,478,741
£3,744,016
£200,000
£300,000
£400,000
£26,760,040
£28,989,510
£31,200,134

£603,072
£21,408,032
£2,140,803
£3,211,205
£26,760,040

£778,968
£23,191,608
£2,319,161
£3,478,741
£28,989,510

£939,787
£24,960,107
£2,496,011
£3,744,016
£31,200,134

Site 2 Option 1
Leisure centre Area			
5,130m2
Cost (mid point)				£23,213,436
Site 2 Option 2
Leisure centre Area			
5,130m2
Cost (mid point)				£23,213,436
Site 2 Option 3
Leisure centre Area			
5,624m2
Cost (mid point)				£25,417,636
Site 2 Option 4
Leisure centre Area			
5,624m2
Cost (mid point)				£26,737,636
Site 2 Option 5
Leisure centre Area			
5,744m2
Cost (mid point)				£27,052,896
Site 2 Option 5b
Leisure centre Area			
5,924m2
Rooftop pitches				1,400m2
Cost (mid point)				£28,514,002
Site 2 Option 6
Leisure centre Area			
5,744m2
Cost (mid point)				£29,142,896
Site 3 Option 1
Leisure centre Area			
4,024 m2
Cost (mid point)				£23,284,373
Site 3 Option 2
Leisure centre Area			
5,026m2
Cost (mid point)				£28,989,510

St. George's and John Orwell Leisure Centre Feasibility Study
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Precedent - Hebburn Central

5.0 COST APPRAISAL

JOHN ORWELL SITE OPTIONS

ST. GEORGE’S SITE OPTIONS

5,496m2
£24,514,908

Site 1 Option 2
Leisure centre Area
Net Cost (mid point)

5,822m2
£25,970,815

Site 2 Option 1 + 2
Leisure centre Area
Net Cost (mid point)

5,130m2
£23,213,436

Site 2 Option 3
Leisure centre Area
Net Cost (mid point)

5,624m2
£25,417,636

Site 2 Option 4
Leisure centre Area
Net Cost (mid point)

5,624m2
£26,737,636

Site 2 Option 5
Leisure centre Area
Net Cost (mid point)

5,744m2
£27,052,896

Site 2 Option 5b
Leisure centre Area
Rooftop pitches
Net Cost (mid point)

5,924m2
1,400m2
£28,514,002

Site 2 Option 6
Leisure centre Area
Net Cost (mid point)

5,744m2
£29,142,896

Site 3 Option 1
Leisure centre Area
Net Cost (mid point)

4,024 m2
£23,284,373

Site 3 Option 2
Leisure centre Area
Net Cost (mid point)

5,026m2
£28,989,510
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Site 1 Option 1
Leisure centre Area
Net Cost (mid point)		

Option 1
Leisure centre Area
Net Cost (mid point)		

COST APPRAISAL

5,130m2
£23,322,365

A high level summary of the construction cost for each of the options in the report
has been provided opposite. These are based upon cost per square meter rates from
comparable recent leisure centres in London. A more detailed cost analysis needs
to be undertaken by a cost consultant in order to refine these based upon the latest
market information.
As can be seen from this summary, the costs for the options that have been developed
in this report vary from approximately £23M to £28M (based upon mid point cost
figures). John Orwell Site 3 options factor in higher building rates associated with the
refurbishment works.
John Orwell Site 1 Option 2, Site 2 Option 5/5b provide the largest quantum of
facilities within their respective sites and as a result have the largest construction
costs associated at £26M, £27/28.5M. Site 3 Option 1 provides less building area
than the new build options and has a construction cost of £23M respectively. Note:
Site 2 Option 6 has a higher construction cost than Site 2 Option 5 due to the removal
of the existing hockey pitch and extensive provision of new external playing pitches.
However, it has been assumed at this time that the hockey pitch should be retained on
site.

St. George's and John Orwell Leisure Centre Feasibility Study
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Site 2 Option 5 - Concept Massing View

6.0 NEXT STEPS

PREFERRED DESIGN OPTION
John Orwell Site 1 Option 2 and Site 2 Option 5/5b provide the most new facilities
with the least detrimental impact upon the wider site. However, the proximity of Site
1 Option 2 to the surrounding residential neighbourhood is a concern and would likely
pose significant challenges from a planning approvals standpoint. The proximity to
the boundary also limits views from within the leisure centre towards the west and
does not make the most of the site’s potential. Site 2 Option 5/5b does not impact
the southern boundary wall or existing public car park to Scandrett Street unlike
most Site 2 options. It does, however, require the reprovision and reorientation of the
existing hockey pitch.
Site 3 Option 1 is the most advantageous of the Site 3 options, however, the building
layout is highly compromised in terms of facilities that comply with modern Sport
England standards, changing provision quantum, and general efficiency of circulation
through the building.
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The increased quantum of facilities results in Site 1 Option 2 and Site 2 Option 5/5b as
having the highest net construction cost of the options explored on this sites, at £26M
and £27/28.5M respectively. Site 3 Option 1 provides less building area but has high
net construction costs due to the nature of the building as part refurbishment / part
new build, with higher construction rates per m2.
St. George’s new build leisure centre is not recommended as it would provide
less facilities overall. The synergy of having all facilities co-located alongside the
external hockey pitch is also less advantageous. The development of St. George’s as
residential would also have the potential to generate income through land sale or rent
as a means to help cross-fund a new leisure centre on the John Orwell site.
In consideration of the above, the options assessed within the business case modelling
are recommended in the following order:
1. Site 2 Option 5/5b
2. Site 1 Option 2
3. Site 3 Option 1
DELIVERY
Once the options are refined, a more detailed analysis of different methods of
delivering the proposals in this report is required, including options for delivering any
residential component.

St. George's and John Orwell Leisure Centre Feasibility Study
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Equality Impact Analysis (EIA) – impact on
residents, service users and wider community
Section 1: Introduction
Name of proposal
For the purpose of this document, ‘proposal’ refers to a policy, function, strategy or project
Leisure Estate Investment Plan
Service area and Directorate responsible
Sport & Physical Activity – Children and Culture
Name of completing officer

Michael Coleman, Interim Leisure Programme Director
Approved by (Corporate Director / Divisional Director/ Head of Service)

James Thomas, Corporate Director of Children and Culture
Date of approval
28/01/2022

Conclusion
Conclusion

Current
decision rating
(see Appendix
A)

Based on the finding of the EIA, the proposal can proceed so
long as mitigating actions are taken to monitor swimming
capacity at other leisure centres in the period prior to a new pool
being opened in the southwest of the borough, and to introduce
Equality Impact Analysis
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a programme of engagement with residents, current users,
clubs, community groups and organisations that represent
residents with protected characteristics to develop the proposals
for swimming in the southwest of the borough and the estate in
general.

The Equality Act 2010 places a ‘General Duty’ on all public bodies to have ‘due
regard’ to the need to:
•

Eliminate discrimination, harassment and victimisation and any other conduct
prohibited under the Act
Advance equality of opportunity between those with ‘protected characteristics’
and those without them
Foster good relations between those with ‘protected characteristics’ and those
without them

•
•

This Equality Impact Analysis provides evidence for meeting the Council’s
commitment to equality and the responsibilities outlined above. For more information
about the Council’s commitment to equality, please visit the Council’s website.

Section 2: General information about the proposal
Describe the proposal including the relevance of proposal to the general equality duties
and protected characteristics under the Equality Act 2010

The Council is committed to meeting four physical activity and sports priorities, as
set out in the Physical Activity and Sports Strategy 2019-24:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Developing young interest
Driving health change
Shaping places and communities
Physical activity and sport as a community engagement tool

These priorities are in part met through the physical assets that the Council owns –
its leisure centres. The Council has 7 leisure centres (‘the leisure estate’) across
the Borough, currently operated by GLL under a contract that expires in April 2024.
These sites offer a range of activities from buildings in variable condition. The
Council wants to invest in the leisure estate to improve both the quality and
quantity of these facilities. This will make physical activity and sport more
accessible through increasing the supply of facilities, and improving the existing
buildings, both in terms of their physical condition and their suitability to meet the
Equality Impact Analysis
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needs of residents, including those with protected characteristics under the
Equality Act 2010.
The immediate priority of this leisure estate investment plan is to restore swimming
provision in the south-west of the borough, which has been reduced due to the
closure of St George’s Leisure Centre since March 2020, and thus return to having
five pools open in the borough.
The recommendation is to invest c. £35m in a new facility on the St George’s site
that will provide a 6 lane 25m swimming pool, a teaching pool, a 4 court sports
hall, 150 fitness gym stations, two studios, and potentially a soft play area, café
and creche. This will replace the existing building that is now over 50 years old and
includes a 6 lane 33m pool, a teaching pool, 33 fitness gym stations and one
studio.
It is proposed that a new building will be provided that will comply with all the
requirements of current legislation, including the Equality Act 2010 and Building
Regulations. Further to this, the Council intends to engage with residents to ensure
the specification for a new leisure centre takes account of the needs of the
broadest range of requirements and needs as possible. This is explained further in
sections 3 and 5.
The construction of a new facility will take about 5 years from Cabinet approval,
during which time the current St George’s building will continue to remain closed,
pending demolition. This temporary reduction in provision will impact on some
users, so that the Council has considered options to address these where
possible. These are set out below.
A detailed process was undertaken to assess a range of options for the future
provision of leisure services in the south-west of the borough. These included:
•
•
•
•
•

Do nothing – leave St George’s closed and not re-provide elsewhere.
Refurbishing the existing building on the St George’s site.
Constructing a new leisure centre on the St George’s site.
Providing a new leisure centre on the John Orwell Sports Centre site.
Adding a pool to the existing buildings on the John Orwell site.

Each option has implications for the general equality duties and protected
characteristics under the Equality Act 2010.
The option of reopening the existing leisure centre is technically possible, could be
completed in 2-3 years, but was not judged to offer good value for money at the
estimated costs identified through detailed survey work (c. £9.9m to reopen, an
additional £3.5m for up to 5 years extra life and an extra £10m for up to 20 years
additional life). This option offers a relatively short extension of its life at
Equality Impact Analysis
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considerable cost, the risk that this additional time may not be deliverable, and no
enhancements to provision. Options to extend the building, with an additional
building and/or adding to the current structure, are not being taken forward as they
would either not be technically deliverable or the space available is not suitable
(either due to being too small or the wrong shape). The risks outweigh the
reduction in closure time and the quality of facilities thus provided would be
suboptimal compared to a new build. The difficulties in adding more capacity on
this site with the current building remaining in situ also present a challenge – the
available space within the site boundary that could be used is the wrong size and
shape to accommodate the facilities (e.g. a 4 court sports hall) that a new build
could.
Extending the John Orwell building would involve some disruption to the existing
facilities on that site, would provide a quantum of facilities that would not be
commensurate with a brand new leisure centre, and would take a similar time to
construct compared to an entirely new facility due to phasing issues. It would also
take facilities away from Shadwell, to the detriment of residents in that vicinity, a
population with a higher proportion with protected characteristics than within the
immediate catchment of the John Orwell site.
The same issue would apply should a new leisure centre be built on the John
Orwell site to replace the existing facility, even if enhancing provision overall. This
would also impact on the use of the John Orwell site during construction, while St
George’s would remain closed. This would maximise disruption for all service
users, whether with protected characteristics or not.
We have a duty under the Equality Act to “Advance equality of opportunity
between those with ‘protected characteristics’ and those without them”. The
Council has considered the implications of building a new leisure centre for all
users, with particular regard to protected characteristics. The new centre will
improve the range and quality of facilities for all users, following a period during
which the existing leisure centre will remain closed.
As it will take about 5 years to replace the current building with a new leisure
centre, there will be a reduced level of provision locally and for the borough as a
whole. This mainly affects those individuals, clubs and schools that made use of
the St George’s Leisure Centre pools prior to its closure. The Council has
analysed this impact and how it can, where possible, be mitigated.
The other recommendations of the Cabinet report include undertaking a review of
the leisure estate to identify how further improvements could be made. This is an
enabling recommendation and does not reach a decision on specific proposals
and is not, therefore, considered to have any immediate direct or indirect equalities
impact at this stage – any proposals will, of course, be taken forward with direct
reference to ensuring their compliance with the Council’s duty under the Equality
Act.
Equality Impact Analysis
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There are further recommendations to approve funding to undertake this review,
and to meet the costs of undertaking design work for a new leisure centre on the
St George’s site – the latter is directly linked to the proposed rebuilding and, as
such, is treated as part of that recommendation.

Section 3: Evidence (consideration of data and information)
What evidence do we have which may help us think about the impacts or likely impacts on
residents, service users and wider community?

Sufficiency of the current leisure estate
The Council commissioned a study in 2017, Indoor Sports Facilities Strategy, to
assess how closely its current provision of leisure facilities met current and
anticipated future demand for leisure activities in the Borough, to determine
whether there was sufficient provision for each activity that requires a given facility
(e.g. a pool or a sports hall) and, if not, what the additional capacity required is.
This demonstrated an overall shortfall in all recommended levels of provision for
different activities, so that increasing available facilities would provide real benefit
by addressing this shortfall. The tables below from the report illustrates the
anticipated gap between existing and required facilities:

Equality Impact Analysis
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The gap between the supply and demand of facilities is typical of many inner
London boroughs, where available suitable space and the availability of capital
funding constrains what can be achieved. The analysis does, however, indicate a
strong need for additional capacity in the borough, where practicable, to serve all
residents including, of course, those with protected characteristics. The Leisure
Estate Investment Plan (including the proposal for a new leisure centre at St
George’s) will seek to address some of this shortfall, available funding and sites
allowing, and ensure existing provision is maintained. In the case of the proposed
rebuilding of St George’s, this will specifically be achieved by adding a sports hall,
increasing gym stations from 33 to 150, and providing an additional studio. It is
also proposed that the main pool will be re-provided (as a 6 lane 25m pool, not in
its current 33m format), as will the teaching pool. In the longer term, therefore,
providing additional facilities will benefit all who choose to use the facilities that will
be provided on the St George’s site, although it is estimated that this will take at
least about 5 years to deliver, and the existing building would not reopen in that
time. The implications of this are considered below. A new leisure centre would, in
due course, provide enhanced facilities, and allows for engagement with previous
and potential users on the design of the successor building. These enhancements,
and the engagement to inform their specific form, would involve residents and
leisure service users with protected characteristics, as set out in the action plan in
Section 5.
Levels of use pre-pandemic and post-lockdown
The Council has assessed data on pre and post-lockdown usage of the leisure
estate, in particular St George’s. This provides information on how many visits
were made to each site, for what purpose, over time, as set out below:
Visits 2019/20
Fitness (Gym)
Group Workout
Swimming lessons
Swimming activities
Sports Hall use (or
studio as equivalent)
Outdoor activities
Other activities

Total
% of total

John
Mile End
Orwell
50,595 101,695
5,341
24,609
n/a
100,688
4,677
86,586

34,304
4,374
60,546
41,301

St
George’s
8,370
213
75,955
52,095

Poplar

Tiller

WLC

23,972
1,477
25,256
20,512

36,697
6,006
n/a
10,788

42,418
12,627
70,188
83,097

298,051
54,647
332,634
299,056

% of
total
15.5%
2.8%
17.3%
15.5%

York Hall

Total

27,770

34,794

30,256

946

437

23,687

135

118,025

6.1%

7,667
56,042
152,092
7.9%

230,184
182,353
760,909
39.5%

4,369
71,447
246,597
12.8%

102
13,675
151,356
7.9%

1,756
10,150
83,560
4.3%

35,483
11,660
124,322
6.5%

852
197,026
406,343
21.1%

280,413
542,353
1,925,179
100%

14.6%
28.2%
100%
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All leisure centres were open until 23rd March 2020 in the year shown above.
Example data for usage taken from one month (July 2021) in the period since the
pandemic began, compared to the previous year, is shown in the table below:
Leisure Centre
John Orwell
Mile End
Poplar Baths
St George’s
Tiller
Whitechapel
York Hall
TOTAL (all LCs)
TOTAL (fully open LCs)

Av. monthly use
Apr-Jan 19/20 incl.

Av. monthly use
July 2021

15399
78462
26033
15482
8424
12589
40738
197127
132483

5975
75698
19568
0
0
5768
3430
110439
107009

% Reduction

61.2
3.5
24.8
100.0
100.0
54.2
91.6
44.0
19.2

Please note that demand was reduced markedly in the final two months of the
2019/20 financial year due we believe to concerns about Covid-19, so that data
has been excluded as it distorts the pre-pandemic average usage statistics. It
should also be noted that Tiller and St George’s were both fully closed in July
2021, and York Hall’s pools were closed (its ‘dry’ facilities were open). Tiller has
now reopened, and York Hall’s pool is due to reopen in April 2022.
The table above demonstrates that demand continues to be depressed for all
sites, with only Mile End approaching pre-Covid levels of use. Even taking into
account the closures set out above, there was a 20% decrease in use prepandemic compared to July 2021.
Impact of closure of St George’s
There are two significant implications from the closure of St George’s that need to
be considered in respect of their equalities impact:
•
•

The absolute loss of the current facility in the long term, once demolished
and replaced.
The temporary loss of capacity (estimated to be for about 5 years) while it
remains closed, pending the construction of a new facility.

The absolute loss of the existing facility will allow a net increase in the capacity of
the Borough’s leisure estate, given that a new building will include more and new
facilities. The new building will demonstrate quality improvements in key areas,
e.g. changing rooms. It is expected to see a reduction in the length of the pool
from a 7-lane 33m main pool to a 6-lane 25m, the latter being considered the
standard provision for a wet/dry leisure centre of the size suitable for the St
George’s site. Ongoing engagement with residents and users will take place to
inform the design of any replacement space, should Cabinet approve the
recommendation to build a new leisure centre on the St George’s site.
Equality Impact Analysis
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With regard to the current closure of St George’s, the Council has also considered
the most recent usage figures for this site, to inform its analysis of the impact of
the leisure centre remaining closed pending construction of a new facility:
Usage Type
Total
Attendances
Total
Swimming
Pool Use
Adult Swim
Membership

Unit
Number of users
% of 2015/16 Baseline
Number of users

2015/16
222,132
100%
196,252

2016/17
229,755
103%
216,641

2017/18
184,343
83%
170,968

2018/19
199,713
90%
168,826

2019/20
170,658
77%
121,151

% of 2015/16 Baseline

100%

110%

87%

86%

62%

Number of users
% of 2015/16 Baseline

205
100%

207
101%

197
96%

184
90%

196
96%

It should be noted that the figures for 2019/20 are, as mentioned above, impacted
by the reduction in attendances in the final quarter of that financial year, when the
Covid-19 pandemic was emerging as a significant public health issue. The
downward trajectory in pool use since 2016/17 is believed to be directly linked to
the opening of Poplar Baths, which is approximately 20 minutes from St George’s
by public transport. Poplar Baths is not at ‘full’ capacity and is therefore able to
provide access to swimming beyond its pre-pandemic usage levels.
Statistics for pool use in October to December 2021 for the two open pools, Mile
End and Poplar, are shown below, compared to the same period in 2019:
Mile End
2019
2021

October
5855
6508

November
4831
5196

December
3364
3492

Poplar Baths
2019
2021

October
2978
3739

November
2830
2985

December
1993
1864

The combined usage at both centres was 5% greater in this three month period in
2021 than the same period in 2019, 24130 visits versus 22984 respectively, a total
increase of 1146. It is not known whether these users were previously using St
George’s, Tiller or York Hall, or were new users, nor whether the pandemic
affected potential numbers. It is difficult to identify a direct causal link with any
variable that might affect swimming use in the period since the pandemic begin,
outside of the obvious fact that fewer pools were open.
The Council has also considered the impact of this upon schools in the vicinity that
would previously have used the pools at St George’s. The table below shows
recent annual usage by local schools:
Academic Year

Total Hours per Week

Number of Schools

2014-2015
2015-2016
2016-2017
2017-2018

39
38
33
33

26
24
24
23
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2018-2019

32

21

Of the 21 schools that had used St George’s in the 2018/19 year, 7 had not made
alternative arrangements for swimming as of November 2021. Primary schools are
required to teach swimming as part of the Key Stage 2 curriculum. The Council
has, therefore, put in place a number of measures to mitigate the temporary loss of
swimming at St George’s for school pupils:
• It has provided transport to take pupils from these seven schools to other
pools in the Borough, free of charge, from January 2022 onwards.
• GLL is providing intense swimming courses at half terms, and for year 6
pupils in the final month of the summer term. Intensive swimming “catch up”
courses for year 7 and year 8 pupils are also planned.
• An option to provide a demountable pool has been considered. This
remains a possibility, assuming that a site could be made available and
sufficient funding (capital for construction and revenue for running costs)
allocated – neither has been confirmed to date. If this option is pursued as
an interim measure prior to a new permanent facility opening, it would still
take up to 2 years to gain planning for, procure and construct a sufficiently
robust demountable pool to last for a further 3 years.
Consultation
The Council has undertaken a consultation exercise to seek the views of residents
on the proposed leisure estate investment plan. This included providing data on
the existing leisure centres, in particular St George’s, and access to the feasibility
study undertaken to examine how either St George’s or John Orwell sites could be
used to provide additional facilities or an entirely new leisure centre.
This consultation began on November 15, 2021. It was originally due to end on 3
January 2022 but was extended, first to 9 January when the project team was
advised that the Cabinet meeting results were being reported to had been pushed
back, and then to 12 January following an outage on the consultation portal on 3/4
January 2022.
The consultation was advertised via the following means to seek to maximise its
exposure within the borough:
• Posters in all open leisure centres, including a QR code and web address.
Paper copies were provided in leisure centres from 21 December 2021.
• The Better webpages for each leisure centre included a link to the
consultation at the head of the landing page for each centre.
• The Council’s website included links via the Swimming webpage that
provides updates on the provision of pools in the Borough and, of course,
the consultation portal.
• The Council’s social media accounts.
• Information on the consultation was included in the Council’s Bengali
language newsletter issued on 17 December 2021.
Equality Impact Analysis
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•

All schools were contacted via the Headteachers’ Bulletin on multiple
occasions during the consultation period.
Direct emails to sports clubs registered at the Council’s leisure centres.
Direct emails to registered leisure centre users.
Article featured in December edition of Our East End, P41, which goes to
every household in the borough
Notifications via partners of the Council’s, such as:
Housing associations, e.g. Poplar HARCA, One Housing
Tower Hamlets GP Care Group
Members of the Health and Wellbeing Board
Our Time SEND Youth Forum
Publicised via articles submitted to e-newsletters to parents and carers and
professionals working with families in Tower Hamlets
Publicised via youth engagement team networks

In addition, the following events were organised:
• Three face-to-face events at venues around the borough, in Shadwell, Mile
End and on the Isle of Dogs. These all complied with the prevailing Covid
regulations at the relevant time. Attendance at these was 7, 25 and 1
respectively.
• Two public meetings on 15 November and 9 December 2021. The first was
intended to be in person and online but the latter did not happen due to
technical difficulties, hence the second online only meeting on 9th December
being arranged. 13 people attended on each occasion.
• Member only meetings were held:
• All Shadwell and St Katharine’s & Wapping members were invited to an
online briefing on 23 November 2021.
• All Isle of Dogs members were invited to an online briefing on 6 December
2021.
• All Council members were invited to a briefing on 6 January 2022.
Responses could be submitted online or in writing. A total of 331 were received.
The full report is appended to the Leisure Investment Plan Cabinet report. The
major themes are summarised below, with the Council’s response at the end of
each bullet point:
•

Loss of pitches on John Orwell site, temporarily or permanently – a number
of the hockey clubs that use the pitch at the John Orwell Sports Centre
expressed concern that it might be out of use if that site was selected, citing
its importance to their development programmes, and its use by the UK’s
largest LGBTQIA+ hockey club who would be significantly impacted by
even its temporary loss. The Council does not intend to use the John Orwell
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•

•

•

site for a new leisure centre, so the hockey pitch on that site will not be
affected.
Rebuilding a pool on the John Orwell site would remove an important
community asset from Shadwell, and would have a smaller catchment area
by definition, given its proximity to the river border of the borough. The
proposal to rebuild on the St George’s site will maintain provision in
Shadwell.
The implications of the ongoing closure of St George’s Leisure Centre were
reported to include:
Disruption to school swimming, with more teaching time lost due to the
need for some schools to travel further than when St George’s was open.
The Council’s response to this is set out above.
Overall reduction in swimming capacity in the borough, with specific
reference to mothers and babies, disabled people and those preferring
female only sessions. Specific mother and baby sessions are provided at
Mile End and Poplar as multiple sessions in a new programme called
‘Swimbies’ – these will be extended to Tiller shortly and York Hall when it
has reopened. New SEN swimming lessons are now being provided at Mile
End and Poplar and will be introduced at York Hall and Tiller in due course.
Female only sessions are available at Poplar Baths and Mile End three
times a week at both, and will be introduced at Tiller, now it has reopened.
With regard to the permanent facility, the Council will engage with residents
and users to ensure the needs of all these groups will be considered in its
design and operational specification.
Preference of some users for a longer pool than the modern standard. At
present the Council intends to build to the 25m standard, as this is
compliant with Sport England and Swim England requirements for all
relevant sports.
Other uses not being able to take place at this venue while it is closed, such
as canoeing, life saving practice, diving groups (understood to be scuba not
board diving), aqua aerobics, etc. The latter activity is available at the other
open pools, and GLL will monitor demand going forwards. The Council will
seek to engage with all organisations that have recently used St George’s
for water-based activities, to understand their requirements for the future
design of a pool and/or to explore alternative arrangements should that offer
a better option.
Swimming clubs unable to agree with GLL acceptable access to other
pools. The Council will engage with any swimming clubs that used the
facility previously to understand their requirements both in the immediate
and longer term.
Overcrowding elsewhere. At present, usage numbers at other facilities
remain below pre-pandemic levels, but the Council will continue to monitor
the usage levels closely. The option of a demountable pool has been
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explored and initially not thought to be required, but this is under ongoing
review. The Council will monitor usage figures for the open pools against
pre-pandemic levels (when 5 pools were open) to ascertain whether there is
a need to provide more capacity due to reaching maximum safe usage at
the 3 pools open at present, and York Hall when its pool reopens later this
year.
Some respondents advocated a lido on Shadwell Basin. The Council has
considered this as one of the options for restoring swimming capacity in the
borough. The Council is supportive of such an initiative being brought
forward, but does not intend at present to pursue it as it would not be an
appropriate replacement for indoor provision, given the seasonality of such
a facility. It would not offer a suitable solution for all users with protected
characteristics, in particular.
Other responses have highlighted design features, at St George’s or more
generally, that are of particular interest:
Individual changing cubicles are preferred, and mixed changing rooms
should be avoided.
The need to make any new swimming pools as accessible as possible.
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Section 4: Assessing the impacts on different groups and service delivery
Groups

Positive

Negative

Neutral

Considering the above information and
evidence, describe the impact this
proposal will have on the following
groups?

Protected

☒

☐

☐

Disability (Physical,
learning difficulties, mental
health and medical
conditions)

☒

☐

☐
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Age (All age groups)

Equality Impact Analysis

Providing a new leisure centre will ultimately
benefit all ages due to the improvement in the
quality and range of facilities. It will take c. 5
years from a decision before a new leisure
centre could be open, during which time the
current leisure centre would remain closed.
Some mitigations for this are set out in section
3 above. The Council’s analysis of the condition
needs of St George’s concludes that significant
investment is needed before it could reopen, so
there would be at least a 2 year hiatus if the
building was to be reopened. This would not,
however, provide an improvement to the range
of activities.
The current facilities at St George’s have
received some investment to improve
accessibility, including the installation of a lift.
The building was designed in the 1960s and
does not, therefore, incorporate design
requirements that would enable it to meet the
full requirements of the Equalities Act. For
example, the viewing area on the middle
balcony of the existing pool has a narrow
access which makes wheelchair access
Page 13 of 19
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Sex

☐

☐

☒

Gender reassignment

☒

☐

☐

Marriage and civil
partnership

☐

☐

☒

Equality Impact Analysis

difficult. The studio’s public access is off the car
park, not through the building. A new facility
would be built to meet the needs of all service
users, with full accessibility throughout the
building, and designed in features to assist
participation. The project team will engage with
users to understand scheme specific
requirements, as well as bringing experience of
other projects to bear, to maximise the
building’s functionality for all users. A fully
compliant changing places toilet will be included
that can be accessed by the community not
only building users.
A new building will be designed to ensure that
facilities meet gender-specific needs. This will
include changing facilities that offer appropriate
privacy and security to all users. Similarly, the
activities and facilities mix will be sufficient to
allow single gender use where engagement
with service users and residents indicate a
demand for the same.
The current building includes no design
features that encourage service users who are
undertaking, or who have undertaken, gender
reassignment to make use of the facilities. A
new leisure centre will, for example, include
more private changing room facilities, and the
proposed engagement programme the Council
proposes will seek to include the views of
residents who have or intend to undergo
gender reassignment.
There is no anticipated impact in respect of
residents who are or are not married or in a civil
partnership.
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Religion or philosophical
belief

Race

Sexual orientation
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Pregnancy and maternity

☐
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐
☐

☐

Engagement will be undertaken with local
residents, community groups and religious
communities to ensure that any specific design
requirements are known and, where
appropriate, included in the final build.

☒

Engagement will be undertaken with local
residents, community groups and religious
communities to ensure that any specific design
requirements are known and, where
appropriate, included in the final build.

☒

Engagement will be undertaken with local
residents, community groups and religious
communities to ensure that any specific design
requirements are known and, where
appropriate, included in the final build.

☒

Engagement will be undertaken with medical
practitioners, pregnant women, and mothers of
young children to ensure that these facilities
fulfil their specific needs, including changing
room privacy, (where preferred) areas for
private breastfeeding, and safe spaces to
oversee children while they participate in
activities, e.g. swimming or soft play.

Other
Socio-economic

Parents/Carers

☒
☐

☐
☐

Equality Impact Analysis

☐
☒

The new facility will provide more jobs and
encourage access to the immediate area, once
open.
In the short term, parents and carers will need
to travel further to access swimming facilities. A
new leisure centre will, however, have improved
Page 15 of 19

People with different
Gender Identities e.g.
Gender fluid, Non-Binary
etc
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Any other groups

☒

☐

☐

☐

☐

☒

Equality Impact Analysis

facilities for parents and carers to make use of,
either alongside those they care for, or
opportunities to oversee activities that the latter
participate in.
The current building includes no design
features that encourage service users with
different gender identities to make use of the
facilities. A new leisure centre will, for example,
include more private changing room facilities,
and the proposed engagement programme the
Council proposes will seek to include the views
of residents with different gender identities to
understand what specific design requirements
they would like to be considered for the new
leisure centre.
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Section 5: Impact analysis and action plan
Progress
milestones
including
target dates
for either
completion or
progress

Recommendation

Key activity

Engagement with
existing and
prospective service
users to ensure a
new leisure centre
provides suitable, fit
for purpose facilities
that will enhance
provision.

Formal engagement
programme with users,
both online and (Covid
restrictions allowing)
face to face to inform
aspects of the new
leisure centre design
and operational
specification.
Approaches to be
made to groups that
represent residents
and/or existing/
prospective users with
protected
characteristics
Free bus travel being
provided to 7 schools
that have not made
other arrangements
during the period of
closure.
Training to be
advertised to schools
that previously used St
George’s

Support schools to
access swimming at
other sites during
the period St
George’s is closed
GLL to provide
‘intense’ swimming
lessons for KS2
primary school
pupils during half
terms at other pools
in the borough
GLL to provide
‘intense’ swimming
lessons for Yr6
pupils in final weeks
of summer term

Training to be
advertised to schools
that previously used St
George’s

GLL to provide
‘intense’ swimming
lessons for Yr7 and
Yr8 pupils who
missed KS2
swimming due to
closure of pools

Training to be
advertised to schools
for Yr7 and Yr8 pupils

Officer
responsible

April 2022 to
commence, with
engagement
through to end of
RIBA 3 in
January 2023 for
St George’s.
Similar
engagement to
be held on
proposals for
other leisure
centres, once
confirmed.

Michael
Coleman

To be reviewed
on a regular
basis.

Judith St
John

Offer to be
advertised to
schools prior to
half terms in
spring and
summer. Review
of take-up levels
post-each week
Offer to be
advertised to
schools prior to
half term in
summer. Review
of take-up levels
post-period
Offer to be
advertised to
schools prior to
half term in
summer. Review
of take-up levels
post-period

Lisa Pottinger

Equality Impact Analysis
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Update on
progress

Lisa Pottinger

Lisa Pottinger
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Ongoing monitoring
of swimming visits at
the pools that are
open, to ascertain
whether these are
approaching
capacity

Demountable pool
option to be
reviewed

Regular monitoring of
pool usage, compared
against previous levels
pre-pandemic. This
includes general and
specific use (e.g.
mother and babies
lessons, SEN
swimming lessons,
female only use, aqua
aerobics, etc.)
Further review of
demountable pool
locations and design
options to confirm
whether feasible,
alongside ongoing
review of demand

Ongoing
monitoring to
assess the
pressure on pool
provision and
inform whether
additional
demountable
capacity is
required

Lisa Pottinger

Review to be
completed by
end of April 2022

Michael
Coleman

Section 6: Monitoring
What monitoring processes have been put in place to check the delivery of the
above action plan and impact on equality groups?

A Leisure Procurement Board has been established, chaired by the Corporate
Director of Children and Culture, and attended by senior officers, including the
Corporate Director of Place, Director of Legal, etc.
The action plan above will be made a standing item on the agenda of its monthly
meetings, so that progress can be reported on an ongoing basis. GLL will provide
data on monthly usage of their open facilities, in particular swimming activities, to
measure whether facilities are approaching peak capacity.
The report will consist of a summary of activities against the progress milestones
set out above, and the deliverables identified. The Board will assess how
effectively the action plan is being adhered to and require mitigation measures to
be put in place should there be evidence of slippage and/or deviation from the
stated requirements of the plan.
A further report is due to be considered by Cabinet in July 2022, setting out the
investment strategy for the rest of the leisure estate, which will include an update
on the achievement of the action plan set out above.
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Appendix A
EIA decision rating
Decision
As a result of performing the EIA, it is
evident that a disproportionately negative
impact (direct, indirect, unintentional or
otherwise) exists to one or more of the nine
groups of people who share a Protected
Characteristic under the Equality Act and
appropriate mitigations cannot be put in
place to mitigate against negative impact.
It is recommended that this proposal be
suspended until further work is undertaken.
As a result of performing the EIA, it is
evident that there is a risk that a
disproportionately negative impact (direct,
indirect, unintentional or otherwise) exists
to one or more of the nine groups of people
who share a protected characteristic under
the Equality Act 2010. However, there is a
genuine determining reason that could
legitimise or justify the use of this policy.
As a result of performing the EIA, it is
evident that there is a risk that a
disproportionately negatively impact (as
described above) exists to one or more of
the nine groups of people who share a
protected characteristic under the Equality
Act 2010. However, this risk may be
removed or reduced by implementing the
actions detailed within the Impact analysis
and action plan section of this document.

Action
Suspend –
Further Work
Required

Risk
Red

Further
(specialist)
advice should
be taken

Red Amber

Proceed
pending
agreement of
mitigating
action

Amber
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Appendix 4b Response to Public Consultation on Options for Leisure Services in Tower Hamlets
1. Executive Summary
1.1 Consultation responses
In total the council received 331 responses, the majority (316) via the online survey hosted by Let’s Talk Tower
Hamlets (LTTH), including 5 paper surveys transcribed to the online portal. Seven free text responses were
received by email, including 8 short vox pop style audio clips. Nine formal responses were received from schools,
sports club and a community group.
1.2 Analysis headlines
Broadly 85% of online responses agree or strongly agree with most of the council’s visions for future leisure
facilities. However, there is much less consensus on closing centres deemed to be in a bad condition, not used
enough or losing money (over half disagree strongly or somewhat disagree).
Over half of online responses disagree strongly or somewhat disagree that the facilities in the borough are
meeting their needs
Refurbishment of existing facilities on the St George’s site is the most popular option amongst online respondents
(36% of those who responded to this question), followed by development of a new centre at this site (26% of those
who responded to this question). Responses received via email also focused on refurbishment of St George's or
redevelopment on the same site.
The number of online responses commenting on the proposals for St George’s was greater than the number
commenting on those for John Orwell. In both cases, those who did respond were largely positive about the
proposals.
In response to question 10, almost 20% of online responses feature requests for urgent action to be taken to
improve the swimming offer in the southwest of the borough, with an emphasis on the negative impact this is
having on more deprived groups, children, and families, as well as schools struggling to provide statutory swimming
lessons. This is reflected in greater support for the refurbishment or redevelopment of St George’s in Shadwell over
John Orwell in Wapping. Subsequent pressure on other pools is also referred to; 23 responses mention they have
been discouraged from continuing to exercise or swim because of longer journey times. Answers repeatedly
highlight children learning to swim as an essential safety requirement.
Many express fond attachment to St Georges and call for speedy refurbishment to preserve its beautiful
architecture and ambiance, 30 responses particularly reference the unique length of the pool.
Negative impact on family swimming time and decreased general activity levels due to closure of St George’s.
Eleven responses specifically link maintenance of mental health with the need to re-open St George’s pool.
Twenty-three online responses cite long-term neglect of St George’s by the council, though a programme of
inadequate funding and historical building surveys commissioned and ignored. This is also a theme reflected in
feedback from some of the public meetings.
Individual responses on barriers to access to the existing Leisure service include:
•
•
•
•

Cleanliness issues across centres.
GLL’s website and booking system deemed challenging to navigate.
Lack of women only spaces and activities.
Inconvenient scheduling.

Experiences of GLL (Greenwich Leisure Limited) service delivery are mixed:
•

GLL’s track record on cleanliness and maintenance regularly highlighted as sub-standard, with some
attributing the decline of usership at St Georges as linked to poor hygiene.
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•
•
•
•

Mixed views on value and affordability of current offer.
Charitable social enterprise status valued by users.
GLL’s operation of leisure services in neighbouring boroughs is viewed as a major advantage as it allows
members access to a wider range of centres across London.
There are positive comments on the range and delivery of services: Have moved in last 12 months from
Redbridge - Tower Hamlets has markedly better provision.

Importance of effective contractual monitoring as part of any new agreement highlighted
More all-female designated sessions and spaces; strategy for early engagement of girls in sport advocated.
Calls for more ambitious planning to match provision at well-regarded Britannia Leisure Centre in Hackney.
Negative impact of loss of hockey pitch access at John Orwell repeatedly highlighted, including detriment to
participation, physical and mental health, as well as community cohesion.
Consultation process criticised for a perceived lack of accessibility for those less digitally confident or more
vulnerable users, including a perception that the consultation is a rubberstamping exercise for a pre-determined
decision on the future of St George’s. Although responses did not always specify what these concerns were,
examples include closing St George’s and selling the site to housing developers and/or opening a pool at John Orwell
Leisure Centre, with a general bias against the refurbishment of St George’s.
Respondents call for better collaboration with local health services and improved join-up with existing green
spaces as part of future planning.
1.3. Alternative suggestions
Twelve online responses suggested provision of a dockside lido in the Southwest of the borough, with one
suggesting provision of a pop-up pool. The case for installation of a demountable pool is advocated as part of the
formal response from Shadwell Responds, including detailed case study examples. Another response by email
recommends a lido be situated at Brussels Wharf.
2. Introduction
The current contract delivered by Better (Greenwich Leisure Limited or ‘GLL’) for leisure centres ends in April 2024,
and the council needs to decide upon any changes to the way that it provides leisure services for residents.
Tower Hamlets has seven leisure centres, the majority of which are over 40 years old, and there is a clear need to
plan for both the short-term (five to ten-years) and long-term (ten years or more) investment in these buildings. This
will ensure that high-quality facilities can be provided now and into the future.
On 15 November 2021, LBTH launched a public consultation exercise seeking the views of all interested parties on
options for the future of leisure services in Tower Hamlets.
3. Consultation Period
The consultation ran from 15 November 2021 to 12 January 2022 (extended twice, from an original end date of 3
January, then 9 January 2022, and finally to 12 January 2022).
A survey was published on the Let’s Talk Tower Hamlets (LTTH) online portal via the following link:
https://talk.towerhamlets.gov.uk/leisure. The webpage carried information on how to respond, the timetable for
responses and made available the formal consultation document, supporting strategies and feasibility reports:
https://talk.towerhamlets.gov.uk/leisure/widgets/37118/documents)
People were invited to respond via the online survey, by email (sports@towerhamlets.gov.uk), by post and by email.
Interested parties could also attend in person and virtual meetings, as well as requesting paper copies of the survey
via the online mailbox or by post. Paper copies were placed in all leisure centres on 21st December 2021, given that
the original consultation advised paper copies could be requested by post up to 17th December.
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3.1. In person & virtual events - overview
• 15 November: In person public meeting at Town Hall – 13 attended (although it should be noted that the

online streaming element of this meeting did not work, and the event was not recorded)
• 1 December: In person event at St George’s Town Hall - 7 attended
• 4 December: In person event at Mile End Leisure Centre – 25 interacted with consultation
• 6 December: Online meeting with Isle of Dogs Councillors – 2 attended
• 8 December: Virtual meeting with Shadwell Responds attended by Cllr Akhtar and Michael Coleman
• 9 December: In person session at George Green’s School - 1 attended
• 9 December: Online Public Consultation meeting with the Mayor which was recorded and available via LBTH

portal - Approximately 13 attended
• 22 December – Mayor and Cllr Akhtar met with Shadwell Responds group.
3.2. Promotion
The consultation was initially publicised via the following channels:
•
•
•
•
•
•

London Borough of Tower Hamlets (LBTH) Members and Managers internal newsletter
Sport centre websites
Social media – 36 posts across Twitter, Facebook, Instagram & LinkedIn, reaching 626.2K people.
LBTH Sports and Leisure email bulletin
LBTH Communications Team Newsletter
Posters at Leisure Centres – 54 scans of QR code from posters at GLL locations and Town Hall leading to
https://talk.towerhamlets.gov.uk/leisure

Promotion was adjusted throughout the consultation in response to interim demographic analysis:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Emails sent by GLL to voluntary and community sector and sports and leisure groups affiliated with
individual leisure centres
Publicised via Local Voices – residents’ group with disabilities or long-term health conditions
Follow up email sent via sport and leisure mailbox
Publicised via Poplar HARCA, and One Housing
Publicised with members of the Health and Wellbeing Board
Publicised via Headteacher’s Bulletin, with request for consultation link to feature on school websites
Publicised via GP Care Group
Publicised via Our Time SEND Youth Forum
Publicised via articles submitted to e-newsletters to parents and carers and professionals working with
families in Tower Hamlets
Publicised with elected Members as part of meeting held on held on 6th January 2022
Focussed press in Bengali newsletter published Fri 17 Dec 2021.
Publicised via youth engagement team networks
Article featured in December edition of Our East End, P41, which goes to every household in the borough
o

4. Responses
In total the council received 331 responses
•
•
•

316 responses via online survey (including 5 paper surveys transcribed to online portal
7 emails
8 audio files via email

4.1. Formal responses
Nine formal responses were received from the following organisations:
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Harry Gosling Primary School (online survey)
Lawdale Junior School (online survey)
St Pauls Whitechapel CofE Primary School (online survey)
English Martyrs Roman Catholic Primary School (online survey)
Wapping High School (online survey)
Wapping Hockey Club – c/o Stuart Burnside (Honorary President) (online survey & email)
London Royals Hockey Club (online survey)
Tower Hamlets Trojans Basketball Club (online survey)
A collective response - A community vision for St George’s Leisure Centre - submitted via email by
Shadwell Responds, representing 10 faith organisations, schools, and community groups across
Shadwell, supported by Create Streets Foundation

Issues raised by these organisations are reflected under central analysis where replies were received via the online
survey. Analysis of formal responses received via email is provided under section 8.
Responses were also received from individuals affiliated with the following organisations:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

St George in the East
Victoria Park Athletics Club
Turks Head Charity
Seven Mills Primary School
Oaklands Secondary School
Bigland Green Primary School
East London Hockey Club

Two responses were also received from councillors: Cllr Rabina Khan and Cllr Andrew Wood
5. Comments on the consultation methodology
Several comments were made, including:
•
•

•

•

Timing: concerns were raised that the consultation took place at the end of the year and over the festive
period. The consultation was subsequently extended twice.
Accessibility: some respondents raised concerns that an online survey was not suitable for those who do not
have digital access or skills. Hard copies were made available at leisure centres and a number of in-person
events were held.
Access to supporting documents and information: concerns were raised that historic building surveys were
not available, and there should be more information about the comparative costs of refurbishing versus
building a new centre.
Openness: some respondents expressed a fear that the process was premeditated to remove St Georges
and build housing on the site.

6. Demographic Profile of on-line questionnaire respondents
•

The bulk of respondents are residents (89%) based in E1 and E1W postcodes (see table below), with almost
a third of users citing St George’s as their ‘most used’ leisure centre. Users of Mile End Park Leisure Centre
and Stadium make up 21.8%, with users of John Orwell coming in third with 19.6%. The lowest response rate
was from users of Whitechapel Sports Centre (1.6%).
Breakdown by resident location
Postcode

E1

E1W

E2

E3

E14

N/A

Blank

Total

No.

70

87

28

46

49

2

34

316
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•

•

•

•

•

•

Of those 188 respondents (out of 316) who agreed to answer equalities questions, most engagement has
been from married heterosexual White British females in the 35-44 age bracket. The lowest response rates
feature in the very high or very low age brackets. The 16-24 age range provided only 7 replies via the online
survey, with zero received from the 0-15 age range. (However, it should be noted that additional replies
were received via email from two 11-year-olds and one 7-year-old).
Of this group 15% cite a long-term health problem or disability which limits day to day activities; the
majority preferred to self-describe or not to say; 17.6% of this group cite a mental health condition (such as
depression); 23.5% a long-standing illness (such as cancer); 8.8% cite a learning disability; 7.4% cite a sensory
impairment; 7.4% cite a physical impairment.
Nearly two thirds of respondents identified as White: British, White: Irish or White: Any other background,
with Other ethnic group: Any other background and Asian / British Asian Bangladeshi voices currently
forming the joint second most engaged groups (both 10%).
Overall, responses from Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic (BAME) communities have been low - with zero
responses received from Asian / Asian British: Any other background, White & Black African, Vietnamese,
White Traveller of Irish Heritage and White: Gypsy Roma groups
Most respondents (45.2%) identified as having no religion and over a quarter (26.9%) of responses were
received from the Christian community, with 7% identifying as Agnostic, 7.5% identifying as Muslim and
8.1% preferring not to say. There has been a very low level of response from Hindu (0.5%), Jewish (1.1%),
Buddhist (1.1%), Sikh (0.5%) and Humanist (1.1%) groups.
Over three quarters identified as Heterosexual (77.4%), with a 10.8% response rate from the Gay / Lesbian
community and 3.8% identifying as Bisexual. (Although it should be noted that 131 people skipped this
question)

7. Analysis of online survey responses
7.1. Strategic questions
The survey asked respondents for their views on a number of issues related to the ambition and purpose of leisure
services, levels of investment and whether leisure services currently meet the needs of residents. Respondents
could choose from a number of options: strongly agree, somewhat agree, neither disagree nor agree; somewhat
disagree; strongly disagree; don’t know. All 316 respondents answered these questions.
85% of respondents agreed/strongly agreed with the ambition for leisure services “to be sustainable & accessible to
every resident & visitor and contribute to local health, wellbeing and the economy”. 8% somewhat
disagreed/disagreed strongly.
89% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed with the future vision for Tower Hamlets leisure facilities. 5%
somewhat disagreed/disagreed strongly.
83% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed with the principle of having a network of leisure centre facilities
within 20 minutes by public transport from where you live. 11% somewhat disagreed/disagreed strongly.
94% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that all facilities, where possible, should support a healthy lifestyle
targeted at a range of ages, abilities, individuals, and groups. 2% somewhat disagreed/disagreed strongly.
95% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that leisure centres should be affordable and attractive to people of
all backgrounds, especially the most disadvantaged and/or least active. 2% somewhat disagreed/disagreed strongly.
28% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that if a centre is not used enough, is in a bad condition and/or it is
losing money, we should consider closing it. 58% somewhat disagreed/disagreed strongly.
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90% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that community groups, sports clubs and volunteers should be
supported to use open spaces, playing fields, community centres, schools, and colleges to bring leisure opportunities
to people of all backgrounds, especially the most disadvantaged and/or least active. 3% somewhat
disagreed/disagreed strongly.
83% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that the Council should consider funding new services or facilities,
such as a new leisure centre, if affordable. 6% somewhat disagreed/disagreed strongly.
94% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that the council should plan for significant investment in our leisure
centres. 2% somewhat disagreed/disagreed strongly.
37% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that the current range of leisure centres in the borough meet their
needs. 54% somewhat disagreed/disagreed strongly.
7.2. Open-ended questions
Respondents were also invited to give their views on a range of different topics, including on proposals for St
George’s Leisure Centre and John Orwell Sports Centre. Comments were coded, analysed and a summary of the
responses is presented below.
General comments and use of leisure centres
Q10 Do you have any comments on our leisure centres, in general, or any individual centre? (261 responses)
Summary of comments
All female provision and engagement
Multiple calls for more women only sessions and expanded designated gym space, with female
staff attending to negate male attendees making women feel uncomfortable in a perceived “male
space”. In addition, call to ensure only women are monitoring CCTV cameras in female only section of
gym. Women only sessions at Whitechapel on Mondays praised.
Strategy for early engagement of girls in sport advocated, with requirement for safe spaces
underlined.
Refurbish St Georges to preserve unique architecture and ambiance
Many users express fond attachment to St Georges, where they and their children learned to swim
and strongly advocate for its speedy refurbishment.
Negative impact on family swimming time and decreased general activity levels cited multiple
times.
The ambiance of St George’s pool – a great space flooded by light – is frequently praised, along
with the unique length and depth of the pool, described as a real gem. In comparison, Poplar Pool is
described by one user as a rather dismal dreary pool stuck in the basement, with Mile End likened to
swimming in an overcrowded fish tank.
Barriers to access:
Users frequently bemoan Better’s horrendous website, seen as difficult to navigate with a woeful
and Kafkaesque booking system often requiring many frustrating hours of communication with the
centre staff (in person and online) to resolve ... issues.
One user suggests staff ethnicity should more closely resemble local demographics to ensure a
welcoming environment and to negate language and cultural differences.
Requests for broader range of classes suitable for disabled users and need for disability awareness
training for staff, centres not Autism friendly, lack of accessible parking, increased journey times for
those with mobility issues due to closures. A hearing aid user reported that refurbished facilities at
John Orwell are problematic … the Sports Hall has a significant echo and the fitness studio was not
fitted with any sound insulation.
Many praised the facilities at St George’s pool as so valuable … to disabled and special need users,
another calls for a commitment to invest planning gains from Wapping to … running the swim ability
club for disabled children and adults.
Many liked the privacy offered by individual changing cubicles at St Georges, with segregation also
proving important: For reasons of personal safety and hygiene, I do not feel comfortable / will not
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Number of
responses
9

19

54

use mixed changing rooms such as at Mile End swimming pool. I am currently swimming in Islington
to avoid using mixed changing rooms, whilst St George's is shut. Security at York Hall is highlighted as
lacking as it could be judged unsafe for children in the changing rooms at present.
A high proportion bemoan inconvenient session timetabling, especially for those working full time,
with caring responsibilities or requiring female only sessions. Praise for St George’s pool which held a
huge range of levels of lessons at different times in the week to suit work and school schedules. Many
find that access to sessions is limited and has not increased to meet need. Another user in the higher
covid risk category calls for Mile End to be open later to enable avoidance of children and larger
groups.
Many call for a broader programme of activities to engage older people. Some highlight that poor
cleanliness in the light of Covid may discourage this group - I think this puts off disadvantaged and
older people from using the leisure centre, as they are more likely to experience severe symptoms—
essentially they are seeing it as risky to attend the leisure centre and be active, when in fact it’s
necessary for good health. Calls for fantastic 'Young at Heart' services to be resumed for the over
50’s.
Transport, travel, and location
Some request for a distinction to be made between public transport vs walking for the proposed
20min journey time, preferring the latter. A high proportion are discouraged from exercising by
longer journey times due to closures, especially those with mobility issues and caring responsibilities.
School staff bemoan the closure of St George’s and subsequent pressure on other pools, reducing
available swimming lessons slots and the public transport element means that swimming is no longer
considered a local educational visit, and requires a large amount of paperwork to be completed … to
ensure the children's safety, to the detriment of learning time and staff workload.
Many praise St Georges’ location as well connected for transport links, with a well-regarded Public
Transport Accessibility Level (PTAL) of 6a versus a PTAL of 3 for John Orwell.
One user highlights potential travel safety issues for some groups - access … could be a little
worrisome for some walking alone (walk from public transport for example and in particular John
Orwell).
Social equity
There is a broad and urgent plea for swimming provision in Shadwell to be preserved to cater to a
more deprived demographic in this area: The ability to swim is not the preserve of the white middle
class … Young children of all backgrounds want to learn to swim and have been denied this
opportunity by the indifference of the Local Authority. These respondents also expressed support for
refurbishment or redevelopment of St George’s in Shadwell over John Orwell in Wapping - a centre
perceived by some as nice, "White", middle class with a significantly wealthier usership. Another
respondent cautions against closing down loss-making facilities which may be providing a valuable
service to hard to reach segment of the borough.
In the light of potential pitch disruption at John Orwell, many hockey club members highlight the
potential negative impact on very well attended volunteer led clubs … essential for getting a diverse
range of children (diverse by gender, ethnicity, socio-economic status and ability) into sport for the
first time.
Experiences of GLL
In general, the sentiment towards staff is mixed, many have good experiences to share – one user
describes staff as friendly, helpful and welcoming, but those more negative focus on lack of training
to support disabled users and activities, a need for more training on computer systems and increased
awareness of leisure offer. Rudeness is mentioned on occasion, with one respondent suggesting
smaller turnover of staff as beneficial. Positive user experience is often thwarted by staff without
necessary authority or permission to rectify online problems.
One user describes Better as not perfect … but the best out there, adding I was sorry to see that
Westminster changed to Everyone Active which based on my research in Southwark and Westminster,
is not as accessible as Better. Another user describes the Mile End Centre as fantastic … I look
forward to swimming in it every week.
A high proportion attribute the decline of usership at St Georges as linked to poor hygiene. The
centre was often described as dirty with and left in a disgusting, unhygienic mess for the most part.
Many users warn that other pool and changing room facilities across the borough show similar signs
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38

24

119

of neglect - pools at Mile End, York Hall and Poplar are highlighted here - Better do not seem to take
care of any facility they become 'dirty' very quickly.
Whilst some find Better excellent value for money, a similar proportion find the offer too
expensive, calling for more generous subsidies and concessions to increase accessibility and
engagement.
Calls for more indoor sports provision (including racquet and team sports), combat sports,
investment in fitness suites, and encouragement of low impact exercise classes (yoga, dance) viewed
as really accessible, good for health and building community and an enhanced offer for older groups.
Parents request more soft play availability and facilities as well as and rehab for new mums.
Management is criticised for being out of step with fitness trends - The range of classes … are very
old and always the same. The Group Co-ordinator at Better seems to be deliberately unaware that the
fitness industry has evolved and moved on tenfold.
Suggestions for revamped St George’s to include additional facilities to enhance commercial
viability, such as a climbing wall, trampoline park, soft play area, area for children's birthday parties.
Sports hall provision is criticised as lacking and not meeting current demand, whilst Poplar rec
highlighted as non-inclusive and lacking basketball facilities.
GLL’s operation of leisure services in neighbouring boroughs is viewed as a major advantage, given
members can access other centres across London, adding to convenience and affordability especially
for residents living near borough borders.
Access to their spa experience sister company and social enterprise status is also well received
GLL’s management of centres described as poor by some, with one user’s attempt at being a critical
friend regarding problems at York Hall pushed back … on nearly each occasion.
Others found the breadth of current offer is badly advertised, and users suggest more local
promotion, including the eastern part of the city.
Other issues included low pool temperatures, problematic access to Mile End athletics track and a
request to avoid re-contracting with a company operating zero hours contracts.
Social, community and mental health impacts
38
A large proportion inextricably link maintenance of their mental health with the need to re-open St
George’s pool, described by one as a vital resource.
Many praise the social benefits of the clubs using the AstroTurf at John Orwell, one respondent
highlighted the benefits of the pitch to the mental well-being of so many residents and visitors in
Tower Hamlets, as well as providing a sense of community – It has brought so many people together
in the borough and provided great social outcomes for residents and visitors.
In general centres are prized for their positive impact on physical and mental health - creating
friendships between people of different ages, abilities and ethnicities - as well as reducing social
isolation in older and retired generations.
Council Strategy
134
Eighteen responses accuse the council of long-term neglect of St Georges, stating that there has
been inadequate funding and historical building surveys have been commissioned and ignored. Users
frequently accuse the council of using the pandemic as an excuse to permanently close St Georges.
Additional council investment is a key theme throughout, notwithstanding the perceived help or
hinderance of Better’s management and maintenance.
There are calls for planning to begin now for other more aged leisure centres to prolong life through
effective long-term maintenance and for S106 Community Infrastructure Levy and New Homes Bonus
money to be used for improvements. Many urge the council not simply to close the centres deemed
to be failing, but instead to find out why and then invest in outreach and accessibility and rebuilds to
increase usership instead. Another two respondents suggest provision should be brought inhouse.
Some users suggest a broader sports facility offer as an alternative approach to the perceived
’swimming focussed’ future strategy - especially in a post covid world where people are rightly
worries about personal health.
Importance of effective contractual monitoring is noted multiple times as part of any new
agreement, so that the service provider can be held to account.
Council urged by one respondent to create a “culture of wellbeing”, with a focus on what health
means to each individual given the unique lives they are leading … then facilitating this for each
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individual. Another called for more managerial imagination to offer lifelines to centres becoming
challenging to operate through more creative thinking.
Some responses focus on a narrative that the council’s main aim is to build housing on the St
George’s or John Orwell site to developers for profit. In general, this is seen as the wrong course of
action.
Responses highlights the optimal location of St George’s in terms of any planned redevelopment The components for revival are already here; the well-connected Shadwell Overground and DLR
Station, Watney Market, the Vestry Hall, the route to Tobacco Dock, the St. George's Gardens, the
Church and ...... the St. George's Baths building and site.
Facilities on the Isle of Dogs are highlighted multiple times as being out of step with the rising
population in this area.
The importance of engagement with sports clubs ahead of redevelopment is repeated, without
effective consultation with people of groups that use them or want to use them any development will
be wasted.
Consultation methodology
The consultation process was criticised for a perceived lack of accessibility for those less digitally
confident or more vulnerable users - how can people who have no access to social media, are too old
or unable to read or comment actually make their views heard.
Two responses express a perception that the consultation is a rubberstamping exercise for a predetermined decision on the future of St George’s, namely to sell off the land for profit to developer.
Swimming provision
There is a broad plea from many respondents for urgent action to be taken to improve the
swimming offer in the borough, with an emphasis on lack of provision in the Southwest and the
negative impact this is having on children and families, as well as schools struggling to provide
statutory swimming lessons.
Subsequent pressure on other pools is keenly felt, discouraging some from continuing to swim.
Responses include suggestions for a dockside lido, with Brussels Wharf as an option.
Answers repeatedly highlight children learning to swim as an essential requirement, to enhance
health and ‘life chances’, as well as the dangers of close proximity to various waterways and
youngsters swimming in Shadwell Basin. One user cautions that the time required to build a new
centre would mean that an entire generation of young children would lose the opportunity to learn to
swim.
Health and leisure collaboration
Joined-up thinking and closer, direct collaboration with the NHS and the wider “health industry” is
advocated by one respondent, another suggests GP and physiotherapy referral activities as beneficial
in local centres for those needing rehabilitation.
Local footfall capital
Hockey club members particularly highlight closure of the pitch at John Orwell as a hammer blow
to the local economy within Wapping, given the current patronage of members and opposing teams
in local pubs, restaurants, and shops pre and post matches.

8

52

6

5

Q11 Which of these leisure centres did you mostly use before the pandemic, use now, or are you are planning to use
in the next 12 months? (316 responses – one choice allowed)
Summary of responses in numbers
St George’s Leisure Centre
Mile End Leisure Centre
John Orwell Sports Centre
York Hall Leisure Centre
Poplar Leisure Centre
Tiller Leisure Centre
Whitechapel Sports Centre
None of the above / I do not use any leisure or sports centres
Total
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Percentage (number)
30% (96)
22% (69)
20% (62)
9% (30)
6% (20)
5% (16)
2% (5)
6% (18)
316

Q12 Which of the following consultation options do you prefer? (316 responses – one choice allowed)
Summary of responses in numbers
Refurbish the existing St George's Leisure Centre
Build a new leisure centre on the site of St George's Leisure Centre with a
swimming pool
Refurbish and extend the existing John Orwell Sports Centre to add a swimming
pool
Invest in other sites, not St George's Leisure Centre or John Orwell Sports Centre
Build a new leisure centre, with a swimming pool, on the site of John Orwell Sports
Centre
None of the above
Total

Percentage (number)
36% (114)
26% (83)
11% (35)
11% (34)
6% (19)
10% (31)
316

Specific proposals for St George’s Leisure Centre and John Orwell Sports Centre
Q13 What impacts (positive, negative or none) would refurbishing the existing St George's Leisure Centre have on
you or your family now and/or in the future? (106 responses)
Summary of comments
Positive:
Local women only sessions would be reinstated and preserved, providing much-needed access to the
pool for … local women, many of whom can only attend a female only session.
Investment in this option would affirm the council’s commitment to invest in Shadwell and more
deprived communities as opposed to Wapping where the demographic is much wealthier and challenge
the view of some of the project as a money earner for the council. The majority assert that housing on
the site is not desirable, one user suggests spare space should be used to extend the park instead.
It would not impact on a thriving hockey club (at John Orwell)
Architecture and ambience of unique pool would be preserved. Seventeen responses expressed fond
attachment and a desire to return to the beautiful, light filled space with large windows and view of the
sky from the pool, where many learned to swim. St George’s is described as a much loved and once very
successful leisure facility, considered by some a historic building which should be listed. There is strong
support for the preservation of the 30.4m long pool and an expectation that spectator galleries would
be able to re-open with borough galas and swimming and diving competitions resumed. Others add
that preservation of the existing pool size would allow for many activities to take place in one centre
simultaneously, including reinstatement of Tower Hamlets swimming club activities.
Usership would increase, providing it was supported by a proper maintenance programme.
Centre would be reinstated as community hub helping to build a bridge between Wapping and
Shadwell. Refurbishment of St George’s would not disrupt John Orwell hockey club activities,
highlighted by many as central to their sense of community.
Pool could re-open sooner compared with new build option, with Lower carbon impact than
demolition.
Site already benefits from excellent access to public transport (DLR, Overground, bus) … carparking
and several Santander cycle docking stations nearby, including parking for disabled people.
Local residents would benefit from reduced journey times and associated costs which have especially
impacted more vulnerable, disabled and deprived groups, and those with caring responsibilities.
Beneficial impact on children and family swimming time; We really miss our mum and daughter
bonding time at St George's. All agree refurbishment and re-opening of the centre would be hugely
beneficial to the children of Shadwell, including re-establishment of a local pool convenient for school
swimming lessons and enabling children to learn a necessary life skill. This would also relieve pressure
on other pools, with limited capacity currently a limiting factor for many that have to travel further due
to closure.
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Number of
responses
95

Lapse in mental & physical health reversed. Many cite closure of the pool as negatively impacting
health; I was swimming 3-5 times a week before it was closed and successfully losing weight and
getting fitter, to the point my diabetes was in remission. Since then I have been unable to access a
swimming pool and my health will almost certainly be suffering. Others attest to the pool as a lifeline
for mental health, swimming helped me reestablish my confidence after a relationship breakdown.
An opportunity to enhance the Southwest, given the sites proximity to the park and development of
café facilities should be better developed and exploited to revitalise this neglected part of the borough,
with one user recommending the increase of positive through traffic to the St George's park. Promotion
is also highlighted including to local more westerly office workers.
Negative:
Development of facilities at John Orwell would be neglected; option would only help one site in
Wapping.
Refurbishment would further delay swimming access for local families.
None:
Refurbishment would be more cost effective than demolishing and starting again
This option would make me feel like Tower Hamlets borough takes care of its residents needs.
Other comments:
Information on costs and specification of type of refurb versus rebuild missing.

2

7

2

Q14 What impacts (positive, negative or none) would building a new leisure centre on the site of St George's Leisure
Centre have on you or your family now and/or in the future? (70 responses)
Summary of comments
Positive:
People more inclined to use a modern centre purpose-built for the needs of the community,
especially with the addition of a wider variety of studio, fitness and sports activities and in place of
previous offering described by one user as filthy and poorly maintained, with unhelpful staff. One user
welcomed getting rid of a dangerous eyesore.
Opportunity to design more accessible layout, including a pool … accessible for disabled people with a
moving floor like Mile End Leisure Centre and ability to adjust the temperature and floor depth for
parent and baby, toddler and infant classes. A hydro pool is also suggested to assist recovery from
injury.
No disruption to hockey club activities at John Orwell
Beneficial impact on children and family swimming time, with swimming and diving lessons resumed
and children able to learn an essential life skill.
Local residents would benefit from reduced journey times and associated costs particularly affecting
families and deprived groups.
Benefits of central location and travel links advocated as equally accessible to very different
communities on both side of the Highway, with certain groups less willing to travel down into John
Orwell.
Opportunity to enhance offer for competitive swimmers retaining the current length (at the least) or
building a 50m pool to open up the training potential for young and masters swimmers in TH.
Reinstate and enhance social aspects of centre as more attractive community centred space, which
would bring in a lot more people.
Lapse in mental & physical health (as a result of closure) reversed
Better value to demolish and rebuild than to refurbish the degraded fabric of the building, with
greener and cheaper running costs making long term maintenance more sustainable.
Opportunity to reinvigorate the wider area by building a new centre which better interacts with the
local space, including the park and local heritage context. Investment would challenge the view that
people in Shadwell are not being invested in, while being surrounded by lots of development that
doesn't serve their needs.
Negative:
Investment in other centres neglected if no money is reserved to update … in the next 3-5 years.
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responses
58

6

Building a new centre may fail to preserve the unique character of the existing pools - the feasibility
study has not explored this as fully as it could. Also risk of losing individual changing booths, which also
support diversity, given different standards of modesty in our community, and encourage those with
poor body self-images to exercise more.
Redevelopment would further delay swimming access, with a complete rebuild deemed the longer
option. The impact of having no interim swimming option is described as devastating by one, who
advocates for a temporary swimming option such as a 'pop-up' pool.
None:
Other comments:
Low use previously impacted by poor management with restrictions on user numbers due to staff
shortages and lack of lifeguards.
Access to survey information hindered by broken document link, although this was not reported to
officers.
Council predetermination: One user stated: The council seems intent on demolishing St. George's by
making the only option as the John Orwell Sports Centre in Wapping better to include a pool.
Survey questions criticised as no provision given to state first or second choice options.
Feasibility study criticised as un-ambitious in providing more options for facilities at St Georges.

7
7

Q15 What impacts (positive, negative or none) would refurbishing and extending John Orwell Sports Centre have on
you and your family now and in the future? (30 responses)
Summary of comments
Positive:
Local swimming provision welcomed despite likely building disruption, with council urged to just do
something quickly given the area’s desperate need of a swimming pool.
Scope for development of centre s social hub, with culture space and broader offer, including space
for parties or gatherings and expanded sports sessions. Provision similar to York Hall spa suggested,
along with an on-site café to extend duration of visits.
Refurbishment of outside pitch beneficial to community in long run due to current age and condition
– replacement with a high standard multi-sport surface suggested. Adding other outdoor facilities
would expand range of activities available and sustain or even increase … frequency of visits and
involvement in those activities and … time spent in the surrounding businesses.
Centre is well located with access to Wapping Gardens, convenient for families that wish to play after
swimming or training sessions.
Adding facilities on this site would be a more efficient use of space, incorporating unused land around
the existing site, while using the St George's site for housing.
Negative:
Temporary closure would limit access exercise options and a staged refurbishment is suggested to
allow for the gym to remain open, even if equipment/machines needed to be moved around the centre
during the process.
Redevelopment could trigger price increases which might price out existing members.
Disruption to or removal of AstroTurf would seriously jeopardise participation in hockey and other
team sports. Hockey club members repeatedly emphasise the importance of club activities to their
physical and mental health and sense of community and dire impact of loss of pitch due to limited
facilities elsewhere.
Redevelopment could result in loss of parking provision, particularly impacting access for disabled
users and sports league clubs visiting from outside the borough.
None
Other comments:
St Georges will be expensive to refurbish and would be better being sold off and the profits put into
other leisure services.
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18

9
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Q16 What impacts (positive, negative or none) would building a new leisure centre with a swimming pool on the site
of John Orwell Sports Centre have on you and your family now and in the future? (12 responses)
Summary of comments

Number of
responses
10

Positive:
Site considered to be more practical for development, with easy access from overground station and
enough space to develop other sports and refreshment facilities. The potential for housing would
significantly help borough funding for both JO development and other improvement and put to good
use a piece of waste ground to the west considered an unsightly blight on the locality for decades.
Beneficial impact on children and family swimming time, with one parent noting It will probably mean
the difference between my children becoming strong swimmers or not.
Building a larger complex would provide a more varied offer allowing families to participate in a range
of activities simultaneously and allowing for historic ad-hoc structural changes described as very 'bity'
and added at various periods – to be addressed.
New centre would provide focal point for local community, with potential to address a growing antisocial behavioural problem in the area of Knighten Street/Vaughan Way due to the area's isolation
(following the implementation of the Wapping bus gate).
Negative:
1
Closure as part of rebuild project would limit access exercise options and increase journey times for
users to alternative centres.
None
2
Q17 Do you have any comments on the borough's leisure services? (232 responses)
Summary of comments

Number of
responses
12

Calls for more all-female provision and engagement, including gym space, as well as a dedicated
leisure centre with a female only staff and gym equipment designed specifically for women. The
importance of separate women-only changing areas over a changing village is highlighted. In contrast,
there are also pleas for separate classes for minority groups not to be held at busy times, citing too
much focus on political correctness with a direct negative impact on other users.
Develop a broader borough-wide offer, with specific opportunity to increase variety of provision at
20
St Georges through redevelopment.
Experience of GLL
140
Charitable social enterprise status valued by users
Mixed views on value and affordability of current offer; some find membership too expensive, while
others praise very good value for money compared with very expensive private facilities and given that
a membership with them gives me access to many leisure centres over London and includes accessible
options such as basic type of pay and play to all inclusive. However, one user notes that since the
pandemic GLL have put their prices up by more than 50% for clubs to rent pool/lanes. Another user
reports the discounted rate for TH staff is less favourable than expected.
Experiences of staff are mixed, with some users reporting lack of flexibility, non-responsiveness and
rudeness - although staff members seem to try their best - despite many mistakes being made. Others
note that GLL staff succeed in providing open, inviting leisure centres.
A high proportion are critical regarding GLL’s perceived mismanagement and neglect of St George’s:
It is scandalous that St Georges has been allowed to get into such a state of disrepair … Better GLL have
been not performed their most basic obligations. Another respondent suggests that a previous rolling
programme of improvements whilst keeping the pool open could have prevented the current position.
GLL’s track record on cleanliness and maintenance regularly highlighted as sub-standard, with pools
described as dirty, badly managed and unhygienic. Other respondents complain of contracting fungal
infections and finding excrement inside changing rooms at Mile End centre, whilst Cleaning team throw
some bleaching products on floor while people are still there which increases asthma attacks. A user
suggests that if management keep the leisure services clean then this will encourage users to also
respect the space.
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Range of leisure centres and services valued, but users flag that many are in a poor condition with
suboptimal maintenance, with a need for increased promotion: I think there are a lot of excellent
facilities in the borough and we're lucky to have them, but I think some of facilities and opportunities
are poorly communicated and promoted so not best used.
Barriers to access
Many highlight class scheduling as a major barrier to access.
Lack of provision for new mums to help women become pain free and confident with their new bodies.
A high proportion berate GLL’s booking system and online presence as difficult to navigate and
inaccessible to those without smart phones or internet access, putting certain vulnerable groups at a
disadvantage.
Various calls for pool temperature to be more carefully considered, as colder water is considered to
be a deterrent for learners, children and older people suffering from specific illnesses such as
Raynaud’s syndrome.
Access issues specific to Mile End Stadium are reported as having been exacerbated during the
pandemic, including overcrowding, an unreliable booking system, problematic access to the outdoor
track via the main leisure centre requiring the intervention of staff. Where staff are new (and not yet
understanding the apparent idiosyncrasies of Mile End), they can be very unhelpful. The same users
states that fines can often result … but shouldn’t be a normal and regular occurrence. Also noted is
irregular availability of Outdoor toilets, lack of access to the gym, toilets or changing facilities on the
stadium side, creating access issues for disabled users and emergency services personnel. There is lack
of access to a defibrillator located on the closed stadium side.
Transport and travel
Redevelopment of leisure services in the Southwest would enable local residents to benefit from
reduced journey times and associated costs which have especially impacted more vulnerable,
disabled, and deprived groups, and those with caring responsibilities.
Responses include requests for public transport not to be used as the measure for accessibility given
that public transport costs are significant for some groups.
Collaboration and service join-up
Respondents call for better collaboration with local health services, including physiotherapy,
community dietician smoking cessation which could be delivered in Leisure Centres to improve health
outcomes. In addition, one user suggests facilities with smaller, warmer pools should offer
rehabilitation sessions.
Disconnect between leisure planning and transport and streets strategies described as shocking.
There are calls for increased provision and link up with active transport opportunities, such as free-touse cycle parking, as well as more engagement with community health and fitness groups.
Better link up between leisure services and green spaces, encouraging use of well-regarded outdoor
gyms and access to running clubs.
Mapping space available for provision across the borough, including classes held via Ideas Stores,
school and community halls, and other providers and utilising effective booking software to manage
access. Requesting access to leisure facilities in universities, corporate buildings is also suggested: If
working from home continues there will be lots of empty corporate gyms in Canary Wharf!
Council strategy
Calls for more ambitious planning to match provision at well-regarded Britannia Leisure Centre in
Hackney
Eight respondents suggest that the council has neglected St George’s
Investing more evenly across the borough favoured by some, rather than focusing on rebuilding one
closed centre. Another user suggests other council services suffering cuts should benefit from
investment above leisure centres.
Some call for less strategic focus on pools as a priority, with a preference for a variety of accessible
activities (particularly fitness/gyms, yoga and Pilates, dance and tennis) as opposed to swimming.
Specific investment to improve facilities at Mile End Stadium is highlighted, including indoor and
outdoor toilets, resurfacing netball and tennis courts and fixing flood lights.
The importance of monitoring any contractual leisure service agreement is repeatedly emphasised,
including financial penalties for breach of agreed maintenance and hygiene standards. As well as
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42

9

20

123

ensuring centre managers and deputies are actively responsible for keeping their centres in a good
state.
Many question why centres are conveniently not fit for purpose since the pandemic, amid concern
that the council will use the pandemic as an excuse for cutting services, instead of fighting for the
investment from government that our borough needs.
Bringing leisure services inhouse is advocated by some, while others suggest incorporating
commercial wellness provision to help fund running costs.
Provision is flagged as being out of step with population growth, both across the borough and
specifically in the Isle of Dogs.
Affordable outdoor swimming options are recommended by many, with a dockside lido suggested to
mitigate unauthorised and dangerous swimming each year. Although, Lidos are not good for school
swimming for various reasons and school swimming needs to be accommodated in pools. Another
respondent cautions against an expensive lido that only middle aged middle class people use.
Swimming provision
Urgent pleas from many for swimming provision to resume in the Southwest: Although St. Georges
was in a poor state, it was better than nothing. A high proportion agree that current swimming
provision is totally inadequate.
Negative impact of St George’s closure on school swimming lessons reiterated: schools in the SW of
the borough will face a difficult choice if St George's pool is not re-opened - either cease providing
swimming lessons or face significant disruption to children's learning.
Ethnic minorities more at risk of drowning according to World Health Organisation data referenced
by one user, who also highlights the low proportion of black children and adults who do not swim,
recommending collaboration with the Black Swimming Association to increase the uptake of swimming
by black and ethnic minority children, supported by a LBTH strategy.
Impact on community and mental health
Negative impact of loss of hockey pitch access repeatedly highlighted, including detriment to physical
and mental health, as well as community cohesion.
Since the closure of St George’s there has been a definite decline in the area and community feeling.
Opportunity to invest in St George’s to develop a community hub to unite multi faith, mixed income
communities.
Consultation methodology
Community engagement criticised as lacking, with timing of meetings and notice given … minimal at
times
Consultation criticised as loaded … with leading questions which strongly suggest that you are looking
for a "rubber stamp" to justify decisions that have already been taken. Another respondent asserts
extreme bias against the refurbishment of St George’s Pool within the survey.
In person events criticised for lacking hard copies of the survey for people to fill out.
Consultation documentation lacking information on usage of individual centres and trends over
time.
Offer for young people
High level sports offer lacking in the borough, with some mention of gymnastics provision which used
to be very good.
Calls for more child-friendly climbing facilities and creches, with calls for children’s activities to be
better spread across centres.
More leisure engagement with teenagers requested to improve mental health through physical
activity, with combat sports suggested as effective way to engage older children.
Access to sports and clubs
Negative impact on outdoor sports participation at John Orwell in event of potential redevelopment
at this site, including disruption to hockey club league matches, volunteering programme, free
provision for disadvantaged children and children’s grassroots football club.
Significant shortage of tennis courts highlighted driven by an increased up-take in tennis during and
following the pandemic.
Calls for the council to restore the basketball facilities in Wapping Gardens and increase basketball
opportunities across the borough.
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8. Analysis of other responses
Summary of comments received via email
Summary of audio clips received
Eight audio clips were sent to sports@towerhamlets.gov.uk, recorded by Caroline Morton on 4
December 2021 in Wapping. All those interviewed were discussing why they wanted St George’s Pool
to remain open. Two responses received from children, aged 11 and 7.
Majority in support of having a local facility that is easy to access, especially for those who are
visually impaired, are reliant on public transport, or are too busy to spend lots of time going further
afield.
Several parents raised concerns about children learning to swim, and where schools would take
children swimming
Several respondents had a strong attachment and fond memories of the pool where they learned
to swim
Email correspondence with James Thomas (Corporate Director Children and Culture Directorate)

Number of
responses
8

1

St George’s Steering Group
Highlighted the convenience of savings made due to pool closure during lockdown and how this
could be negatively perceived by the public, adding that much-needed maintenance work could have
been undertaken during this period in line with government guidelines.
Accused the council of continual neglect to maintain St George’s - as the conditions surveys of 2018
and 2019 testify – and queried why the professional advice in the reports was not followed by the
council.
Highlighted the need for the 30.4m pool to be maintained to preserve current provision and
queried why refurbishment and reopening of this facility was not included in the public consultation.
Underlined the need for a like-for-like refurbishment proposal with costings to enable a transparent
and fair consultation.
Formal response from Shadwell Responds

1

Response provided analysis of a Google form survey conducted with Shadwell residents collecting 252
responses (copies have not been provided to council officers), supported by engagement with 6 local
schools1 to create artwork and engagement through conversations in Shadwell Responds’ 10
institutions2.
Preference for bolstering St George’s pool redevelopment and refurbishment options, describing
consultation’s scope as insufficient to capture local feeling and is difficult to complete. Aim to provide
economically viable solution to the lack of access to swimming pool provision during redevelopment
works through provision of a temporary swimming pool in Shadwell.
Emphasis on ensuring any new pool will help to improve the ‘spaces in between’ the buildings as
part of a holistic vision to improve the area, including celebration of local heritage and by including
community voice in redevelopment.
Analysis of their survey revealed 89.3% wanted to see St George’s Leisure Centre refurbished, with
rebuilding on the same site the next most popular option and many highlighted the negative impact
on children’s swimming lessons. Many called for a temporary swimming pool in Shadwell and the

1

Bigland Green, Harry Gosling, English Martyrs, The Aldgate School, St Pauls, Whitechapel, St Mary’s and St Michael’s
St George-in-the-East Church, Darul Ummah Mosque, E1 Community Gardeners, St Mary’s Cable Street, Roman
Catholic Church of St Mary & St Michael, Oblates Retreat Centre, St Paul’s Shadwell Church, E1 Community Church,
Centre for Theology and Community, St Paul’s School, Whitechapel
2
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response suggests possible locations, as well as examples of providing a demountable temporary
swimming pool, with costings.
Formal response from Wapping Hockey Club
Although the response commends the Council’s Sport Development Team and supports the Council’s
efforts to improve leisure facilities in the borough, concerns are raised that potential redevelopment
at the John Orwell site will disrupt use of the pitch, participation and facilities by Wapping HC and
prejudice delivery of inclusive opportunities and health outcomes. Namely:
Disruption to youth training, bursaries scheme, ability to store equipment on site
Loss of social / community benefits and local economic footfall
Increase in costs
Loss of car parking – especially impacting visiting teams and disabled users
Opportunity for closer engagement with club as part of planning process to ensure pitch fit for
purpose.
Summary of other emails received:

1

5

Query regarding survey accessibility for people who are not online or not digitally confident, with
request for print ready paper format
Response sets out benefits of considering an all-weather, retractable-roof lido in Brussels Wharf
funded by associated housing development as an alternative to existing pool proposals.
Request to confirm that the full set of technical survey reports have been made available to allow
proper consultation.
Query on lack of maintenance work carried out at St Georges in response to survey
recommendations and why pandemic lock down was not used to carry out repair work.
Query on depth of pool being considered for the main pool at St Georges in event of
redevelopment. Highlights Sport England minimum guidelines as not ideal for swimming clubs and
means waterpolo and syncho can't be practiced. Highlights opportunity for the council to install a
pool that can be realistically used by swimming, waterpolo and syncho clubs to increase participation
and performance in the borough.
14-year-old resident highlights limited women’s sessions and inconvenient timetabling which have
discouraged activity, especially for those with religious and cultural preferences.
Communication with GLL team described as difficult, via website and phone, further hindered by a
confusing app.
Summary of verbal feedback received via virtual and in person meetings:
Mayor’s Session (9 December 2021)
Officers challenged on whether there has been due consideration given to a lido
Negligence of St George’s has caused decline in use – one attendee stated the centre has been
starved of money for decades.
Consultation accessibility criticised with background documents appearing online in an ad-hoc
manner which appears dishonest and access to online survey difficult for users without access to the
internet. Delay in providing access to paper copies also highlighted as a barrier to accessibility.
Technical nature of feasibility study has also proved difficult for some to understand.
St George’s is an iconic building that should be saved. The addition of housing on the site rejected as
the wrong course of action.
Consultation process and manner that information is presented suggests decision is predetermined
– the survey does not bear any resemblance to what is being put forward. The feasibility study for
John Orwell gives the impression that the council’s decision is predetermined, and consultation
process is a formality.
There are more available options than are being presented, but council lacks vision.
Installation of a smaller, shallower 25m pool at St Georges would have a detrimental effect on
range of activities able to be delivered.
Not all users able to travel to the London Aquatics Centre in Stratford to dive whilst St George’s
closed.
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Number
attending
13

Impact of increased travel time on schools for swimming lessons highlighted as an issue.
Wapping Hockey Club raised concerns regarding disruption to the pitch at John Orwell as part of
any development plans, potentially jeopardising regular tournaments, including provision for
children and impacting a club of over 400 members.
St George’s Town Hall session on 1st December (7 attendees)
Has the Council already decided which option to proceed with? Was a decision already made to use
the John Orwell site?
Negligence of St George’s has caused decline in use – suggested that the Council had not invested in
St George’s, which caused the decline in use.
Current pool length and ambience is ‘iconic’ – the existing building should be refurbished because St
George’s offers a bigger pool and the pool hall receives extensive natural light.
John Orwell site has high levels of ground contamination so would be expensive to build on.
Housing should not be built on the St George’s site as so close to the Highway.
Mile End Leisure Centre session on 4th December (25 attendees)
Comments received about the management of Mile End Leisure Centre, access to the running track
via the Leisure Centre in particular.
Was it planned to invest in York Hall?
Would Mile End Leisure Centre receive investment too, or was the consultation about the southwest?

9. Petition and online support
An e-petition has been collecting signatures at Petition · For all options to be investigated to fully refurbish and
update St George's Pools · Change.org. It had been signed by 3048 people at 12:46pm, 17 January 2022. The petition
and open letter from the Turks Head Charity and St George's Pool Steering was discussed at the full council meeting
dated 17 November 2021 following a special motion brought by Cllr Rabina Khan but was not debated fully.
A web page entitled saveourpool.co.uk sets out a community campaign to reopen St Georges swimming pool, which
provides links to the above mentioned Change.org petition and the online council survey.
10. Background papers
Available via LTTH Leisure Consultation page:
•
•
•

Consultation Document
Feasibility study & summary
Physical Activity and Sports Strategy (PASS)
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11. Responses to online survey questions in numbers
No.

Question

Q1

How are you responding

Q2
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You are responding as a representative of an education
setting, sports/leisure club, voluntary and community
sector (CVS) or other. Please provide any additional
detail about your interest in this consultation
Q3
What is the name of your school, club or organisation
Q4
Is your response a formal response on behalf of your
school, club or organisation
Q5
You are responding as a resident. Please tell us the
postal code from your address in Tower Hamlets.
Strategic vision questions: Agree/disagree
Q6
We set out our ambition for leisure services to be
sustainable & accessible to every resident & visitor and
contribute to local health, wellbeing and the economy

Answered

Skipped

Don’t
know

Disagree
strongly

Somewhat
disagree

Neither
agree
nor
disagree

Some
what
agree

Strongly
agree

316

0

35

281

35
35

281
281

282

34

316

0

7

9

16

16

59

209

Q7
Q8a

The future vision for Tower Hamlets leisure facilities
A network of leisure centre facilities within 20 minutes
by public transport from where you live

316
316

0
0

1
2

10
15

7
19

18
19

99
70

181
191

Q8b

All facilities, where possible, to support a healthy
lifestyle targeted at a range of ages, abilities,
individuals and groups

316

0

3

2

4

10

59

238

Q8c

Leisure centres should be affordable and attractive to
people of all backgrounds, especially the most
disadvantaged and/or least active

316

0

1

3

3

10

65

234

Q8d

If a centre is not used enough, is in a bad condition
and/or it is losing money, we should consider closing it

316

0

9

122

61

37

57

30

Q8e

Community groups, sports clubs and volunteers should
be supported to use open spaces, playing fields,
community centres, schools, and colleges to bring
leisure opportunities to people of all backgrounds,
especially the most disadvantaged and/or least active

316

0

2

1

7

21

82

203

Q8f

The Council should consider funding new services or
facilities, such as a new leisure centre, if affordable

316

0

4

6

13

31

68

194

Q9a

The council should plan for significant investment in
our leisure centres

316

0

2

3

2

12

53

244

Q9b

The current range of leisure centres I the borough meet
my needs
Do you have any comments on our leisure centres, in
general, or any individual centre?

316

0

2

90

80

26

68

50

261

55

Q11

Which of these leisure centres did you mostly use
before the pandemic, use now, or are you are planning
to use in the next 12 months?

316

0

Q12

Preferred consultation option (See table on page 9 for
further detail)
What impacts (positive, negative or none) would
refurbishing the existing St George's Leisure Centre
have on you or your family now and/or in the future?

316

0

106

210

What impacts (positive, negative or none) would
building a new leisure centre on the site of St George's
Leisure Centre have on you or your family now and/or
in the future?
What impacts (positive, negative or none) would
refurbishing and extending John Orwell Sports Centre
have on you and your family now and in the future?

70

247

30

286

What impacts (positive, negative or none) would
building a new leisure centre with a swimming pool on

12

304

Q10
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Q13

Q14

Q15

Q16

the site of John Orwell Sports Centre have on you and
your family now and in the future?
Q17

Do you have any comments on the borough's leisure
services?

232

84
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